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SEX-BIASED MOUSE LIVER lincRNAs: VALIDATION AND IMPACT OF 
MOUSE KNOCKOUT MODELS THAT PERTURB HEPATIC GROWTH 
SIGNALING 
FEYZA YILMAZ 
ABSTRACT 
Sexual dimorphism has a broad impact on human health and disease, including 
autoimmune diseases, cardiovascular diseases, and liver diseases, specifically 
hepatocellular carcinoma. Pituitary growth hormone (GH) secretion has a major impact 
on sex differences in the liver. Previous studies show that signal transducer and activator 
transcription factor 5b (STAT5b) impacts male-biased gene expression. Somatostatin 
(SST) inhibits the release of GH, and this in turn impacts STAT5b activity and GH 
regulation feedback. Long intergenic noncoding RNAs (lincRNAs), which do not encode 
proteins, have various roles in diverse biological processes including cell differentiation, 
chromatin remodeling, and gene regulation. In the present study, we discovered 
lincRNAs in mouse liver using RNA-seq datasets, and identified male and female-biased 
lincRNAs. Moreover, we validated the sex-specificity of lincRNAs by performing real 
time PCR (qPCR) and analyzing UCSC genome browser screen shots by comparing male 
and female expression patterns. We validated the sex-specificities of 22 lincRNAs. 
Moreover, we investigated whether pituitary GH secretion impacts the regulation of these 
sex-biased lincRNAs in the same manner as seen in sex-biased protein coding RefSeq 
genes. qPCR experiments investigated the impact of GH secretion by using SST and 
STAT5b knockout mouse models, and hypophysectomized, and intermittent (pulsatile) 
	  	   vi	  
GH-treated mice. Our results show that pituitary GH secretion impacts the regulation of 
sex-biased lincRNAs. The last part of this thesis investigates the molecular and functional 
role of sex-biased lincRNAs by using The Database for Annotation, Visualization, and 
Integrated Discovery (DAVID).  
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Chapter 1. Sex-specificity Validation of Long Intergenic Noncoding RNAs 
 
1.A. SUMMARY 
 
Sexual dimorphism in gene expression is regulated by the pituitary hormone Growth 
Hormone (GH), which is secreted in a sex-biased manner in rats, mice and humans, and 
which has broad implications for human health. Recent studies have identified numerous 
long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs), including long intergenic noncoding RNAs 
(lincRNA), in mammalian genomes that regulate gene expression and affect several 
biological processes, including cell differentiation. In this study, we investigate whether 
the pattern of pituitary GH secretion impacts the expression of sex-biased lincRNAs in 
the same manner as it regulates sex-biased protein coding RefSeq genes. To investigate 
the impact of GH on sex-biased lincRNA expression, we first needed to identify sex-
biased lincRNAs. The work presented here is based on two different analyses (initial and 
final) used to discover mouse liver lincRNAs, respectively carried out by Peng-Ying Hao 
and Tisha Melia, of the Waxman Laboratory. LincRNAs discovered in the initial analysis 
are labeled as “Mylincs” whereas lincRNAs discovered by the final analysis are called 
“Novellincs”. 90 sex-biased lincRNAs (Mylincs) were found to be sex-differentially 
expressed by filtering p-value of < 0.005 and fold change (FC) value of > |2|. We 
performed overlapping region analysis to identify lincRNAs that were present in both 
lincRNA analysis lists, Mylincs and Novellincs, by using “intersectBed”. Results showed 
that 24 Mylincs overlap with 22 Novellincs, with 2 Mylincs corresponding to the same 
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Novellincs; Novellinc5588 corresponded to Mylinc1966 and Mylinc3930, and 
Novellinc3932 corresponds to Mylinc1010, and Mylinc1970. Further experimental work 
described here focuses on these 22 lincRNAs. We performed initial sex-specificity 
validation analysis by using real time qPCR and visual inspection by University of 
California Santa Cruz (UCSC) genome browser sessions screen shots that encompassed 4 
different RNA-seq datasets. Of the 22 sex-biased lincRNAs, 19 were validated as 
showing significant sex differences in expression between male and female mouse liver. 
 
1.B. INTRODUCTION 
 
Differences in the prevalence, extent, and progression of diseases between men and 
women, including autoimmune, kidney, cardiovascular and liver diseases (such as 
hepatocellular carcinoma), may be mediated by sex differences in gene expression 
(Pincus J. M., et al. 1996, Whitacre, C. C. et al. 2001, Rinn J. L. et al. 2005, Silander K. 
et al. 2008, El-Serag, H. B. et al. 2004, Yokoyama H. et al. 2005). Previous studies have 
shown that the major mechanism to control sex-specific protein coding gene expression 
in the liver is the sex-dependent GH secretion pattern, which originates at the pituitary 
gland (Jansson J.O. et al. 1985, MacLeod J. N. et al., 1991, Mode A. et al., 2006, 
Veldhuis J. D. et al., 1998, Xu J. et al., 2011). However, whether pituitary GH secretion 
impacts the sex differences in sex-biased long intergenic noncoding RNA (lincRNA) 
expression pattern in mouse liver is not known. LincRNAs are defined as RNA 
transcripts that are greater than 200 nt in length that do not encode for proteins (Ponting 
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C. P. et al. 2009). LincRNAs can act as decoys and impact DNA-binding proteins, such 
as transcription factors. LincRNAs may also act as scaffolds to bring two or more 
proteins into a complex, or they may also act as guides to recruit proteins, such as 
chromatin modification enzymes (Polycomb repressive complex 1 and 2, PRC1 and 
PRC2 complexed by Xist (Plath et al. 2002; de Napoles et al. 2004; Schoeftner et al. 
2006)), to DNA (Rinn J., et al. 2012). PRC2 is a histone methyltransferase (HMTase) 
that methylates Lys27 of H3 (H3K27) (Cao et al. 2002, Czermin et al. 2002, Kuzmichev 
et al. 2004, Müller et al. 2002). High levels of H3K27 trimethylation (H3K27me3) in the 
coding region generally correlate with transcription repression (Cao et al. 2008, Nekrasov 
et al. 2007, Sarma et al. 2008). In Dr. Aarathi Sugathan’s PhD study from the Waxman 
Laboratory, sex-dependent K27me3-mediated repression was shown to be an important 
mechanism of repression of highly female-biased, but not of male-biased genes 
(Sugathan A. et al. 2013). Since it has been shown that lincRNAs can play a direct role in 
PRC2-mediated gene silencing (Tsai et al. 2010), we hypothesized that GH-regulated, 
sex-biased lincRNAs could play a similar role in K27me3-mediated silencing of female-
biased genes in male liver. To investigate the impact of GH, our first step was to validate 
the sex-specificity of identified lincRNAs and to accomplish that we designed primers 
specific to sex-biased lincRNAs. We conducted 43 qPCR experiments using RNA 
isolated from livers of 8-week-old mice, wild-type and knockout mice models, including 
mice with deficiencies in signal transducer and activator of transcription 5b (STAT5b) 
and somatostatin (SST), as well as mice subject to hypophysectomy (hypox) and 
intermittent (pulsatile) GH treatment. Of the 22 lincRNAs, 19 lincRNAs were validated 
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as having either male or female-biased expression in mouse liver. 
 
1.C. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
1.C.1. Primer Design 
Peng-Ying Hao, Patrick Joyce and Heather Selby of the Waxman Laboratory designed a 
total of 37 qPCR primers that target specific lincRNAs of interest, using Primer Express 
software (Applied&Biosystems, Foster City, CA). However, we continued our analysis 
with 22 of these primer sets. The target gene specificity of all primers was verified by 
NCBI BLAT analysis of the mouse genome mm9. Table 1.2 represents the list of primers 
designed for Mylincs that did not overlap with Novellincs list and Table 1.4 represents 
the lists of primers designed for Mylincs that occurred in Novellincs. 
 
1.C.2. Overlapping Region Analysis 
To identify overlapping lincRNAs in two lincRNAs lists (Mylincs and Novellincs), we 
performed overlapping regions analysis by using “intersectBed”, one of the bedtools 
(Quinlan A., et al. 2010) that allows a user to identify overlaps between two sets of 
genomic features. Bedtools is a flexible tool for comparing genomic features. 
 
1.C.3. Mouse Treatments and RNA Isolation for qPCR and RNA-seq 
All mice were CD1 strain and purchased from Charles River Laboratories (Wilmington, 
MA), except for somatostatin (SST) wild-type, SST-deficient, signal transducer and 
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activator of transcription 5b (STAT5b) wild-type and STAT5b-deficient mice. Livers 
from adult male and female SST-wild-type and SST-deficient mice (9–12 wk of age) 
were kindly provided by Drs. R. M. Luque and R. D. Kineman (University of Illinois at 
Chicago, Chicago, IL) (Meyer RD, et al. 2009). Liver tissues were collected from 8 to 12-
week-old individual male and female hepatocyte-specific STAT5b knockout mice and 
corresponding floxed control mice as described previously (Holloway MG, et al., 2007). 
Quantification of relative levels of hepatic RNAs was determined by qPCR using SYBR 
Green (Applied Biosystems). Total RNA was isolated from individual mouse livers using 
TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen Life Technologies, Inc., Carlsbad, CA) according to the 
manufacturer’s protocol. Triplicate samples of each qPCR mixture, each containing 
Power SYBR Green PCR Master Mix, were pipetted into separate wells of a 384-well 
plate and run through 40 cycles on an ABS 7900HT sequence detection system (Applied 
Biosystems). 
 
To perform qPCR experiments, 8-week-old, SST-A, SST-B, and STAT5b mouse liver 
samples were prepared as described in Table 1.10. Male and female mice were intact 
(wild-type) or hypophysectomized (hypox) at 8 week of age (Table 1.10, Table 1.11). 
Samples were prepared for qPCR as, intact male (IM), hypox male (HM), intact female 
(IF), and hypox female (HF). 
 
RNA-seq sample preparation and 100-nt paired end, unstranded (except for G78) read 
sequencing on the Illumina HiSeq2000 were carried out at Spira Lab, Boston University 
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Medical School (Table 1.12). Libraries prepared using Illumina TruSeq RNA Sample 
Prep Kit v2 by sequencing facility employer. Series G85 RNA-seq samples were 
prepared as, IM, HM, IF and HF and 9 male and female mice were hypophysectomized at 
8 weeks of age by Charles River Laboratories (Wilmington, MA) (Table 1.13). RNA 
integrity was validated using an Agilent Bioanalyzer 2100. Series G88 samples for RNA-
seq were prepared as untreated male pools day 1, day 4 and day 7 (each pool has 3 
livers). HM male mice were given a single injection of rat GH (125ng/g body weight) and 
killed at day 1, day 4, and day 7. Total liver RNA was isolated from individual livers for 
the following 3 groups of mice Day 1, Day 4 and Day 7 males. 
 
1.C.4. Statistical Analysis for qPCR Results 
Dissociation curves were generated after each qPCR run. Data were graphed as fold 
activation values, normalized to the 18S rRNA content of each sample. Statistical 
analyses were carried out by t-test using PRISM software version 6 (GraphPad, Inc., San 
Diego, CA). qPCR results were filtered by p-value of < 0.005 and male-biased genes 
were filtered by fold change (FC) of > 2 and female-biased genes were filtered by FC < 
0.5. If the p-value did not meet the threshold, then we checked FC. LincRNAs showing 2 
> FC > 1 were designated weakly male-biased, and similarly 0.5 < FC < 1 lincRNAs 
were designated weakly female-biased. 
 
1.C.5. Identification/Discovery of lincRNAs 
Peng-Ying Hao of the Waxman Lab did the initial novel lincRNA analysis, and identified 
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a set of lincRNAs, Mylincs, using the series G78 RNA-seq results and a custom python 
script. The criteria that she used to identify lincRNAs were: remove reads that overlaps 
with RefSeq genes, then cluster reads and count them as genes, eliminate clustered reads 
that were close to RefSeq genes. Finally, she used EdgeR to calculate the differential 
expression analysis in the clusters. 
Tisha Melia of the Waxman Lab did the final lincRNA analysis. She used 45 RNA-seq 
datasets and used filters to obtain lincRNAs. The filters were set up to exclude any gene 
that coincides with a RefSeq gene, and any transcript that has low to no read counts. In 
addition, any short RNAs were removed by filtering the length to be at least 200 nt, as 
well as any transcript that exhibits similarity to protein-coding genes, meaning that 
transcripts that showed evidence of depletion of non-synonymous substitution in multi-
genome aligment and as a result these transcripts are likely to be coding during the 
evolution, they tend to retain codons to preserve their amino acid sequence. For the final 
list of lincRNAs, we included lincRNA that overlaps with known miRNAs, rRNAs, 
tRNAs, snRNAs and pseudogenes annotated in Ensembl and the vertebrate genome 
annotation database (Vega) in either the sense or antisense directions or contains ORF 
greater than 149 amino acids; these lincRNAs were flagged, but not removed. 
 
1.C.6. Data Visualization and Analysis with UCSC Genome Browser 
RNA-seq bigwig data files, files that show the distribution of the reads along the genome, 
from the series G78, G83, G85, and G88 datasets, were uploaded to the UCSC genome 
browser by Tisha Melia of the Waxman Laboratory. Screen shots were generated for sex-
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biased lincRNAs by using UCSC genome browser’s built in web-based tools. Table 1.3 
shows the cutoffs that we used to determine the expression pattern of lincRNAs. 
  
1.C.7. Classification of Sex-biased LincRNAs by qPCR Results 
qPCR results for sex-biased lincRNAs were classified by fold change (FC). Strong male-
biased lincRNAs were identified by FC > 15. Male-biased lincRNAs were identified by 
FC > 2. Weak male-biased lincRNAs were identified by FC > 1. Strong female-biased 
lincRNAs were identified by FC < 0.06. Female-biased lincRNAs were identified by FC 
< 0.5. Weak female-biased lincRNAs were identified by FC < 1. LincRNAs were 
considered as significant if p-value < 0.05. 
 
1.D. RESULTS 
 
1.D.1. Discovery of LincRNAs 
The purpose of discovery of lincRNAs was to understand the impact of pituitary GH 
release in the regulation of sex-biased lincRNAs. Our first step was to validate the sex-
specificity of lincRNAs. We performed two lincRNA analysis, initial and final analysis. 
The first lincRNA analysis was performed by using G78 RNA-seq data, and 4040 
lincRNAs, Mylincs, were identified. Then we performed the final lincRNA analysis using 
additional filters (as explained in Materials and Methods section) for lincRNA discovery 
and additional RNA-seq datasets to get high prediction accuracy. 5142 lincRNAs, 
Novellincs, were identified. CD1 mouse strain used for both initial and final lincRNA 
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analysis. Sex-biased lincRNAs in initial lincRNA analysis was determined by filtering p-
value of < 0.005 and fold change > |2|, 90 sex-biased lincRNAs (59 male and 31 female-
biased), and sex-biased lincRNAs in final lincRNA analysis was determined by filtering 
adjusted p-value of < 0.05 and fold change of > |2| 249 sex-biased lincRNAs (71 male 
and 76 female-biased) (Table 1.1). 
 
1.D.2. Primers for Sex-biased LincRNAs 
After we determined which lincRNAs were common in both Mylincs and Novellincs list, 
we investigated the sex-specificity of these 22 lincRNAs, which were common in both 
lincRNA lists. To validate the sex-specificity of lincRNAs by performing qPCR 
experiments, target-specific 13 male-biased and 9 female-biased lincRNA qPCR primers 
were designed. In addition to the 22 lincRNAs, we determined the sex-specificity of 
additional 15 Mylincs that were not listed in Novellinc list (additional non-lincRNAs). 
Table 1.4 represents the primer list and its coordinates, candidate sex-biased Mylincs and 
their coordinates, and candidate sex-biased Novellincs and their coordinates. 
 
1.D.3. Sex-specificity Validation of Sex-biased LincRNAs by qPCR and RNA-seq 
43 qPCR experiments were performed to investigate the sex-specificity of 22 lincRNAs. 
Our initial sex-specificity analysis was made by evaluating G78 RNA-seq results. The 
last column in Table 1.5 represents the summary from our qPCR experiments. The third 
column represents sex-specificity of 22 lincRNAs that were determined by using G78 
RNA-seq dataset. Mylinc3630-Novellinc1333 was identified as male-biased lincRNA, 
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but qPCR results, which were performed with pooled hypox samples, showed that this 
lincRNA is female biased. Further investigation needs be performed to confirm this 
result. Two independent pools showed inconsistent qPCR results for Mylinc1010-
Novellinc3932, the expression level in each pool did not show the same expression 
pattern. 20 out of 22 sex-biased lincRNAs were validated as sex-biased by our qPCR 
experiments. In addition, we also used G85 RNA-seq dataset for validation of sex-biased 
lincRNAs by filtering intact (wild-type) male and intact (wild-type) female pairwise 
comparison file by filtering the results padj < 0.05 and FC > |2|. 
 
1.D.4. Visual Inspection by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots 
We investigated the sex-specificity of identified lincRNAs with further analysis using 
UCSC genome browser screen shots. Our UCSC genome browser session includes G78, 
G83, G85, and G88 RNA-seq datasets. Sex-specificity validation of lincRNAs was 
conducted with analysis cutoffs as described in Materials and Methods section (Table 
1.3). Table 1.6 represents UCSC genome browser coordinates. Table 1.7 represents 
summary for UCSC genome browser screen shots visual analysis. Out of 22 lincRNAs, 
11 lincRNAs were validated as male-biased lincRNAs and out of 13 lincRNAs, 3 were 
validated as weak male-biased lincRNAs, according to our visual inspection by UCSC 
genome browser screen shots (Figure 1.9-1.30). Out of 22 lincRNAs, 9 were validated as 
female-biased lincRNAs and out of 9 female-biased lincRNAs, 4 were validated as weak 
female-biased lincRNAs. Two lincRNAs were validated as non-specific lincRNAs, 
which were determined as male-biased in our initial lincRNA analysis. One lincRNA was 
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validated as non-specific lincRNA, which was determined as female-biased in our initial 
lincRNA analysis. In addition, we determined the sex-specificity of lincRNAs visually, 
by looking at the expression level in the screen shot. If the difference between male and 
female expression levels were almost the same but one of them is a higher, we called 
those lincRNAs as either weak male or weak female-biased lincRNAs. 
 
1.D.5. Classification of Sex-biased LincRNAs 
6 classes were identified, M1 (Figure 1.1) consisted strong male-biased lincRNAs, M2 
(Figure 1.2 and Figure 1.3) consisted male-biased lincRNAs, M3 (Figure 1.4) consisted 
weak male-biased lincRNAs, F1 consisted strong female-biased lincRNAs, F2 (Figure 
1.5 and Figure 1.6) consisted female-biased lincRNAs, and F3 (Figure 1.7 and Figure 
1.8) consisted weak female-biased lincRNAs. To determine the classification of each 
lincRNA, results were filtered by p-value and fold change used as described in Methods 
and Materials section. Table 1.8 represents the classification of sex-biased lincRNAs. 
Mylinc3630–Novellinc1333 classified as female-biased although our pre-determined 
result was male-biased. 
 
1.D.6. Overall Summary for Sex-specificity of LincRNAs 
We gathered results from both qPCR experiments and visual inspection by UCSC 
genome browser screen shots (Table 1.9). Of the 22 sex-biased lincRNAs, 3 lincRNAs 
validated as non-specific in UCSC genome browser classification.  The sex-specificity of 
20 lincRNAs confirmed by both qPCR experiments and UCSC genome browser screen 
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shot visual inspection, confirmed as either male or female-biased. 
 
1.E. DISCUSSION 
Pituitary growth hormone secretion is the major determinant of the sexual dimorphism in 
mammalian liver and has broad impacts on liver diseases and metabolism (Pincus J. M., 
et al. 1996, Whitacre, C. C. et al. 2001, Rinn J. L. et al. 2005, Silander K. et al. 2008, El-
Serag, H. B. et al. 2004, Yokoyama H. et al. 2005, Waxman D. J. et al., 2008, Xu J. et al., 
2011). 
 
Long intergenic noncoding RNAs (lincRNAs) are shown to have various roles in the 
gene expression regulation, circuitry controlling of embryonic stem cell state, recruiting 
regulatory elements to chromatin modifying complexes (Plath et al. 2002; de Napoles et 
al. 2004; Schoeftner et al. 2006; Rinn J., et al. 2012, Guttman M., et al. 2011). One of the 
roles of lincRNAs is to recruit polycomb repressive complex 2 (PRC2), which regulates 
the silencing of genes (Zhao J., et al. 2008). Our hypothesis was that GH induced sex-
biased lincRNAs may mediate the regulation of sex-biased protein coding RefSeq genes 
by altering the function of PRC2, and PRC2 impacts the function of H3K27me3, and that 
histone modification repress the expression of highly female-biased gene expression as 
shown in Sugathan A. et al. 2014. We were interested in finding out whether pituitary GH 
secretion impacts the expression pattern of sex-biased lincRNAs in the same manner as 
RefSeq genes. Also, sex-biased lincRNAs may impact the regulation of sex-biased 
protein coding RefSeq genes by using PRC2 mechanism to repress female-biased genes. 
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To test this hypothesis we first discovered lincRNAs in mouse liver using RNA-seq 
datasets, and then identified sex-biased lincRNAs by filtering results using adjusted p-
value and fold change in pairwise comparison of relative RNA levels in male and female 
mice. 90 sex-biased lincRNAs were discovered in initial lincRNA analysis, and 249 sex-
biased lincRNAs were discovered in final lincRNA analysis. We did overlapping regions 
analysis to obtain the lincRNAs that were occurring in both list of lincRNAs, and 
designed target specific lincRNA primers. Furthermore, we conducted 43 qPCR 
experiments using 8 week old (n=24), signal transducer and activator of transcription 5b 
(STAT5b) (n=23), somatostatin (SST) (n=46), hypophysectomy (hypox) (n=36), and 
pulsatile male and female mice. Relative RNA levels were compared quantitatively in 
male and female mice, and sex-specificity of lincRNAs was determined. We validated the 
sex-specificity of 22 lincRNAs that were identified by both initial and final analysis of 
lincRNAs. In addition we also performed visual inspection by using UCSC genome 
browser sessions that included 4 different RNA-seq datasets. 
Overall we validated sex-specificity of 22 lincRNAs. Of the 22 lincRNAs 20 lincRNAs 
validated as either male or female-biased.
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Figure 1.1. qPCR Sex-specificity Validation of Male-biased LincRNAs Mylinc06 and Mylinc3925: This figure represent 
an example qPCR result for Mylinc06, and Mylinc3925, strong male biased lincRNAs that were classified as M1. There are 4 
different groups in Panel A: Pooled Female 238a and 240a, and Male 238b and 240b, and each pool composed of 6 individual 
livers. Panel B composed of two different individuals: 238b-Male and 238aFemale. Each bar in panel A and B represents mean 
and standard deviation for technical triplicates for a pool of cDNA (in panel A) and for an individual cDNA (in panel B). X-
axis represents each individual group and y-axis represents relative RNA level in each group of samples.	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Figure 1.2. qPCR Sex-specificity Validation of Male-biased LincRNAs: This figure represent an example qPCR result for 
Mylinc13, Mylinc15, and Mylinc17, male-biased lincRNAs that were classified as M2. There are 4 different groups in Panel 
A, B, and C: Pooled Female 238a and 240a, and Male 238b and 240b, and each pool composed of 6 individual livers and each 
bar represents mean and standard deviation for technical triplicates for a pool of cDNA. X-axis represents each individual 
group and y-axis represents relative RNA level in each group of samples. 
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Figure 1.3. qPCR Sex-specificity Validation of Male-biased LincRNAs: This figure represent an example qPCR result for 
Mylinc2870, and Mylinc3610, weak male-biased lincRNAs that were classified as M2. There are 4 different groups in Panel 
A, and B: Pooled Female 238a and 240a, and Male 238b and 240b, and each pool composed of 6 individual livers and each bar 
represents mean and standard deviation for technical triplicates for a pool of cDNA. X-axis represents each individual group 
and y-axis represents relative RNA level in each group of samples. 
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Figure 1.4. qPCR Sex-specificity Validation of Male-biased LincRNAs: This figure 
represent an example qPCR result for Mylinc3205, primer set ON5996-5997, weak male-
biased lincRNA that were classified as M3. There are 4 different groups: Pooled Female 
238a and 240a, and Male 238b and 240b, and each pool composed of 6 individual livers 
and each bar represents mean and standard deviation for technical triplicates for a pool of 
cDNA. X-axis represents each individual group and y-axis represents relative RNA level 
in each group of samples. 
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Figure 1.5. qPCR Sex-specificity Validation of Female-biased LincRNAs: This figure represent an example qPCR result 
for Mylinc1905, Mylinc1916, and Mylinc1951, female-biased lincRNAs that were classified as F2. There are 4 different 
groups in Panel A, B, and C: Pooled Female 238a and 240a, and Male 238b and 240b, and each pool composed of 6 individual 
livers and each bar represents mean and standard deviation for technical triplicates for a pool of cDNA. X-axis represents each 
individual group and y-axis represents relative RNA level in each group of samples. 
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Figure 1.6. qPCR Sex-specificity Validation of Female-biased LincRNAs: This figure represent an example qPCR result 
for Mylinc1966, and Mylinc1997, female-biased lincRNAs that were classified as F2. There are 4 different groups in Panel A, 
and B: Pooled Female 238a and 240a, and Male 238b and 240b, and each pool composed of 6 individual livers and each bar 
represents mean and standard deviation for technical triplicates for a pool of cDNA. X-axis represents each individual group 
and y-axis represents relative RNA level in each group of samples. 
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Figure 1.7. qPCR Sex-specificity Validation of Female-biased LincRNAs: This figure 
represent an example qPCR result for Mylinc1865, weak female-biased lincRNA that 
was classified as F3. There are 4 different groups: Pooled Female 238a and 240a, and 
Male 238b and 240b, and each pool composed of 6 individual livers and each bar 
represents mean and standard deviation for technical triplicates for a pool of cDNA. X-
axis represents each individual group and y-axis represents relative RNA level in each 
group of samples. 
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Figure 1.8. qPCR Sex-specificity Validation of Female-biased LincRNAs: This figure represent an example qPCR result 
for Mylinc1010, and Mylinc1970, weak female-biased lincRNAs that were classified as F3 but female pools were inconsistent. 
There are 4 different groups in Panel A, and B: Pooled Female 238a and 240a, and Male 238b and 240b, and each pool 
composed of 6 individual livers and each bar represents mean and standard deviation for technical triplicates for a pool of 
cDNA. X-axis represents each individual group and y-axis represents relative RNA level in each group of samples.      	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Figure 1.9. Visual Representation of Sex-biased LincRNAs by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots: This figure 
represents data for Mylinc02. Data in the session as follows: G83 RNA-seq male and female total 1 and 2, male and female 
nuclear 1 and 2, G85 RNA-seq male and female wild-type 1 and 2, G78 RNA-seq male and female total 1 and 2 forward 
strand, male and female nuclear 1 and 2 forward strand, male and female total 1 and 2 reverse strand, male and female nuclear 
1 and 2 reverse strand, G88 RNA-seq male untreated day 1, day 4, and day 7. In part 1, the genome browser screen shot was in 
scale 10 and included gene models, lincRNA primer positions and identity, and RNA-seq data. In part 2, the genome browser 
screen shot was in scale 35 for G85 WT Male 1 and 2, and in scale 25 for G88 UT Male Day 1, 4, and 7. In part 3, the genome 
browser screen shot was in scale 10 for G78 forward tracks. Finally, In part 4 the genome browser screen shot was in scale 60 
for G78 reverse tracks, and included information about UCSC genes, RefSeq genes, mouse mRNAs from GenBank, placental 
mammal basewise conservation by PhlyoP, multiz alignments of 30 vertebrates, and repeating elements by repeat masker.
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Figure 1.9. Visual Representation of Mylinc02 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots – Part 1 
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Figure 1.9. Visual Representation of Mylinc02 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued)– Part 2 
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Figure 1.9. Visual Representation of Mylinc02 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued)– Part 3 
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Figure 1.9. Visual Representation of Mylinc02 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued)– Part 4 
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Figure 1.10. Visual Representation of Mylinc3630 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots: This figure represents data 
for Mylinc3630. Data in the session as follows: G83 RNA-seq male and female total 1 and 2, male and female nuclear 1 and 2, 
G85 RNA-seq male and female wild-type 1 and 2, G78 RNA-seq male and female total 1 and 2 forward strand, male and 
female nuclear 1 and 2 forward strand, male and female total 1 and 2 reverse strand, male and female nuclear 1 and 2 reverse 
strand, G88 RNA-seq male untreated day 1, day 4, and day 7. In part 1, the genome browser screen shot was in scale 10 and 
included gene models, lincRNA primer positions and identity, and RNA-seq data. In part 2, the genome browser screen shot 
was in scale 10 for G85 WT Male 1 and 2, G88 UT Male Day 1, 4, and 7. In part 3, the genome browser screen shot was in 
scale 10 for G78 forward tracks. Finally, In part 4 the genome browser screen shot was in scale 10 for G78 reverse tracks, and 
included information about UCSC genes, RefSeq genes, mouse mRNAs from GenBank, placental mammal basewise 
conservation by PhlyoP, multiz alignments of 30 vertebrates, and repeating elements by repeat masker.  
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Figure 1.10. Visual Representation of Mylinc3630 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots – Part 1 
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Figure 1.10. Visual Representation of Mylinc3630 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued) – Part 2 
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Figure 1.10. Visual Representation of Mylinc3630 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued) – Part 3 
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Figure 1.10. Visual Representation of Mylinc3630 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued) – Part 4 
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Figure 1.11. Visual Representation of Mylinc3414 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots: This figure represents data 
for Mylinc3414. Data in the session as follows: G83 RNA-seq male and female total 1 and 2, male and female nuclear 1 and 2, 
G85 RNA-seq male and female wild-type 1 and 2, G78 RNA-seq male and female total 1 and 2 forward strand, male and 
female nuclear 1 and 2 forward strand, male and female total 1 and 2 reverse strand, male and female nuclear 1 and 2 reverse 
strand, G88 RNA-seq male untreated day 1, day 4, and day 7. In part 1, the genome browser screen shot was in scale 10 and 
included gene models, lincRNA primer positions and identity, and RNA-seq data. In part 2, the genome browser screen shot 
was in scale 35 for G85 WT Male 1 and 2, and in scale 25 for G88 UT Male Day 1, 4, and 7. In part 3, the genome browser 
screen shot was in scale 10 for G78 forward tracks. Finally, In part 4 the genome browser screen shot was in scale 60 for G78 
reverse tracks, and included information about UCSC genes, RefSeq genes, mouse mRNAs from GenBank, placental mammal 
basewise conservation by PhlyoP, multiz alignments of 30 vertebrates, and repeating elements by repeat masker.  
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Figure 1.11. Visual Representation of Mylinc3414 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots – Part 1 
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Figure 1.11. Visual Representation of Mylinc3414 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued)– Part 2 
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Figure 1.11. Visual Representation of Mylinc3414 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued)– Part 3 
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Figure 1.11. Visual Representation of Mylinc3414 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued)– Part 4 
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Figure 1.12. Visual Representation of Mylinc2608 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots: This figure represents data 
for Mylinc2608. Data in the session as follows: G83 RNA-seq male and female total 1 and 2, male and female nuclear 1 and 2, 
G85 RNA-seq male and female wild-type 1 and 2, G78 RNA-seq male and female total 1 and 2 forward strand, male and 
female nuclear 1 and 2 forward strand, male and female total 1 and 2 reverse strand, male and female nuclear 1 and 2 reverse 
strand, G88 RNA-seq male untreated day 1, day 4, and day 7. In part 1, the genome browser screen shot was in scale 10 and 
included gene models, lincRNA primer positions and identity, and RNA-seq data. In part 2, the genome browser screen shot 
was in scale 10 for G85 WT Male 1 and 2, G88 UT Male Day 1, 4, and 7. In part 3, the genome browser screen shot was in 
scale 10 for G78 forward tracks. Finally, In part 4 the genome browser screen shot was in scale 10 for G78 reverse tracks, and 
included information about UCSC genes, RefSeq genes, mouse mRNAs from GenBank, placental mammal basewise 
conservation by PhlyoP, multiz alignments of 30 vertebrates, and repeating elements by repeat masker.  
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Figure 1.12. Visual Representation of Mylinc2608 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots – Part 1 
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Figure 1.12. Visual Representation of Mylinc2608 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued)– Part 2 
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Figure 1.12. Visual Representation of Mylinc2608 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued)– Part 3 
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Figure 1.12. Visual Representation of Mylinc2608 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued)– Part 4 
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Figure 1.13. Visual Representation of Mylinc3204 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots: This figure represents data 
for Mylinc3204. Data in the session as follows: G83 RNA-seq male and female total 1 and 2, male and female nuclear 1 and 2, 
G85 RNA-seq male and female wild-type 1 and 2, G78 RNA-seq male and female total 1 and 2 forward strand, male and 
female nuclear 1 and 2 forward strand, male and female total 1 and 2 reverse strand, male and female nuclear 1 and 2 reverse 
strand, G88 RNA-seq male untreated day 1, day 4, and day 7. In part 1, the genome browser screen shot was in scale 10 and 
included gene models, lincRNA primer positions and identity, and RNA-seq data. In part 2, the genome browser screen shot 
was in scale 10 for G85 WT Male 1 and 2, G88 UT Male Day 1, 4, and 7. In part 3, the genome browser screen shot was in 
scale 10 for G78 forward tracks. Finally, In part 4 the genome browser screen shot was in scale 10 for G78 reverse tracks, and 
included information about UCSC genes, RefSeq genes, mouse mRNAs from GenBank, placental mammal basewise 
conservation by PhlyoP, multiz alignments of 30 vertebrates, and repeating elements by repeat masker.
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Figure 1.13. Visual Representation of Mylinc3204 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots – Part 1 
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Figure 1.13. Visual Representation of Mylinc3204 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued)– Part 2 
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Figure 1.13. Visual Representation of Mylinc3204 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued)– Part 3 
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Figure 1.13. Visual Representation of Mylinc3204 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued)– Part 4 
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Figure 1.14. Visual Representation of Mylinc1995 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots: This figure represents data 
for Mylinc1995. Data in the session as follows: G83 RNA-seq male and female total 1 and 2, male and female nuclear 1 and 2, 
G85 RNA-seq male and female wild-type 1 and 2, G78 RNA-seq male and female total 1 and 2 forward strand, male and 
female nuclear 1 and 2 forward strand, male and female total 1 and 2 reverse strand, male and female nuclear 1 and 2 reverse 
strand, G88 RNA-seq male untreated day 1, day 4, and day 7. In part 1, the genome browser screen shot was in scale 10 and 
included gene models, lincRNA primer positions and identity, and RNA-seq data. In part 2, the genome browser screen shot 
was in scale 35 for G85 WT Male 1 and 2, and in scale 25 for G88 UT Male Day 1, 4, and 7. In part 3, the genome browser 
screen shot was in scale 10 for G78 forward tracks. Finally, In part 4 the genome browser screen shot was in scale 25 for G78 
reverse tracks, and included information about UCSC genes, RefSeq genes, mouse mRNAs from GenBank, placental mammal 
basewise conservation by PhlyoP, multiz alignments of 30 vertebrates, and repeating elements by repeat masker.  
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Figure 1.14. Visual Representation of Mylinc1995 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots – Part 1 
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Figure 1.14. Visual Representation of Mylinc1995 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued)– Part 2 
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Figure 1.14. Visual Representation of Mylinc1995 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued)– Part 3 
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Figure 1.14. Visual Representation of Mylinc1995 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued)– Part 4 
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Figure 1.15. Visual Representation of Mylinc2007 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots: This figure represents data 
for Mylinc2007. Data in the session as follows: G83 RNA-seq male and female total 1 and 2, male and female nuclear 1 and 2, 
G85 RNA-seq male and female wild-type 1 and 2, G78 RNA-seq male and female total 1 and 2 forward strand, male and 
female nuclear 1 and 2 forward strand, male and female total 1 and 2 reverse strand, male and female nuclear 1 and 2 reverse 
strand, G88 RNA-seq male untreated day 1, day 4, and day 7. In part 1, the genome browser screen shot was in scale 10 and 
included gene models, lincRNA primer positions and identity, and RNA-seq data. In part 2, the genome browser screen shot 
was in scale 10 for G85 WT Male 1 and 2, G88 UT Male Day 1, 4, and 7. In part 3, the genome browser screen shot was in 
scale 10 for G78 forward tracks. Finally, In part 4 the genome browser screen shot was in scale 25 for G78 reverse tracks, and 
included information about UCSC genes, RefSeq genes, mouse mRNAs from GenBank, placental mammal basewise 
conservation by PhlyoP, multiz alignments of 30 vertebrates, and repeating elements by repeat masker.  
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Figure 1.15. Visual Representation of Mylinc2007 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots – Part 1 
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Figure 1.15. Visual Representation of Mylinc2007 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued)– Part 2 
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Figure 1.15. Visual Representation of Mylinc2007 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued)– Part 3 
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Figure 1.15. Visual Representation of Mylinc2007 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued)– Part 4 
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Figure 1.16. Visual Representation of Mylinc06 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots: This figure represents data for 
Mylinc06. Data in the session as follows: G83 RNA-seq male and female total 1 and 2, male and female nuclear 1 and 2, G85 
RNA-seq male and female wild-type 1 and 2, G78 RNA-seq male and female total 1 and 2 forward strand, male and female 
nuclear 1 and 2 forward strand, male and female total 1 and 2 reverse strand, male and female nuclear 1 and 2 reverse strand, 
G88 RNA-seq male untreated day 1, day 4, and day 7. In part 1, the genome browser screen shot was in scale 10 and included 
gene models, lincRNA primer positions and identity, and RNA-seq data. In part 2, the genome browser screen shot was in 
scale 35 for G85 WT Male 1 and 2, and in scale 25 for G88 UT Male Day 1, 4, and 7. In part 3, the genome browser screen 
shot was in scale 10 for G78 forward tracks. Finally, In part 4 the genome browser screen shot was in scale 60 for G78 reverse 
tracks, and included information about UCSC genes, RefSeq genes, mouse mRNAs from GenBank, placental mammal 
basewise conservation by PhlyoP, multiz alignments of 30 vertebrates, and repeating elements by repeat masker.  
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Figure 1.16. Visual Representation of Mylinc06 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots – Part 1 
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Figure 1.16. Visual Representation of Mylinc06 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued)– Part 2 
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Figure 1.16. Visual Representation of Mylinc06 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued)– Part 3 
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Figure 1.16. Visual Representation of Mylinc06 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued)– Part 4 
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Figure 1.17. Visual Representation of Mylinc13 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots: This figure represents data for 
Mylinc13. Data in the session as follows: G83 RNA-seq male and female total 1 and 2, male and female nuclear 1 and 2, G85 
RNA-seq male and female wild-type 1 and 2, G78 RNA-seq male and female total 1 and 2 forward strand, male and female 
nuclear 1 and 2 forward strand, male and female total 1 and 2 reverse strand, male and female nuclear 1 and 2 reverse strand, 
G88 RNA-seq male untreated day 1, day 4, and day 7. In part 1, the genome browser screen shot was in scale 10 and included 
gene models, lincRNA primer positions and identity, and RNA-seq data. In part 2, the genome browser screen shot was in 
scale 10 for G85 WT Male 1 and 2, G88 UT Male Day 1, 4, and 7. In part 3, the genome browser screen shot was in scale 10 
for G78 forward tracks. Finally, In part 4 the genome browser screen shot was in scale 10 for G78 reverse tracks, and included 
information about UCSC genes, RefSeq genes, mouse mRNAs from GenBank, placental mammal basewise conservation by 
PhlyoP, multiz alignments of 30 vertebrates, and repeating elements by repeat masker.  
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Figure 1.17. Visual Representation of Mylinc13 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots – Part 1 
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Figure 1.17. Visual Representation of Mylinc13 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued)– Part 2 
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Figure 1.17. Visual Representation of Mylinc13 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued)– Part 3 
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Figure 1.17. Visual Representation of Mylinc13 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued)– Part 4 
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Figure 1.18. Visual Representation of Mylinc15 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots: This figure represents data for 
Mylinc15. Data in the session as follows: G83 RNA-seq male and female total 1 and 2, male and female nuclear 1 and 2, G85 
RNA-seq male and female wild-type 1 and 2, G78 RNA-seq male and female total 1 and 2 forward strand, male and female 
nuclear 1 and 2 forward strand, male and female total 1 and 2 reverse strand, male and female nuclear 1 and 2 reverse strand, 
G88 RNA-seq male untreated day 1, day 4, and day 7. In part 1, the genome browser screen shot was in scale 10 and included 
gene models, lincRNA primer positions and identity, and RNA-seq data. In part 2, the genome browser screen shot was in 
scale 10 for G85 WT Male 1 and 2, G88 UT Male Day 1, 4, and 7. In part 3, the genome browser screen shot was in scale 10 
for G78 forward tracks. Finally, In part 4 the genome browser screen shot was in scale 10 for G78 reverse tracks, and included 
information about UCSC genes, RefSeq genes, mouse mRNAs from GenBank, placental mammal basewise conservation by 
PhlyoP, multiz alignments of 30 vertebrates, and repeating elements by repeat masker.  
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Figure 1.18. Visual Representation of Mylinc15 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots – Part 1 
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Figure 1.18. Visual Representation of Mylinc15 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued)– Part 2 
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Figure 1.18. Visual Representation of Mylinc15 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued)– Part 3 
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Figure 1.18. Visual Representation of Mylinc15 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued)– Part 4 
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Figure 1.19. Visual Representation of Mylinc2870 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots: This figure represents data 
for Mylinc2870. Data in the session as follows: G83 RNA-seq male and female total 1 and 2, male and female nuclear 1 and 2, 
G85 RNA-seq male and female wild-type 1 and 2, G78 RNA-seq male and female total 1 and 2 forward strand, male and 
female nuclear 1 and 2 forward strand, male and female total 1 and 2 reverse strand, male and female nuclear 1 and 2 reverse 
strand, G88 RNA-seq male untreated day 1, day 4, and day 7. In part 1, the genome browser screen shot was in scale 10 and 
included gene models, lincRNA primer positions and identity, and RNA-seq data. In part 2, the genome browser screen shot 
was in scale 10 for G85 WT Male 1 and 2, G88 UT Male Day 1, 4, and 7. In part 3, the genome browser screen shot was in 
scale 10 for G78 forward tracks. Finally, In part 4 the genome browser screen shot was in scale 25 for G78 reverse tracks, and 
included information about UCSC genes, RefSeq genes, mouse mRNAs from GenBank, placental mammal basewise 
conservation by PhlyoP, multiz alignments of 30 vertebrates, and repeating elements by repeat masker.  
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Figure 1.19. Visual Representation of Mylinc2870 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots – Part 1 
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Figure 1.19. Visual Representation of Mylinc2870 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued)– Part 2 
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Figure 1.19. Visual Representation of Mylinc2870 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued)– Part 3 
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Figure 1.19. Visual Representation of Mylinc2870 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued)– Part 4 
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Figure 1.20. Visual Representation of Mylinc17 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots: This figure represents data for 
Mylinc17. Data in the session as follows: G83 RNA-seq male and female total 1 and 2, male and female nuclear 1 and 2, G85 
RNA-seq male and female wild-type 1 and 2, G78 RNA-seq male and female total 1 and 2 forward strand, male and female 
nuclear 1 and 2 forward strand, male and female total 1 and 2 reverse strand, male and female nuclear 1 and 2 reverse strand, 
G88 RNA-seq male untreated day 1, day 4, and day 7. In part 1, the genome browser screen shot was in scale 10 and included 
gene models, lincRNA primer positions and identity, and RNA-seq data. In part 2, the genome browser screen shot was in 
scale 10 for G85 WT Male 1 and 2, G88 UT Male Day 1, 4, and 7. In part 3, the genome browser screen shot was in scale 10 
for G78 forward tracks. Finally, In part 4 the genome browser screen shot was in scale 60 for G78 reverse tracks, and included 
information about UCSC genes, RefSeq genes, mouse mRNAs from GenBank, placental mammal basewise conservation by 
PhlyoP, multiz alignments of 30 vertebrates, and repeating elements by repeat masker.  
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Figure 1.20. Visual Representation of Mylinc17 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots – Part 1 
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Figure 1.20. Visual Representation of Mylinc17 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued)– Part 2 
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Figure 1.20. Visual Representation of Mylinc17 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued)– Part 3 
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Figure 1.20. Visual Representation of Mylinc17 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued)– Part 4 
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Figure 1.21. Visual Representation of Mylinc1905 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots: This figure represents data 
for Mylinc1905. Data in the session as follows: G83 RNA-seq male and female total 1 and 2, male and female nuclear 1 and 2, 
G85 RNA-seq male and female wild-type 1 and 2, G78 RNA-seq male and female total 1 and 2 forward strand, male and 
female nuclear 1 and 2 forward strand, male and female total 1 and 2 reverse strand, male and female nuclear 1 and 2 reverse 
strand, G88 RNA-seq male untreated day 1, day 4, and day 7. In part 1, the genome browser screen shot was in scale 10 and 
included gene models, lincRNA primer positions and identity, and RNA-seq data. In part 2, the genome browser screen shot 
was in scale 5 for G85 WT Male 1 and 2, G88 UT Male Day 1, 4, and 7. In part 3, the genome browser screen shot was in 
scale 10 for G78 forward tracks. Finally, In part 4 the genome browser screen shot was in scale 60 for G78 reverse tracks, and 
included information about UCSC genes, RefSeq genes, mouse mRNAs from GenBank, placental mammal basewise 
conservation by PhlyoP, multiz alignments of 30 vertebrates, and repeating elements by repeat masker.  
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Figure 1.21. Visual Representation of Mylinc1905 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots – Part 1 
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Figure 1.21. Visual Representation of Mylinc1905 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued) – Part 2 
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Figure 1.21. Visual Representation of Mylinc1905 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued) – Part 3 
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Figure 1.21. Visual Representation of Mylinc1905 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued) – Part 4 
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Figure 1.22. Visual Representation of Mylinc1966 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots: This figure represents data 
for Mylinc1966. Data in the session as follows: G83 RNA-seq male and female total 1 and 2, male and female nuclear 1 and 2, 
G85 RNA-seq male and female wild-type 1 and 2, G78 RNA-seq male and female total 1 and 2 forward strand, male and 
female nuclear 1 and 2 forward strand, male and female total 1 and 2 reverse strand, male and female nuclear 1 and 2 reverse 
strand, G88 RNA-seq male untreated day 1, day 4, and day 7. In part 1, the genome browser screen shot was in scale 3 and 
included gene models, lincRNA primer positions and identity, and RNA-seq data. In part 2, the genome browser screen shot 
was in scale 10 for G85 WT Male 1 and 2, G88 UT Male Day 1, 4, and 7. In part 3, the genome browser screen shot was in 
scale 3 for G78 forward tracks. Finally, In part 4 the genome browser screen shot was in scale 60 for G78 reverse tracks, and 
included information about UCSC genes, RefSeq genes, mouse mRNAs from GenBank, placental mammal basewise 
conservation by PhlyoP, multiz alignments of 30 vertebrates, and repeating elements by repeat masker.  
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Figure 1.22. Visual Representation of Mylinc1966 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots – Part 1 
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Figure 1.22. Visual Representation of Mylinc1966 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued) – Part 2 
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Figure 1.22. Visual Representation of Mylinc1966 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued) – Part 3 
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Figure 1.22. Visual Representation of Mylinc1966 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued) – Part 4 
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Figure 1.23. Visual Representation of Mylinc1970 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots: This figure represents data 
for Mylinc1970. Data in the session as follows: G83 RNA-seq male and female total 1 and 2, male and female nuclear 1 and 2, 
G85 RNA-seq male and female wild-type 1 and 2, G78 RNA-seq male and female total 1 and 2 forward strand, male and 
female nuclear 1 and 2 forward strand, male and female total 1 and 2 reverse strand, male and female nuclear 1 and 2 reverse 
strand, G88 RNA-seq male untreated day 1, day 4, and day 7. In part 1, the genome browser screen shot was in scale 10 and 
included gene models, lincRNA primer positions and identity, and RNA-seq data. In part 2, the genome browser screen shot 
was in scale 35 for G85 WT Male 1 and 2, and in scale 25 for G88 UT Male Day 1, 4, and 7. In part 3, the genome browser 
screen shot was in scale 10 for G78 forward tracks. Finally, In part 4 the genome browser screen shot was in scale 60 for G78 
reverse tracks, and included information about UCSC genes, RefSeq genes, mouse mRNAs from GenBank, placental mammal 
basewise conservation by PhlyoP, multiz alignments of 30 vertebrates, and repeating elements by repeat masker.  
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Figure 1.23. Visual Representation of Mylinc1970 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots – Part 1 
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Figure 1.23. Visual Representation of Mylinc1970 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued) – Part 2 
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Figure 1.23. Visual Representation of Mylinc1970 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued) – Part 3 
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Figure 1.23. Visual Representation of Mylinc1970 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued) – Part 4 
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Figure 1.24. Visual Representation of Mylinc3925 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots: This figure represents data 
for Mylinc3925. Data in the session as follows: G83 RNA-seq male and female total 1 and 2, male and female nuclear 1 and 2, 
G85 RNA-seq male and female wild-type 1 and 2, G78 RNA-seq male and female total 1 and 2 forward strand, male and 
female nuclear 1 and 2 forward strand, male and female total 1 and 2 reverse strand, male and female nuclear 1 and 2 reverse 
strand, G88 RNA-seq male untreated day 1, day 4, and day 7. In part 1, the genome browser screen shot was in scale 10 and 
included gene models, lincRNA primer positions and identity, and RNA-seq data. In part 2, the genome browser screen shot 
was in scale 25 for G85 WT Male 1 and 2, G88 UT Male Day 1, 4, and 7. In part 3, the genome browser screen shot was in 
scale 25 for G78 forward tracks. Finally, In part 4 the genome browser screen shot was in scale 10 for G78 reverse tracks, and 
included information about UCSC genes, RefSeq genes, mouse mRNAs from GenBank, placental mammal basewise 
conservation by PhlyoP, multiz alignments of 30 vertebrates, and repeating elements by repeat masker.  
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Figure 1.24. Visual Representation of Mylinc3925 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots – Part 1 
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Figure 1.24. Visual Representation of Mylinc3925 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued) – Part 2 
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Figure 1.24. Visual Representation of Mylinc3925 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued) – Part 3 
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Figure 1.24. Visual Representation of Mylinc3925 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued) – Part 4 
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Figure 1.25. Visual Representation of Mylinc3610 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots: This figure represents data 
for Mylinc3610. Data in the session as follows: G83 RNA-seq male and female total 1 and 2, male and female nuclear 1 and 2, 
G85 RNA-seq male and female wild-type 1 and 2, G78 RNA-seq male and female total 1 and 2 forward strand, male and 
female nuclear 1 and 2 forward strand, male and female total 1 and 2 reverse strand, male and female nuclear 1 and 2 reverse 
strand, G88 RNA-seq male untreated day 1, day 4, and day 7. In part 1, the genome browser screen shot was in scale 10 and 
included gene models, lincRNA primer positions and identity, and RNA-seq data. In part 2, the genome browser screen shot 
was in scale 10 for G85 WT Male 1 and 2, G88 UT Male Day 1, 4, and 7. In part 3, the genome browser screen shot was in 
scale 25 for G78 forward tracks. Finally, In part 4 the genome browser screen shot was in scale 10 for G78 reverse tracks, and 
included information about UCSC genes, RefSeq genes, mouse mRNAs from GenBank, placental mammal basewise 
conservation by PhlyoP, multiz alignments of 30 vertebrates, and repeating elements by repeat masker.  
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Figure 1.25. Visual Representation of Mylinc3610 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots – Part 1 
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Figure 1.25. Visual Representation of Mylinc3610 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued) – Part 2 
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Figure 1.25. Visual Representation of Mylinc3610 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued) – Part 3 
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Figure 1.25. Visual Representation of Mylinc3610 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued) – Part 4 
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Figure 1.26. Visual Representation of Mylinc3205 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots: This figure represents data 
for Mylinc3205. Data in the session as follows: G83 RNA-seq male and female total 1 and 2, male and female nuclear 1 and 2, 
G85 RNA-seq male and female wild-type 1 and 2, G78 RNA-seq male and female total 1 and 2 forward strand, male and 
female nuclear 1 and 2 forward strand, male and female total 1 and 2 reverse strand, male and female nuclear 1 and 2 reverse 
strand, G88 RNA-seq male untreated day 1, day 4, and day 7. In part 1, the genome browser screen shot was in scale 10 and 
included gene models, lincRNA primer positions and identity, and RNA-seq data. In part 2, the genome browser screen shot 
was in scale 35 for G85 WT Male 1 and 2, G88 UT Male Day 1, 4, and 7. In part 3, the genome browser screen shot was in 
scale 25 for G78 forward tracks. Finally, In part 4 the genome browser screen shot was in scale 10 for G78 reverse tracks, and 
included information about UCSC genes, RefSeq genes, mouse mRNAs from GenBank, placental mammal basewise 
conservation by PhlyoP, multiz alignments of 30 vertebrates, and repeating elements by repeat masker.  
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Figure 1.26. Visual Representation of Mylinc3205 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots – Part 1 
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Figure 1.26. Visual Representation of Mylinc3205 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued) – Part 2 
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Figure 1.26. Visual Representation of Mylinc3205 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued) – Part 3 
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Figure 1.26. Visual Representation of Mylinc3205 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued) – Part 4 
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Figure 1.27. Visual Representation of Mylinc1865 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots: This figure represents data 
for Mylinc1865. Data in the session as follows: G83 RNA-seq male and female total 1 and 2, male and female nuclear 1 and 2, 
G85 RNA-seq male and female wild-type 1 and 2, G78 RNA-seq male and female total 1 and 2 forward strand, male and 
female nuclear 1 and 2 forward strand, male and female total 1 and 2 reverse strand, male and female nuclear 1 and 2 reverse 
strand, G88 RNA-seq male untreated day 1, day 4, and day 7. In part 1, the genome browser screen shot was in scale 3 and 
included gene models, lincRNA primer positions and identity, and RNA-seq data. In part 2, the genome browser screen shot 
was in scale 35 for G85 WT Male 1 and 2, and in scale 25 for G88 UT Male Day 1, 4, and 7. In part 3, the genome browser 
screen shot was in scale 10 for G78 forward tracks. Finally, In part 4 the genome browser screen shot was in scale 60 for G78 
reverse tracks, and included information about UCSC genes, RefSeq genes, mouse mRNAs from GenBank, placental mammal 
basewise conservation by PhlyoP, multiz alignments of 30 vertebrates, and repeating elements by repeat masker.  
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Figure 1.27. Visual Representation of Mylinc1865 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots – Part 1 
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Figure 1.27. Visual Representation of Mylinc1865 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued) – Part 2 
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Figure 1.27. Visual Representation of Mylinc1865 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued) – Part 3 
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Figure 1.27. Visual Representation of Mylinc1865 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued) – Part 4 
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Figure 1.28. Visual Representation of Mylinc1916 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots: This figure represents data 
for Mylinc1916. Data in the session as follows: G83 RNA-seq male and female total 1 and 2, male and female nuclear 1 and 2, 
G85 RNA-seq male and female wild-type 1 and 2, G78 RNA-seq male and female total 1 and 2 forward strand, male and 
female nuclear 1 and 2 forward strand, male and female total 1 and 2 reverse strand, male and female nuclear 1 and 2 reverse 
strand, G88 RNA-seq male untreated day 1, day 4, and day 7. In part 1, the genome browser screen shot was in scale 10 and 
included gene models, lincRNA primer positions and identity, and RNA-seq data. In part 2, the genome browser screen shot 
was in scale 10 for G85 WT Male 1 and 2, G88 UT Male Day 1, 4, and 7. In part 3, the genome browser screen shot was in 
scale 10 for G78 forward tracks. Finally, In part 4 the genome browser screen shot was in scale 60 for G78 reverse tracks, and 
included information about UCSC genes, RefSeq genes, mouse mRNAs from GenBank, placental mammal basewise 
conservation by PhlyoP, multiz alignments of 30 vertebrates, and repeating elements by repeat masker.  
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Figure 1.28. Visual Representation of Mylinc1916 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots – Part 1 
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Figure 1.28. Visual Representation of Mylinc1916 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued) – Part 2 
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Figure 1.28. Visual Representation of Mylinc1916 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued) – Part 3 
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Figure 1.28. Visual Representation of Mylinc1916 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued) – Part 4 
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Figure 1.29. Visual Representation of Mylinc1951 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots: This figure represents data 
for Mylinc1951. Data in the session as follows: G83 RNA-seq male and female total 1 and 2, male and female nuclear 1 and 2, 
G85 RNA-seq male and female wild-type 1 and 2, G78 RNA-seq male and female total 1 and 2 forward strand, male and 
female nuclear 1 and 2 forward strand, male and female total 1 and 2 reverse strand, male and female nuclear 1 and 2 reverse 
strand, G88 RNA-seq male untreated day 1, day 4, and day 7. In part 1, the genome browser screen shot was in scale 10 and 
included gene models, lincRNA primer positions and identity, and RNA-seq data. In part 2, the genome browser screen shot 
was in scale 5 for G85 WT Male 1 and 2, G88 UT Male Day 1, 4, and 7. In part 3, the genome browser screen shot was in 
scale 10 for G78 forward tracks. Finally, In part 4 the genome browser screen shot was in scale 5 for G78 reverse tracks, and 
included information about UCSC genes, RefSeq genes, mouse mRNAs from GenBank, placental mammal basewise 
conservation by PhlyoP, multiz alignments of 30 vertebrates, and repeating elements by repeat masker.  
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Figure 1.29. Visual Representation of Mylinc1951 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots – Part 1 
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Figure 1.29. Visual Representation of Mylinc1951 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued) – Part 2 
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Figure 1.29. Visual Representation of Mylinc1951 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued) – Part 3 
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Figure 1.29. Visual Representation of Mylinc1951 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued) – Part 4 
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Figure 1.30. Visual Representation of Mylinc1997 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots: This figure represents data 
for Mylinc1997. Data in the session as follows: G83 RNA-seq male and female total 1 and 2, male and female nuclear 1 and 2, 
G85 RNA-seq male and female wild-type 1 and 2, G78 RNA-seq male and female total 1 and 2 forward strand, male and 
female nuclear 1 and 2 forward strand, male and female total 1 and 2 reverse strand, male and female nuclear 1 and 2 reverse 
strand, G88 RNA-seq male untreated day 1, day 4, and day 7. In part 1, the genome browser screen shot was in scale 50 and 
included gene models, lincRNA primer positions and identity, and RNA-seq data. In part 2, the genome browser screen shot 
was in scale 35 for G85 WT Male 1 and 2, and in scale 25 for G88 UT Male Day 1, 4, and 7. In part 3, the genome browser 
screen shot was in scale 10 for G78 forward tracks. Finally, In part 4 the genome browser screen shot was in scale 60 for G78 
reverse tracks, and included information about UCSC genes, RefSeq genes, mouse mRNAs from GenBank, placental mammal 
basewise conservation by PhlyoP, multiz alignments of 30 vertebrates, and repeating elements by repeat masker.  
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Figure 1.30. Visual Representation of Mylinc1997 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots – Part 1 
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Figure 1.30. Visual Representation of Mylinc1997 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued) – Part 2 
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Figure 1.30. Visual Representation of Mylinc1997 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued) – Part 3 
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Figure 1.30. Visual Representation of Mylinc1997 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots (Continued) – Part 4 
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Table 1.1. Discovery of LincRNAs: Two analysis were performed to discover mouse 
lincRNAs in our RNA-seq datasets, including: G78, G81, G83, G85, G86, G87, G88, and 
ENCODE datasets. 
Name/ 
Identifier Person 
RNA-seq 
Datasets 
# of 
LincRNAs 
# of sex-
biased 
LincRNAs 
Mylincs Peng-Ying 
Hao 
G78 4040 90 
Novellincs Tisha Melia G78, G81, G83, 
G85, G86, G87, 
G88, Encode  
5142 249 
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Table 1.2. Primer List for Non-overlapping Sex-biased LincRNAs: Target specific 
primers designed for each identified sex-biased lincRNAs to validate the sex-specificity 
of lincRNAs with real time qPCR experiments. These lincRNAs (Mylincs) were not in 
the list of Novellincs. The first column in the table represents the identifier that we 
assigned to each forward and reverse primer. 
lincRNA Primers  
Primer ID/ 
ON- Chr 
Mylinc 
ID Start  End  
 Sex- 
specificity 
qPCR 
Experiment 
Results 
1 5766-5777 4 Mylinc3245 107,796,683  107,815,927  Male Male 
2 5772-5773 8 Mylinc2885 48,048,226  48,067,548  Male Male 
3 5790-5791 19 Mylinc4029 7,899,460  7,923,533  Female Female 
4 5944-5945 8 Mylinc3031 47,993,821  48,041,197  Male Male 
5 5954-5955 19 Mylinc1931 39,448,545  39,457,655  Female Female 
6 5956-5957 15 Mylinc1948 75,010,100  75,036,072  Female Female 
7 5962-5963 11 Mylinc1012 108,872,957  108,873,392  Female Female 
8 5964-5965 7 Mylinc1993 26,787,150  26,803,347  Female Female 
9 5986-5987 11 Mylinc2975 26,109,055  26,114,434  Male Male 
10 5990-5991 3 Mylinc2406 14,815,425  14,833,082  Male Male 
11 5994-5995 4 Mylinc20 61,534,701  61,537,764  Male No Experiments 
12 5998-5999 9 Mylinc204 123,215,709  123,217,034  Male Male 
13 6008-6009 15 Mylinc1963 74,964,884 74,997,922 Female Female 
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Table 1.3. Cutoffs for Determining The Expression Pattern in UCSC Browser 
Screen Shots: Several scales were used; depending on how high or low the expression of 
the lincRNA was, to determine the expression pattern of lincRNAs in UCSC genome 
browser. 
ExtremelyLow Less than or equal to 10-20% of scale5 
VeryLow 20-50% of scale5 
Low Higher than 50% scale5, less than 50-60% of scale10 
Med Higher than 60% of scale10, but shouldn't exceed 100% 
High Higher than 100% of scale10, easily visible on scale50 
VeryHigh Higher than 100% of scale50, easily visible on scale100 
ExtremelyHigh Higher than 100% of scale100, easily visible on scale500 
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Table 1.4. LincRNA Primers for Mylincs and Novellincs: Table represents target 
specific primers that were designed for the validation of lincRNAs. M represents male-
biased lincRNAs and F represents female-biased lincRNAs. Each sex-biased lincRNA 
has its own unique ID that we determined by using the identifiers from initial and final 
lincRNA analysis. 
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 Table 1.4. LincRNA Primers for Mylincs and Novellincs
lincRNA Primers   Mylincs Gene Coordinates Novellincs Gene Coordinates 
ID/ ON- Chr Forward  Start 
Reverse 
 End 
Sex-
specificity ID Start End ID Start End 
5768-5769 7 15314113 15314163 M 02 15309009 15316061 6047 15308574 15551092 
5770-5771 12 29860947 29860999 M 3630 29821227 29876097 1333 29583437 29874107 
5776-5777 19 23137544 23137599 M 3414 23132186 23148106 3521 23135638 23141775 
5778-5779 1 149225915 149226002 M 2608 149213869 149239504 125 149222153 149236570 
5780-5781 10 120958589 120958655 M 3204 120942893 120964353 617 120943685 120964659 
5784-5785 5 33793374 33793424 F 1995 33789087 33801665 5163 33789073 33803527 
5788-5789 6 72010350 72010400 F 2007 72007133 72011513 5614 72007043 72016856 
5940-5941 3 149304334 149304401 M 06 149280200 149312779 4537 149303543 149327718 
5942-5943 14 46859797 46859852 M 13 46859032 46877703 2177 46859465 46862829 
5946-5947 14 12089883 12089933 M 15 12072775 12130277 2160 12057389 12180962 
5948-5949 10 70657374 70657434 M 2870 70644229 70658567 550 70657149 70657584 
5950-5951 8 116534609 116534664 M 17 116523769 116549146 6669 116533910 116618391 
5952-5953 5 147452015 147452066 F 1905 147445890 147500440 5410 147446581 147499107 
5958-5959 6 51641106 51641168 F 1966 51612132 51651636 5588 51617289 51660247 
5960-5961 2 12789824 12789874 F 1970 12765761 12802226 3932 12721244 12799438 
5988-5989 4 103168169 103168219 M 3925 103164794 103191007 4765 103055016 103169278 
5992-5993 10 120927426 120927489 M 3610 120925450 120934152 616 120925919 120930735 
5996-5997 9 71055331 71055381 M 3205 71045298 71059382 6893 71011179 71056029 
6000-6001 9 83134217 83134271 F 1865 83126591 83147949 6909 83055610 83148178 
6002-6003 12 33437534 33437586 F 1916 33434231 33455590 1599 33438885 33443520 
6004-6005 8 66251051 66251102 F 1951 66225369 66254892 6622 66179645 66307042 
6010-6011 3 133452312 133452370 F 1997 133452174 133454324 4522 133452165 133496105 
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Table 1.5. Validation of Sex-biased LincRNAs with qPCR Experiments: This table 
represents the result of each qPCR experiment that compares the relative RNA level of 
males and females. Following are the abbreviations that we used for experiments: “P.” 
used for pooled samples, “Ind.” used for individual liver samples, “Sex Ind.” used for sex 
independent samples, “Inc. P.” meaning inconsistent pools, used for whether 2 pools of 
the same sample showed different expression pattern. “Pulse” represents results from 
pulsatile samples. Last column is the summary of all experiments. We did not conduct 
experiment for each lincRNA using all samples. Therefore, results were summarized in 
the last column as a fraction; how many of the samples showed the same pattern in G78 
RNA-seq results in the numerator, and how many experiments were conducted in the 
denominator.	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Table 1.5. Validation of Sex-biased LincRNAs with qPCR Experiments 
Mylinc 
ID 
Novel 
linc ID 
G78 
Exp. 
Pattern 
qPCR Experiments – Sex Specificity 
P. 
8 Week 
Ind. 
 8 
Week 
P. 
 SST 
Ind.  
SST 
A 
Ind. 
SST 
B 
Ind. 
SST 
A+B 
P. 
STAT5b 
Ind. 
STAT5b 
Ind. 
Hypox 
P. 
Hypox Pulse 
qPCR 
Assays 
02 6047 M   
        
M   1/1 
3630 1333 M   
        
F   1/1 
3414 3521 M   
        
M   1/1 
2608 125 M   
        
M   1/1 
3204 617 M   
        
M   1/1 
1995 5163 F   
        
F   1/1 
2007 5614 F   
        
F   1/1 
06 4537 M M 
 
M M M M M M M M M 10/10 
13 2177 M M 
Weak 
M 
    
M 
   
  3/3 
15 2160 M M M M M M M M M M M M 11/11 
2870 550 M M M M 
   
M 
   
  4/4 
17 6669 M M M M M M M M M M M M 11/11 
1905 5410 F Sex Ind. 
 
F F F F F F 
 
Weak 
M   6/8 
1966 5588 F F 
 
F F F F F F 
 
Weak F  8/8 
1970 3932 F Inc. P. 
 
F F 
  
F 
   
  3/4 
3925 4765 M M 
 
M M M M Weak M M 
 
M   8/8 
3610 616 M M 
  
M M M 
 
M 
 
M M 7/7 
3205 6893 M Weak M 
         
  1/1 
1865 6909 F Weak F Weak F 
  
Weak F 
  
  3/3 
1916 1599 F F 
 
F F F F F F 
 
F 
Weak 
F 9/9 
1951 6622 F F 
         
  1/1 
1997 4522 F F  F F F F F F F F 
 
9/9 
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Table 1.6. UCSC Genome Browser Coordinates: First two columns represent 
corresponding Mylinc and Novellinc IDs for each lincRNA primers. Column 4 and 5 
represents the UCSC genome browser coordinates that we used for our visual inspection 
to determine the sex-specificity of each sex-biased lincRNAs. 
Novel 
Linc 
ID 
Mylinc 
 ID  
UCSC Genome Browser  
Coordinates 
Primer's 
Position 
Chr  Start   End  ID/ ON- 
 Forward  
Strand 
 Start  
 Reverse 
Strand 
End  
3932 1010 2  12721244   12799438   6006-6007   12752058   12752108  
2177 13 14  46859032   46877703   5942-5943   46859797   46859852  
2160 15 14  12057389   12180962   5946-5947   12089883   12089933  
6669 17 8 116523769  116618391   5950-5951  116534609  116534664  
6909 1865 9  83055610   83148178   6000-6001   83134217   83134271  
5410 1905 5 147445890  147500440   5952-5953  147452015 147452066 
1599 1916 12  33434231   33455590   6002-6003   33437534   33437586  
6622 1951 8  66179645   66307042   6004-6005   66251051   66251102  
5588 1966 6  51612019   51660247   5958-5959   51641106   51641168  
3932 1970 2  12721244   12802226   5960-5961   12789824   12789874  
5163 1995 5  33789073   33803527   5784-5785   33793374   33793424  
4522 1997 3 133452165  133496105   6010-6011  133452312  133452370  
6047 2 7  15308574   15551092   5768-5769   15314113   15314163  
5614 2007 6  72007043   72016856   5788-5789   72010350   72010400  
125 2608 1 149213869  149239504  5778-5779  149225915  149226002  
550 2870 10  70644229   70658567   5948-5949   70657374   70657434  
617 3204 10 120942893  120964659   5780-5781  120958589  120958654  
6893 3205 9  71011179   71059382   5996-5997   71055331   71055381  
3521 3414 19  23132186   23148146   5776-5777   23137544   23137599  
616 3610 10 120925450  120934152   5992-5993  120927426  120927489  
1333 3630 12  29583437   29876097   5770-5771   29860947   29860999  
4765 3925 4 103055016  103191007   5988-5989  103168169  103168219  
5588 3930 6  51617289   51662817   5782-5783   51652577   51652627  
4537 6 3 149280200  149327718   5940-5941  149304334  149304401  	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Table 1.7. UCSC Genome Browser Visual Inspection: Fourth column represents the pre-determined sex-specificity of each 
lincRNA in our initial analysis that was done with G78 RNA-seq dataset. Last column represents the results for the validation 
of each lincRNA. Classification criteria were discussed in Materials and Methods section. W. Male represents weak expression 
in males.  
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Table 1.7. UCSC Genome Browser Visual Inspection 
Novellinc 
ID 
 
Mylinc 
ID 
LincRNA 
Primers 
G78 
Expression 
Pattern 
Patterns by UCSC Genome Browser 
ON- G83 G85 G78 Summary 
6047 2  5768-5769   Male  Male  Male Male Male 
1333 3630  5770-5771   Male  W. Male  W. Male Male W. Male 
3521 3414  5776-5777   Male  Male  Male Male Male 
125 2608  5778-5779   Male  Male  Male Male Male 
617 3204  5780-5781   Male  Male  Male Male Male 
5588 3930  5782-5783   Female  Female  Female Female Female 
5163 1995  5784-5785   Female  Female  Female Female Female 
5614 2007  5788-5789   Female  Female  Female Female Female 
4537 6  5940-5941   Male  Male  Male Male Male 
2177 13  5942-5943   Male  Non-specific  Non-specific Non-specific Non-specific 
2160 15  5946-5947   Male  W. Male  W. Male Male W. Male 
550 2870  5948-5949   Male  W. Male  W. Male W. Male W. Male 
6669 17  5950-5951   Male  Male  Male Male Male 
5410 1905  5952-5953   Female  W. Female  W. Female Female W. Female 
5588 1966  5958-5959   Female  Female  Female Female Female 
3932 1970  5960-5961   Female  Non-specific Female Female Female 
4765 3925  5988-5989   Male  Male  Male Male Male 
616 3610  5992-5993   Male  Male  W. Male Male Male 
6893 3205  5996-5997   Male  Non-specific  W. Female Non-specific Non-specific 
6909 1865  6000-6001   Female  Non-specific  Female Non-specific Non-specific 
1599 1916  6002-6003   Female  Female  Female Female Female 
6622 1951  6004-6005   Female  Non-specific  Non-specific Non-specific Non-specific 
3932 1010  6006-6007   Female  W. Female  Female Female Female 
4522 1997  6010-6011   Female  Female  Female Female Female 
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Table 1.8. Sex-specificity Classification of LincRNAs by qPCR Results: Real time 
PCR results that belongs to sex-biased lincRNAs were classified depending on the 
expression pattern. We determined the sex-specificity of lincRNAs using 8-week-old 
wild-type male and female mice, STAT5b wild-type male and female mice, SST wild-
type male and female mice, Hypox wild-type male and female mice, and Pulsatile wild-
type male and female mice. Three male classes and three female classes were identified. 
* shows lincRNAs that were statistically significant, p-value < 0.05. 	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Table 1.8. Sex-specificity Classification of LincRNAs by qPCR Results 
Sex-specificity Classification by qPCR results 
Class Pattern Cutoffs MylincID 8 Week Old Mice STAT5b SST Hypox Pulse 
Strong 
Male 
Biased 
M1 FC > 15 
 
*Mylinc3925, 
Mylinc06 
*Mylinc06,  *Mylinc06, 
*Mylinc17, 
*Mylinc3925 
Mylinc02, 
Mylinc3414, 
*Mylinc06, 
*Mylinc17, 
Mylinc3925 
*Mylinc06 
Male 
Biased 
M2 FC > 2 *Mylinc13, 
*Mylinc17, 
*Mylinc3610,  
Mylinc15,  
Mylinc2870 
Mylinc13, 
*Mylinc15, 
Mylinc2870, 
*Mylinc17, 
Mylinc3925, 
*Mylinc3610 
*Mylinc15, 
Mylinc2870, 
*Mylinc3610 
*Mylinc2608, 
Mylinc3204, 
*Mylinc15, 
Mylinc3610 
Mylinc15, 
Mylinc17, 
Mylinc3610 
Weak 
Male 
Biased 
M3 2 > FC > 1 Mylinc3205     
Strong 
Female 
Biased 
F1 FC < 0.06  *Mylinc1966 *Mylinc1997 Mylinc3930, 
*Mylinc2007, 
Mylinc1970, 
*Mylinc1997 
 
Female 
Biased 
F2 FC < 0.5 *Mylinc1905, 
*Mylinc1916, 
*Mylinc1997, 
 Mylinc1966, 
Mylinc1951 
Mylinc1905, 
Mylinc1970, 
*Mylinc1997, 
Mylinc1916 
 
Mylinc1905, 
Mylinc1916 
Mylinc3630, 
Mylinc1995 
 
Weak Female 
Biased 
F3 0.5 < FC < 1 Mylinc1865, 
Mylinc1970, 
Mylinc1010 
Mylinc1865  Mylinc1865 Mylinc1905, 
Mylinc1916 
Mylinc1916 
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Table 1.9. Overall Summary of Sex-specificity Validation of LincRNAs: Summary of 
qPCR experiment results were reported in 6th column. In column 3 and 4 M represents 
male-biased lincRNAs and F represents female-biased lincRNAs.	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Table 1.9. Overall Summary of sex-specificity Validation of lincRNA 
 Mylinc ID Novel linc ID 
RNA-seq Exp. Pattern qPCR Experiments UCSC Genome  Browser Summary 
G78 G85 Exp. Pattern 
Summary of 
Assays 
 Summary/ 
Classification  
1 02 6047 M Non-specific M 1 out of 1 Male M 
2 3630 1333 M Non-specific F 1 out of 1 W. Male M 
3 3414 3521 M M M 1 out of 1 Male M 
4 2608 125 M Non-specific M 1 out of 1 Male M 
5 3204 617 M M M 1 out of 1 Male M 
6 1995 5163 F F F 1 out of 1 Female F 
7 2007 5614 F F F 1 out of 1 Female F 
8 06 4537 M Non-specific M 10 out of 10 Female M 
9 13 2177 M Non-specific M 3 out of 3 Male M 
10 15 2160 M M M 11 out of 11 Non-specific M 
11 2870 550 M Non-specific M 4 out of 4 W. Male M 
12 17 6669 M M M 11 out of 11 W. Male M 
13 1905 5410 F Non-specific F 6 out of 8 Male F 
14 1966 5588 F F F 8 out of 8 W. Female F 
15 1970 3932 F Non-specific F 3 out of 4 Female F 
16 3925 4765 M M M 8 out of 8 Female M 
17 3610 616 M M M 7 out of 7 Male M 
18 3205 6893 M Non-specific M 1 out of 1 Male Non-specific 
19 1865 6909 F Non-specific F 3 out of 3 Non-specific F 
20 1916 1599 F Non-specific F 9 out of 9 Non-specific F 
21 1951 6622 F Non-specific F 1 out of 1 Female Non-specific 
22 1997 4522 F F F 9 out of 9 Female F 
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Table 1.10 qPCR Samples: Table represents details about mouse liver samples (8-week-
old, SST-A, SST-B, STAT5b, and Hypox) that we used for our qPCR experiments. 
 
qPCR Samples 
Mouse Liver Samples Pools 
8-week-old 238A – Female 
240A – Female 
238B – Male 
240B - Male 
238A – 6 livers 
240A – 6 livers 
238B – 6 livers 
240B – 6 livers 
SST-A 6 Wild-type Male 
5 Knockout Male 
3 Wild-type Female 
7 Knockout Female 
Wild-type Male – 6 livers 
Knockout Male – 5 livers 
Wild-type Female – 3 livers 
Knockout Female – 7 livers 
SST-B 5 Wild-type Males 
8 Knockout Males 
5 Wild-type Females 
7 Knockout Females 
 
STAT5b 6 Wild-type Males 
6 Knockout Males 
5 Wild-type Females 
6 Knockout Females 
Wild-type Male – 6 livers 
Knockout Male – 6 livers 
Wild-type Female – 5 livers 
Knockout Female – 6 livers 
Hypox 9 Wild-type Males 
9 Knockout Males 
9 Wild-type Females 
9 Knockout Females 
Intact Male Pool 1 – 5 livers 
Intact Male Pool 2 – 4 livers 
Hypox Male Pool 1 – 5 livers 
Hypox Male Pool 2 – 4 livers 
Intact Female Pool 1 – 5 livers 
Intact Female Pool 2 – 4 livers 
Hypox Female Pool 1 – 4 livers 
Hypox Female Pool 2 – 3 livers 	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Table 1.11 qPCR Hypox Samples: This table represents specifics about Hypox mouse 
liver pools for qPCR experiments. Each group, intact male (IM), intact female (IF), 
hypox male (HM), and hypox female (HF), has two pools. 
 
qPCR Hypox Samples 
Mouse Liver Sample 
Intact Male First Pool A1, A2, A3, A4, A5 
Intact Male Second Pool A6, A7, A8, A9 
Intact Female First Pool B1, B2, B3, B4, B5 
Intact Female Second Pool B6, B7, B8, B9 
Hypox Male First Pool C1, C2, C3, C4, C5 
Hypox Male Second Pool C6, C7, C8, C9 
Hypox Female First Pool D2, D3, D4, D5 
Hypox Female Second Pool D6, D7, D8 
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Table 1.12 RNA-seq Samples: This table represents details about mouse liver RNA-seq samples, including G78, G83, G85, 
and G88. The second column shows who performed the RNA isolation from related mouse liver. 
RNA-seq Samples 
Mouse Liver RNA Isolation Samples Pools 
G78 Peng-Ying Hao Male Total RNA 
Male Nuclear RNA 
Female Total RNA 
Female Nuclear RNA 
Male Total RNA Pool 1 – 6 livers 
Male Total RNA Pool 2 – 6 livers 
Male Nuclear RNA Pool 1 – 6 livers 
Male Nuclear RNA Pool 2 – 6 livers 
Female Total RNA Pool 1 – 6 livers 
Female Total RNA Pool 2 – 6 livers 
Female Nuclear RNA Pool 1 – 6 livers 
Female Nuclear RNA Pool 2 – 6 livers 
G83, 8-week-old Dr. Dana Lau Corona Male Wild-type 
Female Wild-type 
Male Wild-type Pool 1 – 6 livers 
Male Wild-type Pool 2 – 6 livers 
Female Wild-type Pool 1 – 6 livers 
Female Wild-type Pool 2 – 6 livers 
G85, Hypox Dr. Jeannette Connerney 9 Intact Males 
9 Hypox Males 
9 Intact Females 
9 Hypox Females 
Male Hypox Pool 1 – 4 livers 
Male Hypox Pool 2 – 5 livers 
Male Intact Pool 1 – 4 livers 
Male Hypox Pool 2 – 5 livers 
Female Intact Pool 1 – 4 livers 
Female Intact Pool 2 – 5 livers 
Female Hypox Pool 1 – 3 livers 
Female Hypox Pool 2 – 4 livers 
G88 Dr. Dana Lau Corona Untreated Male 
Day 1 
Day 4 
Day 7 
Untreated Male 
Day one – 3 livers 
Day 4 – 3 livers 
Day 7 – 3 livers 
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Table 1.13 RNA-seq Hypox Samples: This table represents specifics about Hypox 
mouse liver pools for RNA-seq experiments. Each group, intact male (IM), intact female 
(IF), hypox male (HM), and hypox female (HF), has two pools. 
RNA-seq Hypox Samples 
Mouse Liver Sample 
Intact Male First Pool A1, A2, A3, A4 
Intact Male Second Pool A5, A6, A7, A8, A9 
Intact Female First Pool B1, B2, B3, B4 
Intact Female Second Pool B5, B6, B7, B8, B9 
Hypox Male First Pool C1, C2, C3, C4 
Hypox Male Second Pool C5, C6, C7, C8, C9 
Hypox Female First Pool D2, D3, D4 
Hypox Female Second Pool D5, D6, D7, D8 	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Chapter 2. High throughput Analysis of RefSeq genes and LincRNAs in Response to 
Hypophysectomy and Sex-biased LincRNA Expression in Response to Growth 
Hormone Signaling Perturbation in Knockout Mouse Models 
 
2.A. SUMMARY 
 
Sexual dimorphism of Growth Hormone (GH) secretion profiles, which are major 
determinant of the sex-specificity of a large number of hepatic RNAs and proteins, 
characterizes the sex differences in rats and mice. 
 
In the present study, global transcriptome profiling analysis with RNA-seq was 
performed to investigate the impact of hypophysectomy (hypox) in sex-biased RefSeq 
gene and lincRNA expression pattern. RNA-seq results were considered statistically 
significant if adjusted p-value (padj) < 0.05 and fold change (FC) > |2|. Intact (wild-type) 
male and female mice were used to determine the sex-specificity of mouse liver RefSeq 
genes and lincRNAs, hypophysectomized male and female mice were used to determine 
the impact of pituitary hormone dependence in the sex-specificity of mice liver RefSeq 
gene and lincRNA expression. 93% of all sex-biased RefSeq genes and 96% of all sex-
biased lincRNAs lost sex-specificity after hypox. These findings suggest that the sex-
specificity of liver RefSeq gene and lincRNA expression is mostly dependent on pituitary 
hormones. 
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Furthermore, we investigated the response of sex-biased lincRNAs to GH signaling in 
hypophysectomy (hypox); intermittent (pulsatile) GH injection for 30 minutes, 90 
minutes, and 4 hours; and knockout of signal transducer and activator of transcription 5b 
(STAT5b-deficient); and somatostatin (SST)-deficient mouse models by conducting real 
time PCR (qPCR) experiments. For each biological condition, we have intact animals as 
controls. 16 sex-biased lincRNAs responded to hypox and of the 16 lincRNAs, 10 
responded to GH treatment. 
 
2.B. INTRODUCTION 
 
Sexual dimorphism in mammalian liver affects a wide range of biological processes, 
including sex differences in physiology, homeostasis, steroid, and lipid metabolism 
(Clodfelter K. H. et al. 2006, Su W. L. et al. 2008, Wauthier V. et al. 2008, Yang X. et al. 
2006, Zhang Y. et al. 2011). Sex differences in gene expression may contribute to 
differences between men and women in the prevalence, extent, and progression of liver, 
kidney, autoimmune, and cardiovascular disease, as well as cancers, in particular, 
hepatocellular carcinoma. In addition, sex-related differences in pharmacokinetics and 
pharmacodynamics are common and may affect drug response (Pincus J. M., et al. 1996, 
Whitacre, C. C. et al. 2001, Rinn J. L. et al. 2005, Silander K. et al. 2008, El-Serag, H. B. 
et al. 2004, Yokoyama H. et al. 2005, Waxman D. J. et al. 2009). 
 
The Pituitary gland is responsible for several physiological processes, including stress, 
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growth and reproduction, lactation, and blood pressure. Growth hormone (GH) is a 
pituitary protein hormone consisting 191 amino acids, regulates a broad range of 
physiological processes, including longitudinal bone growth, fatty acid oxidation, glucose 
uptake, hepatic steroid and foreign compound metabolism, cell growth, and 
differentiation and secreted in pulses and in a sexually dimorphic manner and regulated 
the expression of sex-biased liver genes. GH is secreted with differentiated levels and 
frequencies in men and women (van den Berg et al., 1996; Jaffe et al., 1998). In rats and 
mice, GH secreted in a highly pulsatile manner in males, and more frequent manner in 
females (Jansson JO, et al. 1985, Shapiro BH, et al. 1995, Xu J, et al. 2011, Ahluwalia A. 
et al., 2004). The length of the GH-free interpulse interval is a key determinant of the 
sex-specific effect that GH has on liver gene expression (Waxman DJ, et al. 1991, 
MacLeod JN, et al. 1991). GH, in particular its sex-dependent pituitary secretory pattern, 
is the major hormonal determinant of liver sex differences (Lichanska AM, et al. 2008, 
Mode A, et al. 2006, Waxman DJ, et al. 1995). 
 
The liver is a primary target for the action of GH. GH signaling is initiated by binding to 
the receptor that leads to activation/tyrosine phosphorylation of the GH receptor-
associated protein tyrosine kinase Janus kinase 2 (JAK2) (Herrington J. et al. 2001). 
JAK2 phosphorylates itself and the cytoplasmic domain of GH receptor, creating binding 
sites for signaling molecules for down-stream signaling, including signal transducer and 
activator of transcription (STAT) transcription factors. After tyrosine phosphorylation, 
STAT proteins dimerize and translocate to the nucleus, where they bind DNA sequences 
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and activate gene transcription (Darnell JE Jr et al. 1997). One STAT family member, 
STAT5b, is activated by each incoming male plasma GH pulse and is considered to be a 
key mediator of the sexually dimorphic gene expression response to GH in rats and mice 
either directly or indirectly (Waxman DJ. et al. 1995, Sueyoshi T. et al. 1999). Direct 
impact could be the result of damaged GH signaling due to loss of STAT5b, and indirect 
impact could involve the neuroendocrine control of pituitary GH secretion, which is 
controlled by the action of two hypothalamic hormones: somatostatin (SST), which 
inhibits the release of GH, and GH-releasing hormone, which stimulates GH secretion 
(Hartman et al. 1993, Fodor et al. 2006). 
 
The recent developments of Next-Generation Sequencing (NGS) allow for increased base 
coverage of a DNA sequence, as well as higher sample throughput.  This facilitates 
sequencing of the RNA transcripts in a cell, providing the ability to discover alternative 
spliced transcripts, post-transcriptional changes, gene fusion, mutations and changes in 
gene expression (Wang Z. et al. 2008). Prior to NGS, transcriptomics and gene 
expression studies were done with expression microarrays, which contain thousands of 
DNA sequences that probe for a match in the target sequence, providing a profile of all 
transcripts. However, cross-hybridization or non-ideal hybridization kinetics are some of 
the issues seen with microarrays. RNA-seq has a number of advantages compared to 
microarrays; RNA-seq delivers low background signal and has the ability to quantify a 
large dynamic of expression levels, with absolute rather than relative values (Zhao S. et 
al. 2014). 
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In the present study, we conducted RNA-seq analysis to investigate the impact of hypox 
in sex-biased RefSeq gene and sex-biased lincRNA expression. We identified sex-biased 
RefSeq genes and lincRNAs in mouse liver and investigated the effect of pituitary 
hormone secretion perturbation in the expression pattern of sex-biased genes using RNA-
seq. We identified male and female-biased genes by evaluating the fold change 
differences in the level of expression and then further investigated whether these sex-
biased genes were induced or repressed by hypox. Ablation of circulating pituitary 
hormones by hypox abolishes sex differences in liver globally. Furthermore, we 
performed qPCR experiments to investigate the impact of hypox in sex-biased lincRNAs, 
and the impact of GH signaling in sex-biased lincRNAs using Pulsatile and knockout 
(STAT5b-deficient, STAT5b wild-type, and SST-deficient, SST wild-type) mouse 
models. 
 
Our findings indicate that there are sex differences in gene expression and that the 
secretion of pituitary dependent hormones impacts the expression pattern of sex-biased 
RefSeq genes and lincRNAs in mouse liver. In addition, results indicated that GH 
regulates the expression of sex-biased lincRNAs negatively or positively, and early 
responsive lincRNAs were identified by pulsatile mouse experiments. 
 
2.C. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Primer design (Table 2.1) methods were the same as described in the first chapter. 
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2.C.1. Mouse Treatment and Liver RNA isolation 
In addition to the methods described in the first chapter, Dr. Jeannette Connerney of the 
Waxman Laboratory prepared pulsatile samples for qPCR. Hypophysectomized male 
(HM) and hypophysectomized female (HF) mice were given a single injection of rat GH 
(125ng/g body weight) and killed at 30 minutes (30m), 90 minutes (90m) and 4 hours 
(4h). Total liver RNA was isolated from individual livers for the following 3 groups of 
mice (n=9mice/group): 30-minute, 90-minute and 4-hour males (Wauthier V. et al. 2010). 
First pool of every time course (hypox + 30 m, hypox + 90 m and hypox + 4 hours) 
samples consisted 5 livers and second pool consisted 4 livers. 
 
2.C.2. RNA-seq Data Analysis 
We analyzed the raw RNA-seq reads using the pipeline that was generated by Tisha 
Melia of the Waxman Laboratory. The pipeline uses Bowtie (Langmead, B. et al. 
2009) in order to obtain “r” parameter. The “r” parameter is the mean inner distance 
between paired-end reads, and provides the estimated insert size/fragment size for each 
sample.  To align the reads to the mm9 genome we used TopHat (Trapnell C. et al. 
2009). Differential gene expression analysis was done with DESeq software (Anders S. et 
al. 2010) as implemented by Tisha Melia of the Waxman Laboratory. Normalized ratios, 
p-values and adjusted p-values, and fold changes were obtained by DESeq program. 
 
2.C.3. Statistical Analysis for qPCR and RNA-seq Results 
Dissociation curves were generated after each qPCR run and data were graphed as fold 
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activation values, normalized to the 18S rRNA content of each sample. Statistical figures 
were generated out by t-test using PRISM software version 6 (GraphPad, Inc., San Diego, 
CA). Statistical analyses were carried out by t-test using Microsoft Excel software. All 
results were considered statistically if the p-value < 0.05. In hypophysectomy, we 
classified lincRNAs by fold change (FC) > 4 or FC < 0.3. In SST and STAT5b mice 
knockout models, our primary threshold was FC to determine the response. If FC > 4, the 
expression levels were determined as increased/up, if FC < 0.3, the expression levels 
were determined as decreased/down. “No Response” included sex-biased lincRNAs that 
had 0.3 < FC < 4. 
 
All RNA-seq data filtered by adjusted p-value (padj) < 0.05 and fold change > |2|. 
799 differentially expressed RefSeq genes and 49 differentially expressed lincRNAs were 
identified in G85 RNA-seq dataset by using pairwise comparison of intact male over 
intact female. 194 male-biased RefSeq genes and 25 male-biased lincRNAs were 
identified by padj < 0.05 and FC > 2 and 217 female-biased RefSeq genes and 14 female-
biased lincRNAs were identified by padj < 0.05 and FC < 0.5. 
 
In addition, we also used relaxed thresholds to determine the sex-specificity of all 
differentially expressed RefSeq genes using padj < 0.05 and a FC > |1| (Table 2.2). 
 
7880 sex-independent RefSeq genes were identified by using the same stringent cutoffs 
as used in a previous study (Conforto T. et al., 2012), p-value > 0.01, FC < |1.2| and base 
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count (BC) >= 2. Instead of microarray signal intensity > 25 cutoff, we used BC, 
geometric mean of the counts for each gene divided by the size factors. To determine the 
proper BC cutoff, we looked at the distribution trend of male-biased genes in intact males 
and female-biased genes in intact females. It is clear from the distribution of sex-
independent genes that there was a decrease around BC = 2. At this point, we wanted to 
further test the BC values using a mathematical approach. We subtracted two consecutive 
numbers and we plotted the difference that we got from this subtraction. Results correlate 
with each other; there was an increase at both ends of the distribution. 
 
Effects of hypophysectomy on male-biased genes (Table 2.3): Male-biased genes were 
identified by filtering intact male and intact female pairwise comparison using padj < 
0.05 and FC > 2. Male-biased genes that kept sex-specificity in hypox mice were 
identified by an initial filtering of intact male and intact female and then hypox male over 
hypox female pairwise comparison using cutoffs padj < 0.05 and FC > 2. Male-biased 
genes that lost sex-specificity in hypox mice were identified by filtering hypox male over 
hypox female pairwise comparison using padj > 0.05. 
 
Effects of hypophysectomy on female-biased genes (Table 2.3): Female-biased genes 
were identified by filtering intact male over intact female pairwise comparison using padj 
< 0.05 and FC < 0.5. Female-biased genes that kept sex-specificity in hypox mice were 
identified by initial filtering of intact male over intact female, and then hypox male over 
hypox female pairwise comparison using padj < 0.05 and FC < 0.5. Female-biased genes 
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that lost sex-specificity in hypox mice were identified by filtering hypox male over hypox 
female pairwise comparison using padj > 0.05. 
 
Response of sex-biased genes to hypox was determined by initial filtering of intact male 
and intact female, followed by either hypox male and intact male and hypox female and 
intact female. To determine the sex-biased genes that were changed in male hypox only, 
we used padj< 0.05 in hypox male and intact male pairwise comparison and padj > 0.05 
in hypox female and intact female pairwise comparison. The same filtering was applied 
to determine the sex-biased genes that were changed in female hypox only and sex-biased 
genes that were changed in both male and female hypox. Genes whose expression 
decreased were identified by filtering FC < 0.5 and genes whose expression increased 
were identified by filtering of FC > 2. 
 
Gene expression data for both intact and hypox adult male and female mice were 
obtained from an earlier study (Wauthier V. et al., 2010) based on microarray 
significance cutoff p-value of < 0.005 to identify differentially expressed RefSeq genes 
and to identify genes induced or repressed by hypox. In other cases, a significance 
threshold for both male and female FC > |2| combined with a p-value of < 0.005 was 
applied. 
 
2.C.4. Classification of Sex-biased RefSeq Genes and Sex-biased LincRNAs 
All RNA-seq results were determined as significant if padj < 0.05 and FC > |2| (FC < 0.5 
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for down regulated genes, and FC > 2 for up regulated genes.). RNA-seq results and 
qPCR results of sex-biased RefSeq genes and lincRNAs were classified by their response 
to hypox: Class I included genes that were positively regulated by pituitary hormones, 
Class II included genes that were negatively regulated by pituitary hormones and a new 
class, Class III, was identified for qPCR results, and included lincRNAs that were not 
responsive to hypox in the same sex hypox mice, and down regulated in opposite sex 
hypox mice. All classes were determined by using FC cutoff, FC < 0.3 or FC > 4. 
 
2.C.5. Data Visualization and Analysis with UCSC Genome Browser 
RNA-seq bigwig data files, files that show the distribution of the reads along the genome, 
from the series G85, and G88 datasets, were used to analyze the expression pattern of 
male and female-biased lincRNAs in hypophysectomized and pulsatile mice. Screen 
shots were generated for sex-biased lincRNAs by using UCSC genome browser’s built in 
web-based tools.  
 
2.D.RESULTS 
 
2.D.1. Sex-specificity in Intact and Hypox Mouse 
We investigated the response of sex-biased RefSeq genes and lincRNAs to hypox. Hypox 
abolished the sex-specificity in both male-biased RefSeq genes (93%) and lincRNAs 
(96%) and female-biased RefSeq genes (95%) and lincRNAs (96%)(Table 2.3). 
However, 14 (7%) male-biased RefSeq genes (8 genes showed increased and 6 genes 
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showed decreased level of expression, 12 showed a reduced sex-specificity and 2 showed 
increased sex-specificity ratio) and 1 (4%) male-biased lincRNAs, and 10 (5%) female-
biased RefSeq genes and 1 (%4) female-biased lincRNAs retained sex-specificity in 
hypox mice. Although 1 male-biased lincRNA that retained sex-specificity was in our 
sex-biased lincRNA list (Mylinc3925-novellinc4765), 1 female-biased lincRNA that 
retained sex-specificity was not in our list. 
 
To determine sex-independent genes, we used stringent cutoffs as described in the 
materials and methods section. In accordance with previous microarray study, sex-
independent genes did not show sex-specificity in hypox mice, except for 0.01% - 0.03% 
of the RefSeq genes that showed female-biased expression pattern. 
 
2.D.2. Impact of Hypophysectomy on Liver RefSeq Gene and LincRNA Expression 
The impact of hypox was greater in males than in females (Table 2.4) for RefSeq genes, 
53% of male-biased RefSeq genes showed decreased level of expression and in contrast 
33% of female-biased genes showed increased level of expression in male hypox only. 
Moreover, in contrast with male hypox only results, 12% of male-biased genes showed 
increase and 27% of female-biased genes showed decrease in female hypox only. In 
addition, we investigated the response in both male and female hypox, 2% of male-biased 
genes showed increase and 20% of male-biased genes showed decrease, and in contrast 
14% of female-biased genes showed increase and 7% of female-biased genes showed 
decrease in both male and female hypox mice. 
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Furthermore, the impact of hypox in male-biased lincRNAs was higher than female-
biased lincRNAs. 11 male-biased lincRNAs (100%) were decreased only in male hypox 
(2 lincRNAs were in our list of validated sex-biased lincRNAs; Mylinc15 and 
Mylinc3414), 3 male-biased lincRNAs (100%) were decreased only in female hypox (1 
lincRNA was in our list of validated sex-biased lincRNAs; Mylinc3204), 3 male-biased 
lincRNAs were decreased and 1 male-biased lincRNAs was increased in both male and 
female hypox mice (2 lincRNAs were in our list of validated sex-baised lincRNAs; 
Mylinc3610 and Mylinc17). In addition, 3 female-biased lincRNAs were increased in 
female hypox (none of them in our list of validated sex-biased lincRNAs), 11 female-
biased lincRNAs were decreased in male hypox (4 lincNRAs were in our list of validated 
sex-biased lincRNAs; Mylinc1997, Mylinc1995, Mylinc1966, and Mylinc2007), none of 
the lincRNAs were either increased or decreased in both male and female hypox mice. 
 
2.D.3. Classification of Sex-biased RefSeq Genes and Sex-biased LincRNAs 
Male and female-biased RefSeq genes and lincRNAs were identified as described in 
materials and methods section using G85 RNA-seq datasets. In agreement with previous 
study (Wauthier V. et al., 2010), most of the male-biased RefSeq genes (71%) and 
lincRNAs (78%) that responded to hypox were included in Class I. However, only 15% 
of male-biased RefSeq genes and 22% of male-biased lincRNAs that responded to hypox 
were included in Class II, repressed by pituitary hormone secretion. Futhermore, 37% of 
female-biased RefSeq genes and 79% of female-biased lincRNAs were in Class I, and 
47% of female-biased RefSeq genes and 21% of female-biased lincRNAs were included 
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in Class II (Table 2.5). 
 
Our qPCR experiment results showed that 9 male and 5 female-biased lincRNA 
responded to hypox (Table 2.5). 6 male-biased lincRNAs included in Class I (Figure 2.1, 
2.2, and 2.3), 2 male-biased lincRNAs included in ClassII (Figure 2.4), and 1 male-biased 
lincRNA included in ClassIII (Figure 2.4). Moreover, 4 female-biased lincRNA included 
in Class I (Figure 2.5, 2.6) and 1 lincRNA included in ClassIII (Figure 2.6). 
 
In addition, we included example genes and lincRNAs in Table 2.5. RNA-seq lincRNA 
results were included in this column only if they were in our list of validated sex-biased 
lincRNAs. 
 
2.D.4. Response in Pulsatile Mice 
Hypophysectomized (hypox) mice were treated with single injection of growth hormone 
(GH): Hypox mice with single GH injection and killed at 30 minutes, hypox mice with 
single GH injection and killed at 90 minutes, and hypox mice with single GH injection 
and killed at 4 hours (240 minutes). Our qPCR results showed that 6 male and 1 female-
biased lincRNAs responded to pulsatile treatments (Figure 2.7, 2.8, 2.9, 2.10). Results 
were considered significant only if FC > 4 and FC < 0.3 (Table 2.6). 4 male and 1 
female-biased lincRNAs that responded to pulsatile treatment identified as early 
responsive to pulsatile treatment. Mylinc3414, Mylinc02 (Class I), and Mylinc3610 
(Class II) were rapidly repressed, and Mylinc3204 (Class II) was rapidly induced by a 
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pulse of GH injection within 30 or 90 minutes. Mylinc17 and Mylinc06 (Class I male-
biased lincRNAs) and Mylinc1905 (Class III female-biased lincRNA) induced by a pulse 
of GH injection within 4 hours. In addition Table 2.8 represents additional qPCR results 
that were not processed for further investigation, either we did not perform any qPCR 
experiments with related primer and lincRNA set, or the hypox results did not meet the 
threshold and that specific lincRNA was eliminated for further investigation. Figure 2.11 
represents additional lincRNA response in pulsatile mice. These results were not 
processed for further investigation either we did not perform any qPCR experiments with 
related primer and lincRNA set, or the hypox results did not meet the threshold and that 
specific lincRNAs was eliminated for further investigation. 
 
2.D.5. Response of Sex-biased LincRNAs in Knockout Mouse Models 
The impact of circulating GH profiles on sex-biased lincRNAs expression was further 
investigated in SST-deficient and STAT5b-deficient knockout mouse models (Table 2.7, 
Figure 2.12, 2.13, 2.14, 2.15, 2.23, 2.24, 2.25, 2.26, 2.27). In addition, Table 2.9, and 
Table 2.10 represents additional qPCR results that were not processed for further 
investigation, either we did not perform any qPCR experiments with related primer and 
lincRNA set, or the hypox results did not meet the threshold and that specific lincRNAs 
was eliminated for further investigation (Figure 2.16, 2.17, 2.18, 2.19, 2.20, 2.21, 2.22, 
2.28, 2.29, 2.30, 2.31, 2.32). Mylinc06, and Mylinc17 (Class I male-biased lincRNA), 
showed same expression pattern in both SST-deficient and STAT5b-deficient mice, down 
regulation in male knockout and no response in female knockout mice.  
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Mylinc3610 (Class II male-biased lincRNA) showed no response in SST-deficient mice, 
and up regulated in both male and female SST-deficient mice. Mylinc1905 (Class III 
female-biased lincRNA), showed same expression pattern in both SST-deficient and 
STAT5b-deficient mice, up regulated in male knockout and no response in female 
knockout mice. Mylinc1916 (Class III female-biased lincRNA), showed same expression 
pattern in both SST-deficient and STAT5b-deficient mice, up regulated in both male and 
female knockout mice. 
 
2.E. DISCUSSION 
 
Gene expression analysis was performed to investigate the impact of pituitary hormones 
in the expression of sex-biased RefSeq genes and long intergenic noncoding RNAs 
(lincRNAs) in the mouse liver. Male (intact/wild-type and hypox) and female 
(intact/wild-type and hypox) mice were used to investigate the sex differences in gene 
expression. 25 male and 24 female-biased lincRNAs and 193 male and 217 female-biased 
RefSeq genes were identified as differentially expressed using the cutoffs described in 
materials and methods section (Table 2.2). Supported by the previous microarray study 
on investigating the impact of hypox in mice liver gene expression, results from the 
present study showed that in the absence of pituitary gland, most of the sex-biased 
RefSeq genes and lincRNAs (>94%) lost sex-specificity indicating that sex-specificity of 
liver genes are mostly dependent on pituitary-dependent hormones, including GH (Table 
2.3). Furthermore, the total number of RefSeq genes that changed in expression in male 
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hypox only (164) was greater than the number of RefSeq genes that changed in 
expression in female hypox only (76), indicating that the impact of hypox was greater on 
males than females (Table 2.4). 
 
In addition, RNA-seq results for sex-biased lincRNAs showed that the impact of hypox 
was almost identical in both male and female hypox only. However, 4 male-biased 
lincRNAs were changed in expression in both male and female hypox mice, whereas 
none of the female-biased lincRNAs showed any change in the expression level in both 
male and female hypox mice, indicating that the impact of hypox was greater on males 
than females. 
 
Sex-biased RefSeq genes and lincRNAs were classified by the expression pattern 
response to hypox treatment. In accordance with microarray study, Class I included 
RefSeq genes and lincRNAs that were regulated positively and Class II included RefSeq 
genes and lincRNAs that were regulated negatively by pituitary hormones (Table 2.5). 
The classification of following RefSeq genes were validated by using RNA-seq; male-
biased Class IB - Cyp7b1, Elovl3, and Mup1/3, Class IIA – Alas2, Mcm10, and Nox4, 
female-biased Class IA - A1bg, and Fmo3, Class IB – Ptgds, Class IIA – Cyp2b9, and 
Class IIB – Cyp4a14 and Serpin1b1a. Moreover, 71% of male-biased and 37% of female-
biased RefSeq genes were classified as Class I, indicating that the male pituitary hormone 
profile was predominantly regulate the sex-biased expression of liver genes both in males 
and females (Table 2.5). 
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In sex-biased lincRNA expression of mouse liver, we observed the similar male 
predominant pituitary hormone profile regulation in both males and females. 14 male-
biased and 11 female-biased lincRNAs were included in Class I indicating that in the 
absence of pituitary hormone profile; the expression of sex-biased lincRNAs was 
repressed (Table 2.5). 
 
Overall, findings from sex-biased RefSeq genes and lincRNAs using RNA-seq were in 
accordance with previous microarray results, sex-specificity of liver expressed genes 
were highly dependent on pituitary hormone secretion. 
Our next step in this study was to perform follow up real time PCR experiments to 
understand the role of GH signaling in sex-biased lincRNAs. We used 17 lincRNA 
primers that were validated as sex-biased to test the impact of hypox in sex-biased 
lincRNA expression regulation (Table 2.1). Of the 17 lincRNAs, 10 were positively 
(Class I – expression levels were repressed by hypox) and 2 negatively (Class II – 
expression levels were induced by hypox) regulated by pituitary hormones. One new 
class was identified, Class III and 1 male and 1 female-biased lincRNA included in this 
class. In Table 2.5 “RNA-seq LincRNA” column, we compared the results of lincRNAs 
that were included in our 22-lincRNA list. Mylinc15 and Mylinc3414 validated as “Male 
biased Class IA” – positively regulated by the male not the female pituitary hormone 
profile, Mylinc3204 validated as “Male biased Class IIA” – do not require the male 
pituitary hormone profile for the expression but repressed by female pituitary hormone 
profile, and Mylinc1997, Mylinc1995, Mylinc2007, and Mylinc1916 validated as 
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“Female-biased Class IA” – positively regulated by the female pituitary hormone profile. 
In addition to RNA-seq and qPCR analysis we performed visual analysis by using UCSC 
genome browser sessions that included RNA-seq datasets of RNA-seq series G85 intact 
male and female, and hypox male and female tracks. Our analysis indicated that 
Mylinc02, Mylinc06, Mylinc15, Mylinc17, Mylinc3414, and Mylinc2608 were classified 
as “Male-biased Class IA” (Figure 2.33, 2.34, 2.35, 2.36, 2.37, 2.38), Mylinc3204 
classified as “Male-biased Class IIA” (Figure 2.39), Mylinc3610 classified as “Male-
biased Class IIB” (Figure 2.40), Mylinc1995, Mylinc1997, and Mylinc2007 classified as 
“Female-biased Class IA” (Figure 2.43, 2.44, 2.45), Mylinc1905 classified as “Female-
biased Class III” (Figure 2.26). Although Mylinc3630 and Mylinc1916 shown as belong 
to one of the classes, visual analysis showed that both of these lincRNAs had no 
significant change in the level of expression in both males and females (Figure 2.41, 
2.42). 
 
Previous studies showed that while repression of circulating GH by hypox abolishes liver 
sex differences globally (Wauthier V. et al. 2010), exogenous GH treatment (injection of 
GH by pulses) restore male-biased RefSeq gene expression (Holloway M. G. et al. 2006). 
Continuous GH infusion in male mice mimics the female GH secretory pattern and 
induces female-biased genes while repressing male-biased gene expression in the liver 
(Zhang Y. et al. 2011). To understand the mechanism in lincRNAs that is regulated by 
pituitary GH signaling, we investigated the response of sex-biased lincRNAs to GH 
treatment. 14 lincRNAs were investigated by qPCR and 7 responded to GH treatment. 
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Male-biased lincRNAs, Mylinc3204 (Class II) up regulated and Mylinc3610 (Class II) 
down regulated, Mylinc3414 and Mylinc02 (Class I) down regulated by a pulse of GH 
injection within 30/90 minutes, suggesting that these lincRNAs were early responsive to 
treatment. GH repressed the expression of Mylinc3610 within 30-90 minutes, meaning 
that this lincRNA was direct target of the inhibitory action of GH. Mylinc3204 showed 
up regulation and Mylinc3414 showed down regulation within 30-90 minutes, however 
we did not detect any change in the expression level within 4-hour GH pulse. Mylinc02 
down regulated within 30-90 minutes and up regulated by 4 hour GH pulse treatment. 
These results suggest that these lincRNAs were secondary GH response lincRNAs and 
likely to be regulated by GH indirectly. Moreover, not all of the sex-biased lincRNAs 
responded to short-term GH treatment; meaning that these lincRNAs may be regulated by 
GH indirectly or may require pituitary hormones other than GH for expression. 
In addition, male-biased lincRNAs Mylinc17 and Mylinc06, and female-biased lincRNA 
Mylinc1905 that were classified as Class I lincRNAs (positively regulated by pituitary 
GH profile) showed no response within 30-90 minutes, and up regulated by 4 hours GH 
pulse treatment. This may be the result of mRNA half-lives that were longer than 90 
minutes to get activated by GH pulse. 
 
Somatostatin (SST), inhibits the release of GH, and GH-releasing hormone, stimulated 
the release of GH, are two hypothalamic hormones that control the secretion of GH by 
the anterior pituitary gland (Hartman et al. 1993, Fodor et al. 2006). Previous studies 
showed that male SST knockout mice display marked increases in baseline plasma GH 
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levels, which feminizes liver gene expression (Low MJ, et al. 2001) and SST mRNA is 
down regulated in the hypothalamus of signal transducer and activator of 5b (STAT5b)-
deficient mice, suggesting a role for hypothalamic STAT5b in the feedback regulation of 
SST neurons by GH (Bennett et al. 2005). 
 
GH binding to its cell surface receptor activates multiple signaling pathways, including 
signaling via STAT5b. STAT5b is an essential mediator of GH action in the liver and 
proposed to be a primary, upstream regulator of a large transcriptional network that 
targets sex-biased genes either directly or indirectly (Meyer, R. D. et al., 2009). STAT5b, 
is required to maintain the expression of 90% of male-biased genes and for repression of 
a subset (60%) of female-biased genes in male mouse liver, as has been shown in mouse 
knockout models. Liver STAT5 secretion occurs in a dynamic, pulsatile manner in direct 
response to each plasma GH pulse in male rat liver, whereas in female rat liver, STAT5 
activity persists at a low level in response to the more frequent (near-continuous) 
stimulation by circulating GH (Zhang Y. et al. 2011). 
GH induced STAT5 DNA binding requires chromatin opening and activating histone 
modifications, as seen at early GH response genes in rat liver (40). 
Dr. Aarathi Sugathan of the Waxman Laboratory did genome-wide analysis of chromatin 
states in her PhD study. Dr. Sugathan compared the epigenetic environment and 
chromatin states that characterize male and female mouse liver. The integration of this 
comparison with gene expression and transcription factor (TF) binding data revealed 
distinct mechanisms of sex-biased gene regulation in male and female liver. One of the 
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findings was in the study was that sex-dependent K27me3-mediated repression is shown 
to be an important mechanism of repression of highly female-biased but not of male-
biased genes, and a sexually dimorphic K4 me1 profile. 
 
LincRNAs, which are transcribed by polymerase II and do not encode proteins, play 
diverse regulatory roles in several biological mechanisms, including epigenetic silencing 
by recruiting chromatin modifying complexes (Rinn J. L. et al. 2007; Tsai M. C. et al. 
2010), circuitry controlling pluripotency and differentiation (Guttman M. et al. 2011) X 
inactivation (Penny G. D. et al. 1996) etc. Current studies suggested a critical role of 
lncRNAs in epigenetic regulation by recruiting chromatin-modifying factors/complexes 
to specific locations in the genome and in the nucleus (Sanchez-Elsner T. et al. 2006; 
Rinn J. L. et al. 2007; Chen X. et al. 2008; Zhao J. et al. 2008; Khalil A. M. et al. 2009), 
specifically, Polycomb repressive complex 1 and 2 (PRC1 and PRC2) complexes by Xist 
(Plath K. et al. 2002; de Napoles M. et al. 2004; Schoeftner S. et al. 2006), PRC2 
complex by HOTAIR and RepA (Rinn J. L. et al. 2007; Zhao J. et al. 2008). PRC2, 
among the polycomb group (PcG) protein complexes, is a histone methyltransferase 
(HMTase) that methylates Lys27 of H3 (H3K27) (Cao R. et al. 2002, Czermin B., et al. 
2002, Kuzmichev A. et al. 2004, Müller J. et al. 2002). High levels of H3K27 
trimethylation (H3K27me3) in the coding region generally correlate with transcription 
repression (Cao R. et al. 2008, Nekrasov M. et al. 2007, Sarma K. et al. 2008). 
 
The final phase in this analysis was to investigate the impact of SST-deficient and 
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STAT5b-deficient mice in the regulation of sex-biased lincRNAs. 
Our results showed that Class IA male-biased lincRNAs Mylinc17 and Mylinc06 
repressed in both SST-deficient and STAT5b-deficient male knockout mice, indicating 
that GH release increased and male liver feminized by continuous secretion (Table 2.7). 
Moreover, Mylinc3610 one of the early responsive Class IIA lincRNAs showed no 
response in SST-deficient male and female mice, and increased in STAT5b- deficient 
male and female mice. These results correlated with pulsatile GH treatment; in the 
absence of male pituitary profile expression levels were increased. Female-biased Class 
III lincRNA Mylinc1905 showed increased level of expression in both SST-deficient and 
STAT5b-deficient mice in male and female knockout mice. 
 
The overall findings from this study were in accordance with previous studies that have 
been performed by using protein coding RefSeq genes. Pituitary GH secretion plays an 
important role in mouse liver sex differences of sex-biased lincRNAs. Moreover, SST 
activity impacts the regulation of STAT5b, which in turn impacts the regulation of sex-
biased lincRNAs in the mouse liver.  
In addition, these results may indicate that STAT5b transcription factor binding to sex-
biased lincRNAs play an important role by regulating the activity of PRC2 chromatin 
modifiers that impacts the repression of female-biased protein coding genes by 
H3K27me3. 
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Figure 2.1. Male-biased Class IA LincRNAs’ Response to Hypox: This figure 
represents the expression pattern of two male-biased lincRNAs; Mylinc02, and Mylinc15. 
Panels A, and C represents qPCR results for pooled cDNAs (Pool 1 and Pool 2) for each 
treatment group and Mean and Standard Deviation for technical triplicates. Pool 1 (P1) 
composed of 5 livers in every group except for hypox female (4 livers), and Pool 2 (P2) 
composed of 4 livers in every group except for hypox female (3 livers). Panels B, and D 
represents Standard Error of the Mean for the data for Pools 1 and 2 shown in Panels A 
and C. Mylinc02 and did not meet the threshold of p-value < 0.05 but fold change 
threshold > 4 in intact male compared to hypox male and intact female compared to 
hypox female. These results showed that male pituitary growth hormone regulates male-
biased lincRNA expression positively.  
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Figure 2.1. Male-biased Class IA LincRNAs’ Response to Hypox 
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Figure 2.2. Male-biased ClassIA LincRNAs’ Response to Hypox: This figure 
represents the expression pattern of three male-biased lincRNAs; Mylinc17, and 
Mylinc3414. Panels A, and C represents qPCR results for pooled cDNAs (Pool 1 and 
Pool 2) for each treatment group and Mean and Standard Deviation for technical 
triplicates. Pool 1 (P1) composed of 5 livers in every group except for hypox female (4 
livers), and Pool 2 (P2) composed of 4 livers in every group except for hypox female (3 
livers). Panels B, and D represents Standard Error of the Mean for the data for Pools 1 
and 2 shown in Panels A and C. Mylinc3414 did not meet the threshold of p-value < 0.05 
but fold change threshold > 4 in intact male compared to hypox male and intact female 
compared to hypox female. These results showed that male pituitary growth hormone 
regulates male-biased lincRNA expression positively. 
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Figure 2.2. Male-biased ClassIA LincRNAs’ Response to Hypox 
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Figure 2.3. Male-biased Class IB LincRNAs’ Response to Hypox: This figure 
represents the expression pattern of three male-biased lincRNAs; Mylinc06, and 
Mylinc2608. Panels A, and C represents qPCR results for pooled cDNAs (Pool 1 and 
Pool 2) for each treatment group and Mean and Standard Deviation for technical 
triplicates. Pool 1 (P1) composed of 5 livers in every group except for hypox female (4 
livers), and Pool 2 (P2) composed of 4 livers in every group except for hypox female (3 
livers). Panels B, and D represents Standard Error of the Mean for the data for Pools 1 
and 2 shown in Panels A and C. Mylinc06, and Mylinc2608 met the threshold of p-value 
< 0.05 and fold change threshold > 4 in intact male compared to hypox male and intact 
female compared to hypox female. The expression pattern of Mylinc2608 in intact female 
compared to hypox female met the both p-value and fold change threshold. 
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Figure 2.3. Male-biased Class IB LincRNAs’ Response to Hypox 
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Figure 2.4. Male-biased Class IIA & Class III LincRNAs’ Response to Hypox: This 
figure represents the expression pattern of three male-biased lincRNAs; Mylinc3204, 
Mylinc3610 and Mylinc3630. Panels A, C, and E represents qPCR results for pooled 
cDNAs (Pool 1 and Pool 2) for each treatment group and Mean and Standard Deviation 
for technical triplicates. Pool 1 (P1) composed of 5 livers in every group except for hypox 
female (4 livers), and Pool 2 (P2) composed of 4 livers in every group except for hypox 
female (3 livers). Panels B, D, and F represents Standard Error of the Mean for the data 
for Pools 1 and 2 shown in Panels A, C, and E. Mylinc3204, and Mylinc3630 did not 
meet the threshold of p-value < 0.05 but fold change threshold in intact male compared to 
hypox male. The expression pattern of Mylinc3610 in intact female compared to hypox 
female met the both p-value and fold change threshold. These results showed that male-
biased Class II lincRNAs do not require male pituitary hormone profile for the expression 
but repressed by female pituitary hormone profile. Mylinc3630, male-biased Class III, 
showed decreased expression in hypox female compared to intact female.  
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Figure 2.4. Male-biased Class IIA & Class III LincRNAs’ Response to Hypox 
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Figure 2.5. Female-biased Class IA LincRNAs’ Response to Hypox: This figure 
represents the expression pattern of three male-biased lincRNAs; Mylinc1916, 
Mylinc1995, and Mylinc1997. Panels A, C, and E represents qPCR results for pooled 
cDNAs (Pool 1 and Pool 2) for each treatment group and Mean and Standard Deviation 
for technical triplicates. Pool 1 (P1) composed of 5 livers in every group except for hypox 
female (4 livers), and Pool 2 (P2) composed of 4 livers in every group except for hypox 
female (3 livers). Panels B, D, and F represents Standard Error of the Mean for the data 
for Pools 1 and 2 shown in Panels A, C, and E. Mylinc1995 did not meet the threshold of 
p-value < 0.05 but fold change threshold in intact female compared to hypox female. The 
expression pattern of Mylinc1997 in intact female compared to hypox female met the 
both p-value and fold change threshold. These results showed that female pituitary 
hormone regulates female-biased lincRNA expression positively. 
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Figure 2.5. Female-biased Class IA LincRNAs’ Response to Hypox 
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Figure 2.6. Female-biased Class IA & III LincRNAs’ Response to Hypox: This figure 
represents the expression pattern of three male-biased lincRNAs; Mylinc1905, and 
Mylinc2007. Panels A, and C represents qPCR results for pooled cDNAs (Pool 1 and 
Pool 2) for each treatment group and Mean and Standard Deviation for technical 
triplicates. Pool 1 (P1) composed of 5 livers in every group except for hypox female (4 
livers), and Pool 2 (P2) composed of 4 livers in every group except for hypox female (3 
livers). Panels B, and D represents Standard Error of the Mean for the data for Pools 1 
and 2 shown in Panels A and C. The expression pattern of Mylinc1905, and Mylinc2007 
in intact female compared to hypox female met the both p-value and fold change 
threshold. Results in Mylinc2007 showed that female pituitary hormone regulates female-
biased lincRNA expression positively. Mylinc3630, female-biased Class III, showed 
decreased expression in hypox female compared to intact female. 
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Figure 2.6. Female-biased Class IA & III LincRNAs’ Response to Hypox 
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Figure 2.7. Male-biased Class IA LincRNAs’ Response in Pulsatile Mice: This figure 
represents the expression pattern of three male-biased lincRNAs; Mylinc06, and 
Mylinc17. Panels A, and C represents qPCR results for pooled cDNAs (Pool 1 and Pool 
2) for each treatment group and Mean and Standard Deviation for technical triplicates. 
Pool 1 (P1) composed of 5 livers in every group except for hypox female (4 livers), and 
Pool 2 (P2) composed of 4 livers in every group except for hypox female (3 livers). 
Panels B, and D represents Standard Error of the Mean for the data for Pools 1 and 2 
shown in Panels A and C. Mylinc06, and Mylinc17 did not meet the threshold of p-value 
< 0.05 but fold change threshold in GH + 4 hour (240 minute) male compared to hypox 
male. These results showed that there are possible other pituitary hormones or 
transcriptional cascade that may impact the regulation of male-biased Class IA lincRNAs. 
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Figure 2.7. Male-biased Class IA LincRNAs’ Response in Pulsatile Mice 
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Figure 2.8. Male-biased Class IA LincRNAs’ Response in Pulsatile Mice: This figure 
represents the expression pattern of three male-biased lincRNAs; Mylinc02, and 
Mylinc3414. Panels A, and C represents qPCR results for pooled cDNAs (Pool 1 and 
Pool 2) for each treatment group and Mean and Standard Deviation for technical 
triplicates. Pool 1 (P1) composed of 5 livers in every group except for hypox female (4 
livers), and Pool 2 (P2) composed of 4 livers in every group except for hypox female (3 
livers). Panels B, and D represents Standard Error of the Mean for the data for Pools 1 
and 2 shown in Panels A and C. Mylinc02, and Mylinc3414 did not meet the threshold of 
p-value < 0.05 but met the fold change threshold. Results in Mylinc02 showed that these 
are early responsive lincRNAs and may impact the regulation of other sex-biased 
lincRNAs or sex-biased protein coding RefSeq genes in the downstream. 
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Figure 2.8. Class IA LincRNAs’ Response in Pulsatile Mice 
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Figure 2.9. Male-biased Class IIA LincRNA’s Response in Pulsatile Mice: This figure represents the expression pattern of 
three male-biased lincRNAs; Mylinc3610. Panels A represents qPCR results for pooled cDNAs (Pool 1 and Pool 2) for each 
treatment group and Mean and Standard Deviation for technical triplicates. Pool 1 (P1) composed of 5 livers in every group 
except for hypox female (4 livers), and Pool 2 (P2) composed of 4 livers in every group except for hypox female (3 livers). 
Panels B represents Standard Error of the Mean for the data for Pools 1 and 2 shown in Panels A. Mylinc3610 had significant 
difference in the level of expression GH 30 minutes compared to hypox male, and showed early response to GH treatment 
meaning this lincRNA may impact the regulation of other sex-biased lincRNAs or sex-biased protein coding RefSeq genes in 
the downstream. 
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Figure 2.10. Female-biased Class III LincRNA’s, Mylinc1905, Response in Pulsatile Mice: This figure represents the 
expression pattern of three male-biased lincRNAs; Mylinc1905. Panels A represents qPCR results for pooled cDNAs (Pool 1 
and Pool 2) for each treatment group and Mean and Standard Deviation for technical triplicates. Pool 1 (P1) composed of 5 
livers in every group except for hypox female (4 livers), and Pool 2 (P2) composed of 4 livers in every group except for hypox 
female (3 livers). Panels B represents Standard Error of the Mean for the data for Pools 1 and 2 shown in Panels A. 
Mylinc1905 had significant difference in the level of expression GH 4 hours (240 minutes) compared to hypox male, and 
showed early response to GH treatment meaning this lincRNA may impact the regulation of other sex-biased lincRNAs or sex-
biased protein coding RefSeq genes in the downstream. 
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Figure 2.11. Additional LincRNA’s Response in Pulsatile Mice: This figure represents 
the expression pattern of three male-biased lincRNAs; Mylinc3204, Mylinc15, and 
Mylinc3925, and this lincRNA result was either eliminated in earlier experiments by 
threshold filter, or we did not perform qPCR experiments with hypox samples. Panels A, 
C, and E represents qPCR results for pooled cDNAs (Pool 1 and Pool 2) for each 
treatment group and Mean and Standard Deviation for technical triplicates. Pool 1 (P1) 
composed of 5 livers in every group except for hypox female (4 livers), and Pool 2 (P2) 
composed of 4 livers in every group except for hypox female (3 livers). Panels B, D, and 
F represents Standard Error of the Mean for the data for Pools 1 and 2 shown in Panels A 
and C.	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Figure 2.11. Additional LincRNA’s Response in Pulsatile Mice 
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Figure 2.12. LincRNA’s Response in SST Mice: This figure represents the expression pattern of Mylinc06. Figure A 
represents qPCR of individual SST-A samples, Figure B represents qPCR of pooled SST-A samples, mean +/- technical 
replicates of individual cDNAs, Figure C represents Standard Error of the Mean, MEAN of individual SST-A samples based 
on the data in Figure A, Figure D composed of individual SST-B samples based on the data in Figure D, Figure E represents 
pooled SST-B samples of individual cDNAs in Figure E, and Figure F represents Standard Error of the Mean, MEAN of 
individual SST-A + B samples. Wild-type male pool composed of 6 livers, knockout male pool composed of 5 livers, wild-
type female pool composed of 3 livers, and knockout female pool composed of 7 livers. Figure A and D represents individual 
mean and standard deviation for technical replicates and Figure C, E, and F represent standard error of the mean for individual 
liver RNAs. 
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Figure 2.12. LincRNA’s Response in SST Mice 
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Figure 2.13. LincRNA’s Response in SST Mice: This figure represents the expression pattern of Mylinc17. Figure A 
represents qPCR of individual SST-A samples, Figure B represents qPCR of pooled SST-A samples, mean +/- technical 
replicates of individual cDNAs, Figure C represents Standard Error of the Mean, MEAN of individual SST-A samples based 
on the data in Figure A, Figure D composed of individual SST-B samples based on the data in Figure D, Figure E represents 
pooled SST-B samples of individual cDNAs in Figure E, and Figure F represents Standard Error of the Mean, MEAN of 
individual SST-A + B samples. Wild-type male pool composed of 6 livers, knockout male pool composed of 5 livers, wild-
type female pool composed of 3 livers, and knockout female pool composed of 7 livers. Figure A and D represents individual 
mean and standard deviation for technical replicates and Figure C, E, and F represent standard error of the mean for individual 
liver RNAs.  
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Figure 2.13. LincRNA’s Response in SST Mice 
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Figure 2.14. LincRNA’s Response in SST Mice: This figure represents the expression pattern of Mylinc1905. Figure A 
represents qPCR of individual SST-A samples, Figure B represents qPCR of pooled SST-A samples, mean +/- technical 
replicates of individual cDNAs, Figure C represents Standard Error of the Mean, MEAN of individual SST-A samples based 
on the data in Figure A, Figure D composed of individual SST-B samples based on the data in Figure D, Figure E represents 
pooled SST-B samples of individual cDNAs in Figure E, and Figure F represents Standard Error of the Mean, MEAN of 
individual SST-A + B samples. Wild-type male pool composed of 6 livers, knockout male pool composed of 5 livers, wild-
type female pool composed of 3 livers, and knockout female pool composed of 7 livers. Figure A and D represents individual 
mean and standard deviation for technical replicates and Figure C, E, and F represent standard error of the mean for individual 
liver RNAs.  
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Figure 2.14. LincRNA’s Response in SST Mice 
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Figure 2.15. LincRNA’s Response in SST Mice: This figure represents the expression 
pattern of Mylinc3610. Figure A, C, and E composed of individual SST samples, and 
Figure B, D, and F composed of MEAN of 2 pools for each group, Standard Error of the 
Mean. Wild-type male pool composed of 6 livers, knockout male pool composed of 5 
livers, wild-type female pool composed of 3 livers, and knockout female pool composed 
of 7 livers. Figure A and D represents individual mean and standard deviation for 
technical replicates and Figure C, E, and F represent standard error of the mean for 
individual RNA.	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Figure 2.15. LincRNA’s Response in SST Mice 
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Figure 2.16. Additional LincRNA’s Response in SST Mice: This figure represents the expression pattern of Mylinc15, and 
this lincRNA result was either eliminated in earlier experiments by threshold filter, or we did not perform qPCR experiments 
with hypox samples. Figure A composed of individual SST-A samples, Figure B represents pooled SST-A samples of 
individual cDNAs, Figure C represents Standard Error of the Mean, MEAN of individual SST-A samples, Figure D composed 
of individual SST-B samples, Figure E represents pooled SST-B samples of individual cDNAs, and Figure F represents 
Standard Error of the Mean, MEAN of individual SST-A + B samples. Wild-type male pool composed of 6 livers, knockout 
male pool composed of 5 livers, wild-type female pool composed of 3 livers, and knockout female pool composed of 7 livers. 
Figure A and D represents individual mean and standard deviation for technical replicates and Figure C, E, and F represent 
standard error of the mean for individual RNA.
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Figure 2.16. Additional LincRNA’s Response in SST Mice 
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Figure 2.17. Additional LincRNA’s Response in SST Mice: This figure represents the expression pattern of Mylinc1916, 
and this lincRNA result was either eliminated in earlier experiments by threshold filter, or we did not perform qPCR 
experiments with hypox samples. Figure A composed of individual SST-A samples, Figure B represents pooled SST-A 
samples of individual cDNAs, Figure C represents Standard Error of the Mean, MEAN of individual SST-A samples, Figure D 
composed of individual SST-B samples, Figure E represents pooled SST-B samples of individual cDNAs, and Figure F 
represents Standard Error of the Mean, MEAN of individual SST-A + B samples. Wild-type male pool composed of 6 livers, 
knockout male pool composed of 5 livers, wild-type female pool composed of 3 livers, and knockout female pool composed of 
7 livers. Figure A and D represents individual mean and standard deviation for technical replicates and Figure C, E, and F 
represent standard error of the mean for individual RNA.  
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Figure 2.17. Additional LincRNA’s Response in SST Mice 
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Figure 2.18. Additional LincRNA’s Response in SST Mice: This figure represents the expression pattern of Mylinc1966, 
and this lincRNA result was either eliminated in earlier experiments by threshold filter, or we did not perform qPCR 
experiments with hypox samples. Figure A composed of individual SST-A samples, Figure B represents pooled SST-A 
samples of individual cDNAs, Figure C represents Standard Error of the Mean, MEAN of individual SST-A samples, Figure D 
composed of individual SST-B samples, Figure E represents pooled SST-B samples of individual cDNAs, and Figure F 
represents Standard Error of the Mean, MEAN of individual SST-A + B samples. Wild-type male pool composed of 6 livers, 
knockout male pool composed of 5 livers, wild-type female pool composed of 3 livers, and knockout female pool composed of 
7 livers. Figure A and D represents individual mean and standard deviation for technical replicates and Figure C, E, and F 
represent standard error of the mean for individual RNA.  
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Figure 2.18. Additional LincRNA’s Response in SST Mice 
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Figure 2.19. Additional LincRNA’s Response in SST Mice: This figure represents the expression pattern of Mylinc1970, 
and this lincRNA result was either eliminated in earlier experiments by threshold filter, or we did not perform qPCR 
experiments with hypox samples. Figure A composed of individual SST samples, Figure B represents pooled SST samples of 
individual cDNAs. Wild-type male pool composed of 6 livers, knockout male pool composed of 5 livers, wild-type female 
pool composed of 3 livers, and knockout female pool composed of 7 livers. Figure A and B represents individual mean and 
standard deviation for technical replicates and Figure C represents Standard Error of the Mean for individual RNA, MEAN for 
individual SST samples. 
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Figure 2.20. Additional LincRNA’s Response in SST Mice: This figure represents the expression pattern of Mylinc1997, 
and this lincRNA result was either eliminated in earlier experiments by threshold filter, or we did not perform qPCR 
experiments with hypox samples. Figure A composed of individual SST-A samples, Figure B represents pooled SST-A 
samples of individual cDNAs, Figure C represents Standard Error of the Mean, MEAN of individual SST-A samples, Figure D 
composed of individual SST-B samples, Figure E represents pooled SST-B samples of individual cDNAs, and Figure F 
represents Standard Error of the Mean, MEAN of individual SST-A + B samples. Wild-type male pool composed of 6 livers, 
knockout male pool composed of 5 livers, wild-type female pool composed of 3 livers, and knockout female pool composed of 
7 livers. Figure A and D represents individual mean and standard deviation for technical replicates and Figure C, E, and F 
represent standard error of the mean for individual RNA.  
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Figure 2.20. Additional LincRNA’s Response in SST Mice 
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Figure 2.21. Additional LincRNA’s Response in SST Mice: This figure represents the expression pattern of Mylinc3925, 
and this lincRNA result was either eliminated in earlier experiments by threshold filter, or we did not perform qPCR 
experiments with hypox samples. Figure A composed of individual SST-A samples, Figure B represents pooled SST-A 
samples of individual cDNAs, Figure C represents Standard Error of the Mean, MEAN of individual SST-A samples, Figure D 
composed of individual SST-B samples, Figure E represents pooled SST-B samples of individual cDNAs, and Figure F 
represents Standard Error of the Mean, MEAN of individual SST-A + B samples. Wild-type male pool composed of 6 livers, 
knockout male pool composed of 5 livers, wild-type female pool composed of 3 livers, and knockout female pool composed of 
7 livers. Figure A and D represents individual mean and standard deviation for technical replicates and Figure C, E, and F 
represent standard error of the mean for individual RNA.  
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Figure 2.21. Additional LincRNA’s Response in SST Mice 
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Figure 2.22. Additional LincRNA’s Response in SST Mice: This figure represents the expression pattern of Mylinc1865 and 
Mylinc2870, and this lincRNA result was either eliminated in earlier experiments by threshold filter, or we did not perform 
qPCR experiments with hypox samples. Figure A and B composed of pooled SST samples. Wild-type male pool composed of 
6 livers, knockout male pool composed of 5 livers, wild-type female pool composed of 3 livers, and knockout female pool 
composed of 7 livers. Figure A and B represents individual mean and standard deviation for technical replicates. 
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Figure 2.23. LincRNA’s Response in STAT5b Mice: This figure represents the expression pattern of Mylinc06. Every pool 
in each group composed of 6 individual livers, except for wild-type female (composed of 5 livers). Figure A composed of 
individual samples, Figure B composed of a single pool from individual samples. Figure A, and B, represents Mean and 
Standard Deviation for technical replicates. Figure C represents Mean +/- Standard Error of the Mean based on data in Figure 
A. 
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Figure 2.24. LincRNA’s Response in STAT5b Mice: This figure represents the expression pattern of Mylinc17. Every pool 
in each group composed of 6 individual livers, except for wild-type female (composed of 5 livers). Figure A composed of 
individual samples, Figure B composed of a single pool from individual samples. Figure A, and B, represents Mean and 
Standard Deviation for technical replicates. Figure C represents Mean +/- Standard Error of the Mean based on data in Figure 
A. 
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Figure 2.25. LincRNA’s Response in STAT5b Mice: This figure represents the expression pattern of Mylinc3610. Every 
pool in each group composed of 6 individual livers, except for wild-type female (composed of 5 livers). Figure A composed of 
individual samples. Figure A represents Mean and Standard Deviation for technical replicates and Figure B represents Mean 
+/- Standard Error of the Mean based on data in Figure A. 
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Figure 2.26. LincRNA’s Response in STAT5b Mice: This figure represents the expression pattern of Mylinc1905. Every 
pool in each group composed of 6 individual livers, except for wild-type female (composed of 5 livers). Figure A composed of 
individual samples, Figure B composed of a single pool from individual samples. Figure A, and B, represents Mean and 
Standard Deviation for technical replicates. Figure C represents Mean +/- Standard Error of the Mean based on data in Figure 
A. 
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Figure 2.27. LincRNA’s Response in STAT5b Mice: This figure represents the 
expression pattern of Mylinc13. Every pool in each group composed of 6 individual 
livers, except for wild-type female (composed of 5 livers). 
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Figure 2.28. Additional LincRNA’s Response in STAT5b Mice: This figure represents the expression pattern of Mylinc15, 
and this lincRNA result was either eliminated in earlier experiments by threshold filter, or we did not perform qPCR 
experiments with hypox samples. Every pool in each group composed of 6 individual livers, except for wild-type female 
(composed of 5 livers). Figure A composed of individual samples, Figure B composed of a single pool from individual 
samples. Figure A, and B, represents Mean and Standard Deviation for technical replicates. Figure C represents Mean +/- 
Standard Error of the Mean based on data in Figure A. 
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Figure 2.29. Additional LincRNA’s Response in STAT5b Mice: This figure represents the expression pattern of 
Mylinc1966, and this lincRNA result was either eliminated in earlier experiments by threshold filter, or we did not perform 
qPCR experiments with hypox samples. Every pool in each group composed of 6 individual livers, except for wild-type female 
(composed of 5 livers). Figure A composed of individual samples, Figure B composed of a single pool from individual 
samples. Figure A, and B, represents Mean and Standard Deviation for technical replicates. Figure C represents Mean +/- 
Standard Error of the Mean based on data in Figure A. 
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Figure 2.30. Additional LincRNA’s Response in STAT5b Mice: This figure represents the expression pattern of 
Mylinc1997, and this lincRNA result was either eliminated in earlier experiments by threshold filter, or we did not perform 
qPCR experiments with hypox samples. Every pool in each group composed of 6 individual livers, except for wild-type female 
(composed of 5 livers). Figure A composed of individual samples, Figure B composed of a single pool from individual 
samples. Figure A, and B, represents Mean and Standard Deviation for technical replicates. Figure C represents Mean +/- 
Standard Error of the Mean based on data in Figure A. 
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Figure 2.31. Additional LincRNA’s Response in STAT5b Mice: This figure represents the expression pattern of 
Mylinc3925, and this lincRNA result was either eliminated in earlier experiments by threshold filter, or we did not perform 
qPCR experiments with hypox samples. Every pool in each group composed of 6 individual livers, except for wild-type female 
(composed of 5 livers). Figure A composed of individual samples, Figure B composed of a single pool from individual 
samples. Figure A, and B, represents Mean and Standard Deviation for technical replicates. Figure C represents Mean +/- 
Standard Error of the Mean based on data in Figure A. 
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Figure 2.32. Additional LincRNA’s Response in STAT5b Mice: This figure represents the expression pattern of 
Mylinc1916, and this lincRNA result was either eliminated in earlier experiments by threshold filter, or we did not perform 
qPCR experiments with hypox samples. Every pool in each group composed of 6 individual livers, except for wild-type female 
(composed of 5 livers). Figure A, B, and C represents individual mean and standard deviation for technical replicates. 
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Figure 2.33. Additional LincRNA’s Response in STAT5b Mice: This figure represents the expression pattern of 
Mylinc1865, Mylinc1970, and Mylinc2870, and this lincRNA result was either eliminated in earlier experiments by threshold 
filter, or we did not perform qPCR experiments with hypox samples. Every pool in each group composed of 6 individual 
livers, except for wild-type female (composed of 5 livers). Figure A, B, and C represents individual mean and standard 
deviation for technical replicates. 
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Figure 2.34. Visual Representation of Male-biased Mylinc02 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots: This figure 
represents data for Mylinc02. Data in the session as follows: G85 RNA-seq male wild-type (WT) 1 and 2, hypox 1 and 2, 
female wild-type (WT) 1 and 2, hypox 1 and 2. First part in scale 50, and included gene models, lincRNA primer, ON5768-F 
and ON5769-R, positions and identity, and RNA-seq data. Part 2 included information about UCSC genes, RefSeq genes, 
mouse mRNAs from GenBank, placental mammal basewise conservation by PhlyoP, multiz alignments of 30 vertebrates, and 
repeating elements by repeat masker. Expression pattern showed high expression in intact (wild-type) male and decreased 
expression in hypox male, and neither intact female nor hypox female showed increased or decreased level of expression. 
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Figure 2.34. Visual Representation of Male-biased Mylinc02 in Hypox Mice by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots 
(Continued) – Part2 
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Figure 2.35. Visual Representation of Male-biased Mylinc06 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots: This figure 
represents data for Mylinc06. Data in the session as follows: G85 RNA-seq male wild-type (WT) 1 and 2, hypox 1 and 2, 
female wild-type (WT) 1 and 2, hypox 1 and 2. The genome browser screen shot was in scale 10, and divided into 2 parts. First 
part included gene models, lincRNA primer, ON5940-F and ON5941-R, positions and identity, and RNA-seq data. Part 2 
included information about UCSC genes, RefSeq genes, mouse mRNAs from GenBank, placental mammal basewise 
conservation by PhlyoP, multiz alignments of 30 vertebrates, and repeating elements by repeat masker. Expression pattern 
showed decreased level of expression in hypox male compared to intact (wild-type) male, and neither intact female nor hypox 
female showed increased or decreased level of expression. 
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Figure 2.35. Visual Representation of Male-biased Mylinc06 in Hypox Mice by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots 
(Continued) – Part 2 
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Figure 2.36. Visual Representation of Male-biased Mylinc15 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots: This figure 
represents data for Mylinc15. Data in the session as follows: G85 RNA-seq male wild-type (WT) 1 and 2, hypox 1 and 2, 
female wild-type (WT) 1 and 2, hypox 1 and 2. The genome browser screen shot was in scale 3, and divided into 2 parts. First 
part included gene models, lincRNA primer, ON5946-F and ON5947-R, positions and identity, and RNA-seq data. Part 2 
included information about UCSC genes, RefSeq genes, mouse mRNAs from GenBank, placental mammal basewise 
conservation by PhlyoP, multiz alignments of 30 vertebrates, and repeating elements by repeat masker. Neither intact (wild-
type) male or female nor hypox male or female showed increased or decreased level of expression.  
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Figure 2.36. Visual Representation of Male-biased Mylinc15 in Hypox Mice by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots 
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Figure 2.36. Visual Representation of Male-biased Mylinc15 in Hypox Mice by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots 
(Continued) – Part 2 
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Figure 2.37. Visual Representation of Male-biased Mylinc17 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots: This figure 
represents data for Mylinc17. Data in the session as follows: G85 RNA-seq male wild-type (WT) 1 and 2, hypox 1 and 2, 
female wild-type (WT) 1 and 2, hypox 1 and 2. The genome browser screen shot was in scale 10, and divided into 2 parts. First 
part included gene models, lincRNA primer, ON5950-F and ON5951-R, positions and identity, and RNA-seq data. Part 2 
included information about UCSC genes, RefSeq genes, mouse mRNAs from GenBank, placental mammal basewise 
conservation by PhlyoP, multiz alignments of 30 vertebrates, and repeating elements by repeat masker. Expression pattern 
showed decreased level of expression in hypox male compared to intact (wild-type) male, and neither intact female nor hypox 
female showed increased or decreased level of expression.  
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Figure 2.37. Visual Representation of Male-biased Mylinc17 in Hypox Mice by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots 
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Figure 2.37. Visual Representation of Male-biased Mylinc17 in Hypox Mice by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots 
(Continued) – Part2 
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Figure 2.38. Visual Representation of Male-biased Mylinc3414 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots: This figure 
represents data for Mylinc3414. Data in the session as follows: G85 RNA-seq male wild-type (WT) 1 and 2, hypox 1 and 2, 
female wild-type (WT) 1 and 2, hypox 1 and 2. First part in scale 25, included gene models, lincRNA primer, ON5776-F and 
ON5777-R, positions and identity, and RNA-seq data. Part 2 included information about UCSC genes, RefSeq genes, mouse 
mRNAs from GenBank, placental mammal basewise conservation by PhlyoP, multiz alignments of 30 vertebrates, and 
repeating elements by repeat masker. Expression pattern showed decreased level of expression in hypox male compared to 
intact (wild-type) male, and neither intact female nor hypox female showed increased or decreased level of expression.  
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Figure 2.38. Visual Representation of Male-biased Mylinc3414 in Hypox Mice by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots 
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Figure 2.38. Visual Representation of Male-biased Mylinc3414 in Hypox Mice by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots 
(Continued) – Part2 
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Figure 2.39. Visual Representation of Male-biased Mylinc2608 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots: This figure 
represents data for Mylinc2608. Data in the session as follows: G85 RNA-seq male wild-type (WT) 1 and 2, hypox 1 and 2, 
female wild-type (WT) 1 and 2, hypox 1 and 2. The genome browser screen shot divided into 2 parts. First part was in scale 25 
and included gene models, lincRNA primer, ON5778-F and ON5779-R, positions and identity, and RNA-seq data. Part 2 
included information about UCSC genes, RefSeq genes, mouse mRNAs from GenBank, placental mammal basewise 
conservation by PhlyoP, multiz alignments of 30 vertebrates, and repeating elements by repeat masker. Expression pattern 
showed decreased level of expression in hypox male compared to intact (wild-type) male 1, and neither intact female nor 
hypox female showed increased or decreased level of expression.  
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Figure 2.39. Visual Representation of Male-biased Mylinc2608 in Hypox Mice by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots 
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Figure 2.39. Visual Representation of Male-biased Mylinc2608 in Hypox Mice by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots 
(Continued) – Part2 
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Figure 2.40. Visual Representation of Male-biased Mylinc3204 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots: This figure 
represents data for Mylinc3204. Data in the session as follows: G85 RNA-seq male wild-type (WT) 1 and 2, hypox 1 and 2, 
female wild-type (WT) 1 and 2, hypox 1 and 2. First part in scale 10, and included gene models, lincRNA primer, ON5780-F 
and ON5781-R, positions and identity, and RNA-seq data. Part 2 in scale 15, and included information about UCSC genes, 
RefSeq genes, mouse mRNAs from GenBank, placental mammal basewise conservation by PhlyoP, multiz alignments of 30 
vertebrates, and repeating elements by repeat masker. Expression pattern showed increased level of expression in hypox male 
compared to intact (wild-type) male, and hypox female compared to intact female. The expression level difference in hypox 
female compared to intact female was more significant then the hypox male compared to intact male.  
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Figure 2.40. Visual Representation of Male-biased Mylinc3204 in Hypox Mice by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots 
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Figure 2.40. Visual Representation of Male-biased Mylinc3204 in Hypox Mice by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots 
(Continued) – Part2 
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Figure 2.41. Visual Representation of Male-biased Mylinc3610 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots: This figure 
represents data for Mylinc3204. Data in the session as follows: G85 RNA-seq male wild-type (WT) 1 and 2, hypox 1 and 2, 
female wild-type (WT) 1 and 2, hypox 1 and 2. The genome browser screen shot was in scale 10, and divided into 2 parts. First 
part included gene models, lincRNA primer, ON5992-F and ON5993-R, positions and identity, and RNA-seq data. Part 2 
included information about UCSC genes, RefSeq genes, mouse mRNAs from GenBank, placental mammal basewise 
conservation by PhlyoP, multiz alignments of 30 vertebrates, and repeating elements by repeat masker. Expression pattern 
showed increased level of expression in hypox male compared to intact (wild-type) male, and hypox female compared to intact 
female. The expression level difference in hypox female compared to intact female was a little significant then the hypox male 
compared to intact male.  
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Figure 2.41. Visual Representation of Male-biased Mylinc3610 in Hypox Mice by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots 
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Figure 2.41. Visual Representation of Male-biased Mylinc3610 in Hypox Mice by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots 
(Continued) – Part2 
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Figure 2.42. Visual Representation of Male-biased Mylinc3630 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots: This figure 
represents data for Mylinc3630. Data in the session as follows: G85 RNA-seq male wild-type (WT) 1 and 2, hypox 1 and 2, 
female wild-type (WT) 1 and 2, hypox 1 and 2. The genome browser screen shot was in scale 3, and divided into 2 parts. First 
part included gene models, lincRNA primer, ON5770-F and ON5771-R, positions and identity, and RNA-seq data. Part 2 
included information about UCSC genes, RefSeq genes, mouse mRNAs from GenBank, placental mammal basewise 
conservation by PhlyoP, multiz alignments of 30 vertebrates, and repeating elements by repeat masker. Neither intact (wild-
type) male or female nor hypox male or female showed increased or decreased level of expression.  
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Figure 2.42. Visual Representation of Male-biased Mylinc3630 in Hypox Mice by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots 
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Figure 2.42. Visual Representation of Male-biased Mylinc3630 in Hypox Mice by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots 
(Continued) – Part2 
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Figure 2.43. Visual Representation of Female-biased Mylinc1916 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots: This figure 
represents data for Mylinc1916. Data in the session as follows: G85 RNA-seq male wild-type (WT) 1 and 2, hypox 1 and 2, 
female wild-type (WT) 1 and 2, hypox 1 and 2. The genome browser screen shot was in scale 3, and divided into 2 parts. First 
part included gene models, lincRNA primer, ON6002-F and ON6003-R, positions and identity, and RNA-seq data. Part 2 
included information about UCSC genes, RefSeq genes, mouse mRNAs from GenBank, placental mammal basewise 
conservation by PhlyoP, multiz alignments of 30 vertebrates, and repeating elements by repeat masker. Neither intact (wild-
type) male or female nor hypox male or female showed increased or decreased level of expression.  
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Figure 2.43. Visual Representation of Female-biased Mylinc1916 in Hypox Mice by UCSC Genome Browser Screen 
Shots 
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Figure 2.43. Visual Representation of Female-biased Mylinc1916 in Hypox Mice by UCSC Genome Browser Screen 
Shots (Continued) – Part2 
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Figure 2.44. Visual Representation of Female-biased Mylinc1995 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots: This figure 
represents data for Mylinc1995. Data in the session as follows: G85 RNA-seq male wild-type (WT) 1 and 2, hypox 1 and 2, 
female wild-type (WT) 1 and 2, hypox 1 and 2. The genome browser screen shot was in scale 10, and divided into 2 parts. First 
part included gene models, lincRNA primer, ON5784-F and ON5785-R, positions and identity, and RNA-seq data. Part 2 
included information about UCSC genes, RefSeq genes, mouse mRNAs from GenBank, placental mammal basewise 
conservation by PhlyoP, multiz alignments of 30 vertebrates, and repeating elements by repeat masker. Expression pattern 
showed decreased level of expression in hypox female compared to intact (wild-type) female, and neither intact male nor 
hypox male showed increased or decreased level of expression.  
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Figure 2.44. Visual Representation of Female-biased Mylinc1995 in Hypox Mice by UCSC Genome Browser Screen 
Shots 
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Figure 2.44. Visual Representation of Female-biased Mylinc1995 in Hypox Mice by UCSC Genome Browser Screen 
Shots (Continued) – Part2 
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Figure 2.45. Visual Representation of Female-biased Mylinc1997 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots: This figure 
represents data for Mylinc1997. Data in the session as follows: G85 RNA-seq male wild-type (WT) 1 and 2, hypox 1 and 2, 
female wild-type (WT) 1 and 2, hypox 1 and 2. First part in scale 10, and included gene models, lincRNA primer, ON6010-F 
and ON6011-R, positions and identity, and RNA-seq data. Part 2 in scale 50, and included information about UCSC genes, 
RefSeq genes, mouse mRNAs from GenBank, placental mammal basewise conservation by PhlyoP, multiz alignments of 30 
vertebrates, and repeating elements by repeat masker. Expression pattern showed decreased level of expression in hypox 
female compared to intact (wild-type) female, and neither intact male nor hypox male showed increased or decreased level of 
expression.  
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Figure 2.45. Visual Representation of Female-biased Mylinc1997 in Hypox Mice by UCSC Genome Browser Screen 
Shots 
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Figure 2.45. Visual Representation of Female-biased Mylinc1997 in Hypox Mice by UCSC Genome Browser Screen 
Shots (Continued) – Part2 
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Figure 2.46. Visual Representation of Female-biased Mylinc2007 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots: This figure 
represents data for Mylinc2007. Data in the session as follows: G85 RNA-seq male wild-type (WT) 1 and 2, hypox 1 and 2, 
female wild-type (WT) 1 and 2, hypox 1 and 2. The genome browser screen shot was in scale 10, and divided into 2 parts. First 
part included gene models, lincRNA primer, ON5788-F and ON5789-R, positions and identity, and RNA-seq data. Part 2 
included information about UCSC genes, RefSeq genes, mouse mRNAs from GenBank, placental mammal basewise 
conservation by PhlyoP, multiz alignments of 30 vertebrates, and repeating elements by repeat masker. Expression pattern 
showed decreased level of expression in hypox female compared to intact (wild-type) female, and neither intact male nor 
hypox male showed increased or decreased level of expression.  
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Figure 2.46. Visual Representation of Female-biased Mylinc2007 in Hypox Mice by UCSC Genome Browser Screen 
Shots 
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Figure 2.46. Visual Representation of Female-biased Mylinc2007 in Hypox Mice by UCSC Genome Browser Screen 
Shots (Continued) – Part2 
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Figure 2.47. Visual Representation of Female-biased Mylinc1905 by UCSC Genome Browser Screen Shots: This figure 
represents data for Mylinc1905. Data in the session as follows: G85 RNA-seq male wild-type (WT) 1 and 2, hypox 1 and 2, 
female wild-type (WT) 1 and 2, hypox 1 and 2. The genome browser screen shot was in scale 3, and divided into 2 parts. First 
part included gene models, lincRNA primer, ON5952-F and ON5953-R, positions and identity, and RNA-seq data. Part 2 
included information about UCSC genes, RefSeq genes, mouse mRNAs from GenBank, placental mammal basewise 
conservation by PhlyoP, multiz alignments of 30 vertebrates, and repeating elements by repeat masker. Expression pattern in 
both wild-type (intact) male and female showed little decreased compared to hypox male and hypox female.  
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Figure 2.47. Visual Representation of Female-biased Mylinc1905 in Hypox Mice by UCSC Genome Browser Screen 
Shots 
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Figure 2.47. Visual Representation of Female-biased Mylinc1905 in Hypox Mice by UCSC Genome Browser Screen 
Shots (Continued) – Part2 
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Table 2.1. Primers for sex-biased lincRNAs: Out of 22 lincRNA primers, 20 validated 
as sex-biased in previous chapter. 17 sex-biased lincRNAs were used for further analysis 
of GH signaling in the regulation of sex-biased lincRNA expression. 
lincRNA Primers  
Primer ID/ 
ON- MylincID Chr 
Forward 
 Start 
Reverse 
 End 
Sex- 
specificity 
1 5768-5769 Mylinc02 chr7  15,314,113   15,314,163  Male 
2 5770-5771 Mylinc3630 chr12  29,860,947   29,860,999  Male 
3 5776-5777 Mylinc3414 chr19  23,137,544   23,137,599  Male 
4 5778-5779 Mylinc2608 chr1 149,225,915  149,226,002  Male 
5 5780-5781 Mylinc3204 chr10 120,958,589  120,958,655  Male 
6 5784-5785 Mylinc1995 chr5  33,793,374   33,793,424  Female 
7 5788-5789 Mylinc2007 chr6  72,010,350   72,010,400  Female 
8 5940-5941 Mylinc06 chr3 149,304,334  149,304,401  Male 
9 5942-5943 Mylinc13 chr14  46,859,797   46,859,852  Male 
10 5946-5947 Mylinc15 chr14  12,089,883   12,089,933  Male 
11 5950-5951 Mylinc17 chr8 116,534,609  116,534,664  Male 
12 5952-5953 Mylinc1905 chr5 147,452,015  147,452,066 Female 
13 5958-5959 Mylinc1966 chr6  51,641,106   51,641,168  Female 
14 5988-5989 Mylinc3925 chr4 103,168,169  103,168,219  Male 
15 5992-5993 Mylinc3610 chr10 120,927,426  120,927,489  Male 
16 6002-6003 Mylinc1916 chr12  33,437,534   33,437,586  Female 
17 6010-6011 Mylinc1997 chr3 133,452,312  133,452,370  Female 	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Table 2.2. Sex-specificity of RefSeq Genes and LincRNAs in Intact and Hypox Mice: 
Of the 23284 RefSeq genes 799 and of the 5142 lincRNAs 49 identified as statistically 
significant by using G85 RNA-seq datasets. Criteria to determine male and female-biased 
RefSeq genes and lincRNAs were described in materials and methods section. 
  
Sex-specificity of RefSeq genes in hypox treated and untreated mice 
 Total Differentially  
Expressed 
Male- 
biased 
Female- 
biased 
Criteria 
Number of  
RefSeq 
Genes 
23284 799 194 217 Padj < 0.05 
FC > 2 for 
males 
FC < 0.5 for 
females 
Number of  
RefSeq 
Genes 
23284 799 380 419 Padj < 0.05 
FC > 1 for 
males 
FC < 1 for 
females 
Number of 
LincRNAs 
5142 49 25 24 Padj < 0.05 
FC > 2 for 
males 
FC < 0.5 
females 
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Table 2.3. Sex-specificity of Liver-expressed RefSeq Genes and LincRNAs in Intact 
and Hypox Mice: Differentially expressed genes were identified by pairwise comparison 
of intact male over intact female mice as described in materials and methods section. 
Nonspecific RefSeq genes and lincRNA did not meet adjusted p-value cutoff of < 0.05 in 
hypox mice, meaning that hypox abolished sex-specificity.   
*5 female-biased RefSeq genes were identified as genes that respond to hypox but did not 
reach the fold change cutoff of < 0.5. 
Sex-specificity of liver-expressed genes in Intact and Hypox mice 
Sex-specificity in 
Intact Mouse Liver 
Sex-specificity in 
Hypox Mouse 
Microarray 
Study 
RNA-Seq 
RefSeq 
Padj<0.05 
FC>|2| 
RNA-Seq 
LincRNA 
Padj<0.05 
FC>|2| 
Gene 
Count 
% Gene 
Count 
% Gene 
Count 
% 
Male-specific  
Female 9 1 0 0 0  
Male 36 4 14 7 1 4 
Nonspecific 819 95 180 93 24 96 
Total 864  194  25  
Female-specific  
Female 35 7 10 5 1 4 
Male 9 2 0 0 0  
Nonspecific 472 91 202 95 23 96 
Total 516  217*  24  
Sex-independent  
Female 99 2 1 0.01 0  
Male 135 2 0 0 0  
Nonspecific 5432 96 7879 99.9 294 100 
Total 5666  7880  294  
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Table 2.4. Impact of Hypophysectomy on Liver RefSeq Gene and LincRNA 
Expression: Differentially expressed RefSeq genes were initially filtered by sex-
specificity in intact male and female mice pairwise comparison and then secondarily by 
response to hypox in males and females only and in both males and females. Percentages 
were calculated based on male and female-biased RefSeq genes and lincRNAs that 
responded to hypox. Other sex-biased RefSeq genes and lincRNAs did not meet the 
adjusted p value cutoff > 0.05 and fold change cutoff > |2| in hypox mice.  
+ Changed in M-Hypox only and changed in F-Hypox only includes genes which doesn’t 
meet fold change threshold of > |2|.  
*15 responded to hypophysectomy, but 5 did not reach fold change threshold. Includes 4 
male-biased genes down-regulated in M-Hypox and up-regulated in F-Hypox, 6 male-
biased genes down-regulated in M-Hypox and unbiased^ in F-Hypox, 7 male-biased 
genes unbiased^ in M-Hypox and up-regulated in F-Hypox and 2 male-biased genes 
unbiased^ in both M-Hypox and F-Hypox.  
**Includes 6 female-biased genes down-regulated in F-Hypox and up-regulated in M-
Hypox, 10 female-biased genes unbiased^ in F-Hypox and up-regulated in M-Hypox, 2 
female-biased genes unbiased^ in both F-Hypox and M-Hypox, and 1 female-biased 
genes down-regulated in F-Hypox and unbiased^ in M-Hypox. 
^Unbiased genes were identified by cutoff adjusted p value of < 0.05 and 0.5 < fold 
change < 2. 
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Table 2.4. Impact of Hypophysectomy on Liver Gene Expression 
 
Impact of Hypophysectomy on Liver RefSeq Gene and LincRNA Expression 
Effect of  
Hypox on  
gene  
exp. 
Changed in M-Hypox Only Changed in F-Hypox Only Changed in both M-Hypox and F-
Hypox 
Microarray  
Study 
RNA-seq 
RefSeq 
RNA-seq 
LincRNA 
Microarray  
Study 
RNA-Seq 
RefSeq 
RNA-seq  
LincRNA 
Microarray  
Study 
RNA-seq 
RefSeq 
 
RNA-seq 
LincRNA 
Gene  
Count 
% Gene  
Count 
% Gene 
Count 
% Gene  
Count 
% Gene  
Count 
% Gene  
Count 
% Gene  
Count 
% Gene  
Count 
% Gene  
Count 
% 
Male- 
specific  
genes 
    
Increase 1 0 0 0 0  50 7 21 12 3 100 21 3 4 2 1 25 
Decrease 479 70 86 53 11 100 8 1 0 0 0  112 16 35 20 3 75 
Total 480  94+  11  58  24+  3  145  58*  4  
Female- 
specific  
genes 
    
Increase 183 53 59 33 3 100 4 1 0 0 0  39 11 25 14 0  
Decrease 2 1 0 0 0  77 22 48 27 11 100 20 6 12 7 0  
Total 185  70+  3  81  52+  11  80  56**  0  
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Table 2.5. Classification of Pituitary Hormone Dependent Male and Female-biased 
Genes: Male-biased genes and female-biased genes were identified by initial filtering of 
intact male and intact female pairwise comparison and then by seconday filtering of 
response to hypox in both male and female hypox mice.  
# Included genes that the expression level was not statistically significant enough in 
neither male or female hypox mice. NR stands for no response/ no change in the 
expression levels. Class III was generated for only qPCR experiment results. 	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Table 2.5. Classification of Pituitary Hormone Dependent Male and Female-biased Genes   
Classification of pituitary hormone-dependent male and female-specific genes 
Sex-specificity  
Class 
Gene Count (%) Sub 
Class 
Response 
in 
M-Hypox 
Response  
in 
F-Hypox 
Gene Count 
Microarray RNA-seq 
RefSeq 
RNA-seq 
LincRNA 
Microarray RNA-seq 
RefSeq 
RNA-seq 
LincRNA 
Male-specific  
ClassI 
603(88%) 125(71%) 14(78%) IA Down No 
Response 
479 86 11 
  IB Down Down 112 35 3 
  IC Down Up 12 4 0 
Male-specific  
ClassII 
71(10%) 27(15%) 4(22%) IIA No 
Response 
Up 50 21 3 
  IIB Up Up 21 4 1 
 683 total 176# total 18 total 
Female-specific  
ClassI 
118(34%) 66(37%) 11(79%) IA No 
Response 
Down 77 48 11 
  IB Down Down 20 12 0 
  IC Up Down 21 6 0 
Female-specific  
ClassII 
222(64%) 84(47%) 3(21%) IIA Up No 
Response 
183 59 3 
 IIB Up Up 39 25 0 
 346 total 178# total 14 total 
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Table 2.5. Classification of Pituitary Hormone Dependent Male and Female-biased Genes (Continued) 
Classification of pituitary hormone-dependent male and female-specific genes 
Sex-
specificity  
Class 
Sub 
Class 
Response In Example Genes 
M-
Hypox 
F-
Hypox 
Microarray RNA-seq RefSeq RNA-seq 
LincRNA 
qPCR 
LincRNA 
UCSC 
LincRNA 
Male- 
Biased 
IA Down NR Ckmt2, Cml4, Gstp1, 
Myh1 
Cml5, Gstp2, Mup20 Mylinc15, 
Mylinc3414 
Mylinc02, 
*Mylinc06, 
Mylinc15, 
*Mylinc17, 
*Mylinc2608, 
Mylinc3414 
Mylinc02, 
Mylinc06, 
Mylinc15, 
Mylinc17,  
Mylinc2608,
Mylinc3414 
IB Down Down Cyp7b1, Elovl3,  
Hsd3b4, Mup1/3/4/5 
Cyp7b1, Elovl3,  
Hsd3b5, Mup1/2/3/9 
Mylinc17   
IC Down Up Acta1, Cyp4a12a,  
Myh4 
Cyp2d9, Lama3, 
Mup21,Slcv7a8 
   
IIA NR Up Alas2, Mcm10, Nox4 Alas2, Mcm10, Nox4 Mylinc3204 Mylinc3204,*My
linc3610 
Mylinc3204 
IIB Up Up Gsta1/Gsta2, Grem2,Lpl Enpp2, Gm3776, Gsta2, 
Lpl 
Mylinc3610  Mylinc3610 
III NR Down    Mylinc3630  
   
Female- 
Biased 
IA NR Down A1bg, Cyp3a41, Fmo3, 
Trim24 
A1bg, Cyp3a41a, Fmo3 Mylinc1997, 
Mylinc1995, 
Mylinc1966, 
Mylinc2007 
*Mylinc1997, 
Mylinc1995, 
*Mylinc2007, 
Mylinc1916 
Mylinc1997, 
Mylinc1995, 
Mylinc2007 
IB Down Down Ly6c2, Mfsd2, Ptgds Mfsd2a, Ptgds    
IC Up Down Acot3, Cyp2g1, Npal1 Cyp2a4, Cyp2c39, Sult2a1    
IIA Up NR Cyp2b9, Cyp4a10,  
Hao3, Nnmt, Tox 
Cyp2b9, Cyp4f16, Hao2    
IIB Up Up Cyp4a14, Serpinb1a, 
Serpinb1b 
Cyp4a14, Serpinb1a    
III Down NR    *Mylinc1905 Mylinc1905 
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Table 2.6. Sex-biased LincRNAs’ Response to Pulsatile Treatment: Male and female-
biased lincRNAs were classified by response to each pulsatile treatment. Hypox mouse + 
GH injection and killed after 30 minutes represented as GH30m, hypox mouse + GH 
injection and killed after 90 minutes represented as GH90m, and hypox mouse + GH 
injection and killed after 4 hours represented as GH4h. * represents statistically 
significant results (p-value < 0.05). 
Sex-
specificity Hypox GH30m/GH90m GH4h MylincID 
Male 
No 
Response 
No 
Response 
No 
Response 
*Mylinc3610 
Down 
No Response Up Mylinc17, Mylinc06 
No 
Response 
Down No 
Response 
Mylinc3414 
No Response Mylinc02, Mylinc15 
Female No Response 
No Response Up Mylinc1905 
No Response Mylinc1916 
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Table 2.7. Response of Sex-biased LincRNAs to Knockout Mouse Models: Sex-
biased lincRNAs that were responsive to a pulse of GH treatment further tested for GH 
signaling using SST and STAT5b knockout mouse models. Of the 7 sex-biased 
lincRNAs, 3 male-biased lincRNAs and 1 female-biased lincRNA responded. * 
represents statistically significant results (p-value < 0.05). 
qPCR Sex-biased LincRNAs Response to Growth Hormone Signaling in Mouse Liver 
Sex-
specificity MylincID 
PATTERN IN SST PATTERN IN STAT5B 
Response in 
Male Knock 
Out 
Response in 
Female 
Knock Out 
Response in 
Male Knock 
Out 
Response in 
Female 
Knock Out 
Male 
*Mylinc17,  
*Mylinc06 
Down No  
Response 
Down No  
Response 
*Mylinc3610 No Response No  
Response 
Up Up 
Mylinc13   No Response 
Female *Mylinc1905 Up No  Response 
Up No  
Response 
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Table 2.8. Response to Pulsatile in Mylincs: This table represents response of 
Mylinc3204, and Mylinc3925. These lincRNAs were not responsive in hypox mice, and 
not considered for further experimental analysis. Thresholds used for determining the 
pattern of lincRNAs were described in materials and methods section. 
Sex- 
specificity 
MylincID Hypox GH30m/GH90m GH4h 
Male 
Mylinc3204 No  
Response 
No  
Response 
No  
Response 
Mylinc3925 No  
Response 
No 
Response 
Down No  
Response 
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Table 2.9. Response to SST Knockout Mouse Models in Mylincs: This table 
represents response of Mylinc15, Mylinc2870, Mylinc3925, Mylinc1966, Mylinc1970, 
Mylinc1865, Mylinc1916, and Mylin1997. These lincRNAs were not responsive in 
hypox mice, and not considered for further experimental analysis. Thresholds used for 
determining the pattern of lincRNAs were described in materials and methods section. * 
represents statistically significant results (p-value < 0.05). 
Sex-specificity MylincID Response in 
Male 
Knockout 
Response in 
Female 
Knockout 
Male *Mylinc15 Down Down 
Male Mylinc2870 Down Down 
Male *Mylinc3925 Down Up/Down/No 
Response 
Female *Mylinc1966 Up Up 
Female Mylinc1970 Up/Down No Change 
Female Mylinc1865 Down No Response 
Female *Mylinc1916 Up No Response 
Female *Mylinc1997 Up No Response 
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Table 2.10. Response to STAT5b Knockout Mouse Models in Mylincs: This table 
represents response of Mylinc15, Mylinc2870, Mylinc3925, Mylinc1966, Mylinc1970, 
Mylinc1865, Mylinc1916, and Mylin1997. These lincRNAs were not responsive in 
hypox mice, and not considered for further experimental analysis. Thresholds used for 
determining the pattern of lincRNAs were described in materials and methods section. * 
represents statistically significant results (p-value < 0.05) 
Sex-specificity MylincID Response in Male 
Knockout 
Response in 
Female Knockout 
Male *Mylinc15 Down Down/No Change 
Male Mylinc2870 No Response Down 
Male Mylinc3925 Down/No Response Down/No Response 
Female *Mylinc1966 No Change No Change 
Female Mylinc1970 Up Down 
Female Mylinc1865 No Response No Response 
Female *Mylinc1916 Up/Down Up/No Change 
Female Mylinc1997 Down/No Change Down/No Change 
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Chapter 3. Further Functional Analysis of Sex-Biased LincRNAs 
 
3.A. SUMMARY 
 
In previous chapters, we validated the sex-specificity of long intergenic noncoding RNAs 
(lincRNAs) and also investigated the role of pituitary growth hormone (GH) signaling in 
the regulation of sex-biased lincRNA expression using hypophysectomized, intermittent 
(pulsatile) GH treatment, and knockout mouse models. 
 
In the present study, we used Circos Plot software to graphically visualize the expression 
patterns of sex-biased lincRNAs and sex-biased RefSeq genes by using wild-type (intact) 
male and wild-type (intact) female pairwise comparison of the G85 RNA-seq dataset. 
Moreover, two different functional annotation analyses were conducted to understand 
more about the function of sex-biased RefSeq genes and sex-biased lincRNAs by using 
Genomic Regions Enrichment of Annotation Tool (GREAT) and the Database for 
Annotation Visualization and Integrated Discovery (DAVID) web-based annotation 
tools. 
 
3.B. INTRODUCTION 
 
Sexual dimorphism in gene expression is regulated by pituitary Growth Hormone (GH) 
secretion that is secreted in a sex-biased manner in rats, mice and humans and has broad 
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implications for human health (Whitacre C. C. et al. 2001, Rinn J. L. et al. 2005, Silander 
K. et al. 2008, El Serag H. B. et al. 2004, Yokoyama Y. et al. 2005, Waxman D. J. et al. 
2009). Recent studies have shown that long intergenic non-coding RNAs (lincRNAs) 
plays an important role in different biological mechanisms including regulating 
transcription through the interactions with chromatin-modifying remodelers or with 
heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleproteins (hnRNPs) (J. L. Rinn et al. 2012, A. M. Khalil et 
al. 2009, Y. Hasegawa et al. 2010). In Carpenter et al. (2013), the hypothesis was that 
lincRNA-Cox2 (its neighboring gene is Ptgs2 (Cox2)) regulates the transcription of 
immune genes by associating with hnRNPs. hnRNP-A/B linked to transcriptional 
repression of some genes and also associated with hnRNP-A2/B1. Results in this study 
showed that lincRNA-Cox2 mediates the expression pattern of immune response genes. 
 
In the present study, our purpose was to understand whether pituitary GH signaling in 
mouse liver has a similar effect on sex-biased lincRNAs as on sex-biased RefSeq genes. 
Genomic Regions Enrichment of Annotation Tool (GREAT) (McLean C. Y. et al. 2010) 
was used to identify two nearest genes that were located near sex-biased lincRNAs. Of 
the 44 nearest genes, 2 of the nearest genes, Hmgn3 and Nudt7, were identified as male-
biased in our sex differential expression analysis that we conducted using G85 RNA-seq 
dataset. To learn more about the functions of these nearest genes we conducted functional 
annotation analysis using the Database for Annotation Visualization and Integrated 
Discovery (DAVID) (Huang D. W. et al. 2009). 16 nearest genes were enriched in “metal 
ion binding”, “cation binding”, and “ion binding”. 19 nearest genes enriched in 
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“phosphoprotein”, 18 nearest genes enriched in “alternative splicing” and “splice 
variant”. In addition, we also did functional annotation analysis to understand more about 
the functions of sex-biased RefSeq genes. 53 of 180 male-biased RefSeq genes that were 
affected by hypox enriched in glycoprotein, 51 enriched in glycosylation site: N-linked. 7 
of 14 male-biased RefSeq genes that were not affected by hypox enriched in iron, 7 
enriched in iron ion binding, and 6 enriched in oxidoreductase. 25 of 202 female-biased 
RefSeq genes that were affected by hypox enriched in monooxygenase, 22 enriched in 
microsome, 21 enriched in cythochrome P450, and 21 enriched in cythochrome P450, 
conserved site. 3 of 10 female-biased RefSeq genes that were not affected by hypox 
enriched in transmembrane region, and 3 were enriched in transmembrane. 
 
3.C. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
3.C.1. Datasets for Further Analysis 
22 sex-biased lincRNAs and 799 sex-biased RefSeq genes were used for functional 
annotation analysis and conducting a pairwise comparison analysis to identify the sex-
biased lincRNAs that were genomically located near any of the 799 sex-biased RefSeq 
genes. Circos Plot program was used to visualize the results of this analysis. To identify 
two nearest genes that were located near 22 sex-biased lincRNAs, we used GREAT. Our 
initial input file was the list of bed formatted sex-biased lincRNAs. To learn more about 
the functions of two nearest genes, we used DAVID functional annotation tool. Our 
initial input was the list of nearest genes that includes the official gene symbol. 
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3.C.2. Circos Plot 
We used current release of Circos-0.64 (Krzywinski M. et al., 2009) and performed our 
analysis in UNIX environment. There were two main input files: sex-biased lincRNA 
input file, including the coordinates, identifier/lincRNA name and fold change values of 
22 sex-biased lincRNAs, and sex-biased RefSeq genes, including the coordinates, gene 
names and fold change values of each sex-biased gene. The scale for lincRNA was 25% 
greater than the scale for RefSeq. We conducted one analysis to visually investigate 
whether genomic locations of sex-biased lincRNAs were close to the genomic locations 
of sex-biased RefSeq genes. Circos Plot program provides graphical representation of the 
results as an output file in png and svg format. 
 
3.C.3. Functional Analysis of Sex-Biased Genes with The Database for Annotation, 
Visualization and Integrated Discovery (DAVID) 
We used The Database for Annotation, Visualization and Integrated Discovery (DAVID) 
to learn more about the molecular and cellular functions of both sex-biased RefSeq genes 
and lincRNAs in males and females (Huang DW. et al., 2009). DAVID highlights the 
most relevant associations with 40 different annotation categories including, Gene 
Ontology (GO) terms, protein-protein interactions, disease-associations, bio-pathways, 
homologies, literatures, etc. for a given gene list. We investigated 4 different groups of 
genes: male-biased genes that were affected and not affected by hypox treatment, female-
biased genes that were affected and not affected by hypox treatment. We submit genes 
with these settings: “gene list” as list type, “OFFICIAL_GENE_SYMBOL” as identifier, 
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and used “Mus musculus sp.” as background. DAVID is a web-based gene-annotation 
enrichment tool that provided three different types of output files: functional annotation 
clustering (provides clustered or non-redundant chart report of annotation terms), 
functional annotation chart (provides linear or redundant chart report of annotation 
terms), and functional annotation table. It uses the EASE score (Expression Analysis 
Systematic Explorer, provides an initial biological interpretation of gene clusters and 
biological themes), which is a modified Fisher Exact p-value.  
 
3.C.4. Identification of Two Neighboring Genes using GREAT and Functional 
Annotation Analysis using DAVID 
We used web based annotation tools GREAT and DAVID to learn more about the 
functions of sex-biased lincRNAs by investigating the functions of two nearest RefSeq 
genes that were located near each sex-biased lincRNA. To conduct our first analysis, we 
submitted the list of 22 sex-biased lincRNAs in bed format (including chromosome 
information, and genomic coordinates) to GREAT. GREAT is a web application that 
incorporates annotations from 20 ontologies and a binomial test that robustly integrates 
distal binding events while eliminating bias that leads to false positive enrichment 
(McLean C. Y. et al. 2010). GREAT calculates statistics by associating genomic regions 
with nearby genes and then identify the functional annotation for each gene. 4 species 
assembly available: hg19, hg18, mm9, and danRer7. We used mm9 genome as both 
species assembly and also as background region. Association is a two-step process. First, 
every gene is assigned to a regulatory domain. Then, each genomic region is associated 
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with all genes whose regulatory domain it overlaps (depending on the option that user 
chooses, extension goes up to either both direction (downstream and upstream) or one 
direction (depending on the strand of the closest gene)). Three different settings available 
for genomic regions association: basal plus extension, two nearest genes, and single 
nearest gene. We used two nearest genes options, and GREAT provided a list of RefSeq 
genes that were located near our list of sex-biased lincRNA. Moreover, we used two 
nearest genes list to perform functional annotation analysis using DAVID as described 
above. 
 
3.D. RESULTS 
 
3.D.1. Functional Annotation with GREAT and DAVID 
We performed two analyses with our sex-biased lincRNA list to learn more about the 
molecular functions. The purpose of the first analysis, conducting GREAT analysis, was 
to identify the two nearest RefSeq genes. GREAT provided a list of genes either from 
upstream or downstream or both in 10,000 kb window including the distance of each 
genes to the each lincRNA, and Table 3.1 represents the list of two nearest genes. Two of 
the nearest genes, Hmgn3 and Nudt7, listed as male-biased genes in our list of sex-biased 
RefSeq genes that we generated using G85 dataset. 
 
Although GREAT provides the functional annotation of two nearest genes, we used 
DAVID to obtain gene clusters and enrichment analysis. DAVID provides three different 
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output files: functional annotation clustering, functional annotation chart, and functional 
annotation chart. The set of enriched annotation terms was determined using DAVID 
functional annotation chart with using an Expression Analysis Systematic Explorer 
(EASE) score <= 0.05. The enrichment score annotation clusters were not very high, 
annotation cluster 1 has enrichment score of 1.24, and 16 out of 22 lincRNAs have 3 
functions in common: “metal ion binding”, “cation binding” and “ion binding” (Table 
3.2). However, the p-value < 0.04 and false discovery rate (FDR) < 28. Annotation 
cluster 2 has enrichment score of 1.2, and 10 out of 22 lincRNAs have 1 function in 
commong: “hydrolase”. The p-value < 0.005 and FDR = 3.78. 
 
The primary annotation terms that were enriched in the list of two nearest genes included 
“phosphoprotein”, “alternative splicing”, and “splice variant” and these results were 
shown in functional annotation chart (Table 3.3). 
 
3.D.2. DAVID Functional Annotation of RefSeq Genes 
We performed DAVID functional annotation analysis to understand more about the 
functions of sex-biased RefSeq genes and lincRNAs, to identify potential gene pathways, 
and key functional groups that may modulate response of both RefSeq genes that affected 
by hypox treatment and that were not affected by hypox. Table 3.4 represents DAVID 
functional annotation analysis for male-biased RefSeq genes that were affected by hypox. 
Of the 180 male-biased genes that were affected by hypox, 53 genes were enriched in 
“glycoprotein” terms, 51 genes enriched in “glycosylation site: N-linked (GlcNAc)” 
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terms. These results have 9.62E-06 < p-value =< 1.87E-02 and 0.01 < FDR < 23.85. 
 
Table 3.5 represents DAVID functional annotation analysis for male-biased RefSeq 
genes that were not affected by hypox. Of the 14 male-biased genes that were not 
affected from hypox, 7 genes enriched in “iron”, 7 genes enriched in “iron ion binding”, 
and 6 genes enriched in “oxidoreductase”. 
 
Table 3.6 represents DAVID functional annotation analysis for female-biased RefSeq 
genes that were affected by hypox. Of the 202 female-biased genes that were affected 
from hypox, 25 genes enriched in “monooxygenase”, 22 genes enriched in “microsome”, 
21 genes enriched in “cytochrome P450” and 21 genes enriched in “cythochrome P450, 
conserved site”. These results 1.38E-08 < p-value < 0.02 and 1.32E-05 < FDR < 14.23. 
 
Table 3.7 represents DAVID functional annotation analysis for female-biased RefSeq 
genes that were not affected by hypox. Of the 10 female-biased genes that were not 
affected from hypox, 3 genes enriched in “transmembrane region”, 3 genes enriched in 
“transmembrane”, 3 genes enriched in “membrane”, 3 genes enriched in “integral to 
membrane” term, and 3 genes enriched in “intrinsic to membrane” term. These results 
have 8.70E-27 < p-value < 0.01 and 1.11E-23 < FDR < 18.41. 
The database for annotation, visualization and integrated discovery (DAVID) was used to 
investigate the functional annotation of both sex-biased genes that were impacted by 
hypox and sex-biased genes that were not impacted by hypox. Functional annotation 
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results showed that both male-biased RefSeq genes that were not affected by hypox and 
female-biased RefSeq genes that were affected by hypox enriched in 18 annotation terms. 
These results have 0.07 < p-value < 0.46 and 31.25 < FDR < 96.55 
 
3.D.3. Circos Plot Results 
We used Circos Plot to visually inspect whether sex-biased lincRNAs were located near 
the sex-biased RefSeq genes (Figure 3.1). Inner circle represents sex-biased RefSeq 
genes that were either male or female-biased. Outer circle represents sex-biased 
lincRNAs that were either male or female-biased. In both circle, male-biased genes were 
shown as blue and their fold change values were shown in outward direction and female-
biased genes were shown in red and fold change values were shown in inward direction. 
By looking at the figure, we may conclude that sex-biased lincRNAs and sex-biased 
RefSeq genes were located in close proximate. However, our two nearest genes analysis 
by using GREAT did not show any such conclusion. Therefore, further investigation 
needs to be performed to understand and explore more about the functional role of sex-
biased lincRNAs in the regulation of sex-biased RefSeq genes. 
 
3.E. DISCUSSION 
 
As discussed in earlier chapters, long intergenic noncoding RNAs has distinct roles in the 
regulation of gene expression, including cell differentiation, cis and trans regulation of 
gene expression, and regulation of transcription through interaction with chromatin 
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remodelers (Popadin K. et al. 2013, Plath et al. 2002; de Napoles et al. 2004; Schoeftner 
et al. 2006). In the present study, we conducted further functional analysis for 22 sex-
biased lincRNAs using Genomic Regions Enrichment of Annotation Tool (GREAT), 
Database for Annotation Visualization and Integrated Discovery (DAVID), and for 
circular pairwise visualization of both sex-biased lincRNAs and sex-biased RefSeq genes 
we used Circos Plot. 
 
To learn more about the functions of sex-biased lincRNAs, first step was to get two 
nearest RefSeq genes using GREAT. GREAT is useful for predicting functions of cis-
regulatory regions. 44 nearest RefSeq genes were identified for sex-biased 22 lincRNAs. 
Out of 44 nearest RefSeq genes, 2 genes, Hmgn3 and Nudt7, were listed male-biased 
RefSeq genes in our G85 RNA-seq differential expression analysis (Table 3.1). 
Moreover, functional annotation and enrichment analysis of two nearest genes were 
conducted by using DAVID. The enrichment score for clusters of annotation terms was 
less than or equal to 1.24, which was really low. False discovery rates were higher than 
3.78, which were very high and not statistically significant. By looking at the number of 
genes enriched in annotation terms, 38% enriched in metal ion binding, “cation binding” 
and “ion binding”, we can conclude that these results were correlated with our previous 
DAVID annotation and enrichment analysis with male-biased RefSeq genes that were not 
affected by hypox treatment. This suggests direct or indirect impact of sex-biased 
lincRNAs in the expression of sex-biased RefSeq genes. In addition, the primary 
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annotation terms enriched in two nearest genes list included phosphoprotein (47.6%), 
alternative splicing (42.9%), and splice variant (42.9%). 
 
The next step in our analysis was to visually analyze of sex-biased lincRNAs using 
Circos Plot (Figure 3. 1). The inner circle represents sex-biased RefSeq genes, and the 
outer circle represents sex-biased lincRNAs. In both circles, male-biased genes were 
represented in blue and the direction of the expression values were shown outward, and 
female-biased genes were represented in red and the direction of the expression values 
were shown inward. Except for chromosome 10, all sex-biased lincRNAs were located 
close to sex-biased RefSeq genes, meaning that sex-biased lincRNAs may impact the 
expression of sex-biased RefSeq genes by cis or trans regulation. However, our two 
neighboring genes functional analysis by using GREAT did not show any such 
supporting evidence, and further analysis needs to be performed both computationally 
and experimentally to understand the role of sex-biased lincRNAs. 
 
Finally, we performed functional annotation analysis using DAVID to learn more about 
the functions of both male and female-biased genes. DAVID results exhibited that there 
were common enrichments in each group, including male-biased genes that were affected 
by hypox, male-biased genes that were not affected by hypox, female-biased genes that 
were affected by hypox and female-biased genes that were not affected by hypox. In 
addition, male-biased genes that were not impacted by hypox showed enrichment in 30 
annotation terms, and female-biased genes that were impacted by hypox showed 
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enrichment in 25 annotation terms. There were 18 common annotation terms in between 
two groups as described above, suggesting that the female-biased genes that were 
impacted by hypox represents male-like molecular functions. Moreover, Cythochrome 
P450, one of the drug metabolizing enzymes, was one of the common annotation terms 
that was studied with respect to their impact on sex differences in pharmacology and 
toxicology (Waxman D.J., et al., 2009). 
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Table 3.1. Identification of Two Nearest Genes with GREAT: We submitted the list of 
lincRNAs in bed format to the web based annotation tool, GREAT. 44 genes were 
identified as “two nearest genes” for each lincRNA. Numbers in parenthesis represents 
genomic distance, and sex-biased genes were colored in red. 
 # GREAT  
version 
2.0.2 
Species 
assembly:  
mm9 
Sex- 
specificity Two nearest genes: 
10,000,000 bp 
max extension 
1 Mylinc2608 Male Fam5c (+884,545) Pla2g4a (+2,579,052) 
2 Mylinc1010 Female Fam188a (-419254)  Pter (-85,327) 
3 Mylinc06 Male Eltd1 (-1785215) Lphn2 (-697,932) 
4 Mylinc1997 Female Cxxc4 (-428977)  Tet2 (-266781) 
5 Mylinc3925 Male Dab1 (-928018) Oma1 (+125696) 
6 Mylinc1995 Female 4933407H18Rik (+74955) Fam53a (+175984) 
7 Mylin1905 Female Gpr12 (-76029) Usp12 (+133688) 
8 Mylinc1966 Female Snx10 (+164866) Skap2 (+323780) 
9 Mylinc2007 Female St3gal5 (-35657) Polr1a (+152903) 
10 Mylinc02 Male Obox2 (-544367) Gm4745 (+184776) 
11 Mylinc17 Male Adamts18 (-203412) Nudt7 (-81328) 
12 Mylinc1951 Female Tll1 (+441446) Spock3 (+813101) 
13 Mylinc3205 Male Aldh1a2 (-29992) Aqp9 (-22508) 
14 Mylinc1865 Female Hmgn3 (-61,680) Lca5 (+232812) 
15 Mylinc3204 Male Rassf3 (-40866) Tbk1 (+69678) 
16 Mylinc2870 Male Bicc1 (-34985) Tfam (+43425) 
17 Mylinc3610 Male Rassf3 (-15021) Tbk1 (+95523) 
18 Mylinc3630 Male Myt1l (-484477) Tssc1 (+292079) 
19 Mylinc1916 Female Nampt (-63997) 2010109K11Rik (+377549) 
20 Mylinc13 Male Ddhd1 (-583329) Gm15217 (-137995) 
21 Mylinc15 Male Ptprg (-266891) Fhit (-124630) 
22 Mylinc3414 Male Klf9 (-77009) Trpm3 (+925100) 
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Table 3.2. Annotation Clustering of Two Nearest Genes: Clustering of two nearest 
genes were done by GREAT. 44 two nearest genes list submitted to GREAT. In this 
analysis, to reduce the redundancy, the grouping algorithm is based on the hypothesis that 
similar annotations should have similar gene members. In other words, the more common 
genes annotations share, the higher chance they will be grouped together. The group 
enrichment score is used to rank the biological significance of gene list of interest.  
Annotation Cluster 1 Enrichment Score: 1.24 
    Category Term Count % PValue FDR 
GOTERM_MF_FAT 
GO:0046872~metal ion 
binding 16 38.1 0.02 23.05 
GOTERM_MF_FAT GO:0043169~cation binding 16 38.1 0.03 24.75 
GOTERM_MF_FAT GO:0043167~ion binding 16 38.1 0.03 27.25 
GOTERM_MF_FAT 
GO:0046914~transition 
metal ion binding 11 26.2 0.08 59.76 
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS metal-binding 10 23.8 0.11 70.45 
GOTERM_MF_FAT 
GO:0008270~zinc ion 
binding 8 19.0 0.24 94.47 
      Annotation Cluster 2 Enrichment Score: 1.2 
    Category Term Count % PValue FDR 
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS hydrolase 10 23.8 0.004 3.78 
UP_SEQ_FEATURE 
metal ion-binding site:Zinc; 
catalytic 3 7.1 0.027 27.97 
GOTERM_MF_FAT 
GO:0004222~metalloendope
ptidase activity 3 7.1 0.031 28.54 
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS metalloprotease 3 7.1 0.039 34.73 
GOTERM_MF_FAT 
GO:0008237~metallopeptida
se activity 3 7.1 0.074 56.54 
GOTERM_MF_FAT 
GO:0004175~endopeptidase 
activity 4 9.5 0.080 59.22 
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS Protease 4 9.5 0.093 65.50 
GOTERM_MF_FAT 
GO:0070011~peptidase 
activity, acting on L-amino 
acid peptides 4 9.5 0.176 87.63 
GOTERM_MF_FAT 
GO:0008233~peptidase 
activity 4 9.5 0.192 89.97 
GOTERM_BP_FAT GO:0006508~proteolysis 4 9.5 0.444 99.96 
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Table 3.3. GREAT Annotation Analysis of Two Nearest Genes, Functional 
Annotation Chart: In this analysis, to avoid over counting duplicated genes, the Fisher 
Exact statistics is calculated based on corresponding DAVID gene IDs. Thresholds are: 
max prob. <= 0.1 and min. count >= 2.44 two nearest genes list submitted to DAVID. 
Category Term Count % PValue FDR 
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS phosphoprotein 20 47.6 0.045 39.16 
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS alternative splicing 18 42.9 0.007 6.87 
UP_SEQ_FEATURE splice variant 18 42.9 0.007 8.01 
GOTERM_MF_FAT GO:0046872~metal ion binding 16 38.1 0.024 23.05 
GOTERM_MF_FAT GO:0043169~cation binding 16 38.1 0.026 24.75 
GOTERM_MF_FAT GO:0043167~ion binding 16 38.1 0.029 27.25 
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS hydrolase 10 23.8 0.004 3.78 
UP_SEQ_FEATURE metal ion-binding site:Zinc; catalytic 3 7.1 0.027 27.97 
GOTERM_MF_FAT 
GO:0004222~metalloendopeptidase  
activity 3 7.1 0.031 28.54 
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS metalloprotease 3 7.1 0.039 34.73 
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Table 3.4. DAVID Functional Annotation Analysis for Male-biased RefSeq Genes 
That were Affected by Hypox: We submitted male-biased RefSeq genes that were 
affected by hypox (total of 180 genes) as shown in Chapter 02, Table 2.3. 
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS provides annotation from two protein databases: Swiss-Prot (SP) 
and Protein Information Resource (PIR), UP_SEQ_FEATURE provides annotation from 
UniProt Sequence Feature, and GOTERM_CC_FAT provides annotation from 
GeneOntology Cellular Component Functional Annotation.  
Annotation Cluster 1 Enrichment Score: 3.2 
Category Term Count % PValue FDR 
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS glycoprotein 53 32.12 9.62E-06 0.01 
UP_SEQ_FEATURE 
glycosylation site:N-linked 
(GlcNAc...) 51 30.91 4.92E-05 0.07 
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS Secreted 25 15.15 5.11E-04 0.65 
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS signal 41 24.85 6.98E-04 0.89 
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS disulfide bond 35 21.21 1.35E-03 1.72 
UP_SEQ_FEATURE signal peptide 41 24.85 1.72E-03 2.46 
GOTERM_CC_FAT 
GO:0005576~extracellular 
region 27 16.36 3.26E-03 3.97 
UP_SEQ_FEATURE disulfide bond 31 18.79 1.87E-02 23.85 
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Table 3.5. DAVID Functional Annotation Analysis for Male-biased RefSeq Genes 
That Were Not Affected By Hypox: We submitted male-biased RefSeq genes that were 
not affected by hypox (total of 14 genes) as shown in Chapter 02, Table 2.3. 
GOTERM_MF_FAT provides functional annotation from GeneOntology Molecular 
Function Functional Annotation, SP_PIR_KEYWORDS provides functional annotation 
from Swiss-Prot (SP) and Protein Information Resource (PIR), UP_SEQ_FEATURE 
provides annotation from UniProt Sequence Feature, GOTERM_CC_FAT provides 
annotation from GeneOntology Cellular Component Functional Annotation, INTERPRO 
provides annotation from database of protein families, domains and functional sites, 
COG_ONTOLOGY provides annotation from Clusters of Orthologous Groups, and 
KEGG_PATHWAY provides annotation from KEGG Database, which is a curated 
pathway maps.  
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Table 3.5. DAVID Functional Annotation Analysis for Male-biased RefSeq Genes 
That were not Affected By Hypox 
Annotation Cluster 1 Enrichment Score: 3.14 
 Category Term Count % PValue FDR 
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS iron 7 50 1.38E-08 1.32E-05 
GOTERM_MF_FAT GO:0005506~iron ion binding 7 50 2.30E-07 2.26E-04 
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS oxidoreductase 6 42.86 1.31E-05 0.01 
INTERPRO IPR001128:Cytochrome P450 4 28.57 2.42E-05 0.02 
INTERPRO 
IPR017972:Cytochrome P450, 
conserved site 4 28.57 2.59E-05 0.02 
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS Monooxygenase 4 28.57 3.43E-05 0.03 
GOTERM_BP_FAT 
GO:0055114~oxidation 
reduction 6 42.86 5.97E-05 0.06 
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS heme 4 28.57 7.76E-05 0.07 
GOTERM_MF_FAT GO:0020037~heme binding 4 28.57 2.55E-04 0.25 
GOTERM_MF_FAT 
GO:0046906~tetrapyrrole 
binding 4 28.57 2.94E-04 0.29 
COG_ONTOLOGY 
Secondary metabolites 
biosynthesis, transport, and 
catabolism 4 28.57 5.71E-04 0.13 
GOTERM_MF_FAT 
GO:0009055~electron carrier 
activity 4 28.57 6.88E-04 0.67 
INTERPRO 
IPR002401:Cytochrome P450, 
E-class, group I 3 21.43 9.85E-04 0.92 
KEGG_PATHWAY 
mmu00590:Arachidonic acid 
metabolism 3 21.43 0.001 0.66 
INTERPRO 
IPR017973:Cytochrome P450, 
C-terminal region 3 21.43 0.001 1.22 
UP_SEQ_FEATURE 
metal ion-binding site:Iron (heme 
axial ligand) 3 21.43 0.001 1.20 
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS microsome 3 21.43 0.002 1.57 
GOTERM_CC_FAT GO:0005792~microsome 3 21.43 0.002 1.40 
GOTERM_CC_FAT GO:0042598~vesicular fraction 3 21.43 0.002 1.50 
GOTERM_CC_FAT 
GO:0005783~endoplasmic 
reticulum 4 28.57 0.003 1.98 
GOTERM_MF_FAT GO:0046872~metal ion binding 9 64.29 0.008 7.15 
GOTERM_MF_FAT GO:0043169~cation binding 9 64.29 0.008 7.58 
GOTERM_MF_FAT GO:0043167~ion binding 9 64.29 0.009 8.21 
GOTERM_CC_FAT GO:0005624~membrane fraction 3 21.43 0.02 10.74 
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS metal-binding 6 42.86 0.02 14.29 
GOTERM_CC_FAT GO:0005626~insoluble fraction 3 21.43 0.02 11.44 
GOTERM_MF_FAT 
GO:0046914~transition metal 
ion binding 7 50.00 0.02 16.09 
GOTERM_CC_FAT GO:0000267~cell fraction 3 21.43 0.02 14.23 
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Table 3.6. DAVID Functional Annotation Analysis for Female-biased RefSeq Genes 
That Were Affected By Hypox: We submitted female-biased RefSeq genes that were 
affected by hypox (total of 202 genes) as shown in Chapter 02, Table 2.3. 
GOTERM_MF_FAT provides functional annotation from GeneOntology Molecular 
Function Functional Annotation, SP_PIR_KEYWORDS provides functional annotation 
from Swiss-Prot (SP) and Protein Information Resource (PIR), GOTERM_CC_FAT 
provides annotation from GeneOntology Cellular Component Functional Annotation, 
GOTERM_BP_FAT provide annotation from GeneOntology Biological Process 
Functional Annotation, INTERPRO provides annotation from database of protein 
families, domains and functional sites, COG_ONTOLOGY provides annotation from 
Clusters of Orthologous Groups, and KEGG_PATHWAY provides annotation from 
KEGG Database, which is a curated pathway maps.  
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Table 3.6. DAVID Functional Annotation Analysis for Female-biased RefSeq Genes 
That were Affected By Hypox 
Annotation Cluster 1 Enrichment Score: 13.6 
Category Term Count % PValue FDR 
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS Monooxygenase 25 13.02 8.70E-27 1.11E-23 
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS microsome 22 11.46 5.49E-23 7.00E-20 
INTERPRO 
IPR001128:Cytochrome 
P450 21 10.94 4.53E-22 6.29E-19 
INTERPRO 
IPR017972:Cytochrome 
P450, conserved site 21 10.94 7.43E-22 1.03E-18 
INTERPRO 
IPR017973:Cytochrome 
P450, C-terminal region 20 10.42 3.36E-21 4.67E-18 
KEGG_PATHWAY 
mmu00982:Drug 
metabolism 20 10.42 5.16E-20 5.91E-17 
GOTERM_CC_FAT GO:0005792~microsome 23 11.98 1.84E-19 2.24E-16 
GOTERM_CC_FAT 
GO:0042598~vesicular 
fraction 23 11.98 3.86E-19 4.69E-16 
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS heme 21 10.94 2.60E-18 3.31E-15 
GOTERM_MF_FAT 
GO:0046906~tetrapyrrole 
binding 22 11.46 3.71E-18 5.02E-15 
INTERPRO 
IPR002401:Cytochrome 
P450, E-class, group I 17 8.85 7.85E-18 1.09E-14 
GOTERM_MF_FAT 
GO:0009055~electron 
carrier activity 24 12.50 8.06E-18 1.09E-14 
GOTERM_MF_FAT 
GO:0020037~heme 
binding 21 10.94 2.53E-17 3.43E-14 
COG_ONTOLOGY 
Secondary metabolites 
biosynthesis, transport, and 
catabolism 21 10.94 9.16E-17 6.66E-14 
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS oxidoreductase 33 17.19 1.47E-16 1.44E-13 
GOTERM_MF_FAT 
GO:0016712~oxidoreducta
se activity, acting on 
paired donors, with 
incorporation or reduction 
of molecular oxygen, 
reduced flavin or 
flavoprotein as one donor, 
and incorporation of one 
atom of oxygen 14 7.29 3.55E-16 4.55E-13 
UP_SEQ_FEATURE 
metal ion-binding site:Iron 
(heme axial ligand) 17 8.85 2.53E-15 3.71E-12 
GOTERM_CC_FAT 
GO:0005624~membrane 
fraction 29 15.10 4.81E-15 5.80E-12 
KEGG_PATHWAY 
mmu00830:Retinol 
metabolism 16 8.33 6.17E-15 7.12E-12 
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Table 3.6. DAVID Functional Annotation Analysis for Female-biased RefSeq Genes 
That were Affected By Hypox (Continued) 
GOTERM_BP_FAT 
GO:0055114~oxidation 
reduction 34 17.71 1.03E-14 1.60E-11 
GOTERM_CC_FAT 
GO:0005626~insoluble 
fraction 29 15.10 1.16E-14 1.40E-11 
GOTERM_CC_FAT GO:0000267~cell fraction 30 15.63 3.26E-14 3.97E-11 
PIR_SUPERFAMILY 
PIRSF000045:cytochrome 
P450 CYP2D6 12 6.25 4.46E-13 4.97E-10 
GOTERM_MF_FAT 
GO:0070330~aromatase 
activity 11 5.73 1.11E-12 1.51E-09 
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS iron 21 10.94 1.81E-11 2.31E-08 
GOTERM_MF_FAT 
GO:0005506~iron ion 
binding 22 11.46 5.30E-11 7.18E-08 
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS endoplasmic reticulum 28 14.58 1.37E-10 1.74E-07 
GOTERM_CC_FAT 
GO:0005783~endoplasmic 
reticulum 30 15.63 1.52E-10 1.84E-07 
KEGG_PATHWAY 
mmu00980:Metabolism of 
xenobiotics by cytochrome 
P450 12 6.25 8.37E-10 9.58E-07 
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS metalloprotein 10 5.21 2.06E-09 2.63E-06 
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS chromoprotein 9 4.69 2.68E-09 3.42E-06 
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS electron transfer 8 4.17 3.85E-09 4.91E-06 
GOTERM_CC_FAT 
GO:0019898~extrinsic to 
membrane 20 10.42 3.46E-08 4.21E-05 
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS transmembrane protein 18 9.38 6.10E-08 7.77E-05 
KEGG_PATHWAY 
mmu00590:Arachidonic acid 
metabolism 11 5.73 1.31E-07 1.50E-04 
KEGG_PATHWAY 
mmu00591:Linoleic acid 
metabolism 7 3.65 3.16E-05 0.04 
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS metal-binding 44 22.92 1.53E-04 0.19 
GOTERM_MF_FAT 
GO:0046914~transition 
metal ion binding 39 20.31 0.01 18.41 
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Table 3.7. DAVID Functional Annotation Analysis for Female-biased RefSeq Genes 
That Were not Affected By Hypox: We submitted female-biased RefSeq genes that 
were not affected by hypox (total of 10 genes) as shown in Chapter 02, Table 2.3. 
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS provides functional annotation from Swiss-Prot (SP) and Protein 
Information Resource (PIR), GOTERM_CC_FAT provides annotation from 
GeneOntology Cellular Component Functional Annotation, and UP_SEQ_FEATURE 
provides annotation from UniProt Sequence Feature. 
Annotation Cluster 1 Enrichment Score: 0.79 
Category Term Count % PValue FDR 
UP_SEQ_FEATURE transmembrane region 3 60 0.07 31.15 
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS transmembrane 3 60 0.09 40.41 
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS membrane 3 60 0.10 43.74 
GOTERM_CC_FAT GO:0016021~integral to membrane 3 60 0.44 95.61 
GOTERM_CC_FAT GO:0031224~intrinsic to membrane 3 60 0.46 96.55 
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Figure 3.1. Visualization of Sex-biased LincRNAs and Sex-biased RefSeq Genes by 
Circos Plot: We submitted differentially expressed all (total of 49) sex-biased lincRNAs 
and sex-biased RefSeq genes (total of 799) using the G85 RNA-seq dataset to Circos Plot 
(as explained in Chapter 02). 25 male-biased and 24 female-biased lincRNAs were 
shown here in the outer circle, and 194 male-biased and 217 female-biased RefSeq genes 
were shown here in the inned circle. Inner circle represents sex-biased RefSeq genes, and 
outer circle represents sex-biased LincRNAs. All of the chromosomes were shown in the 
figure even if a sex-biased lincRNA was not located in that specific chromosome. 
Negative fold change values were shown in red and directed inward, which represents 
either female-biased lincRNAs and/or female-biased RefSeq genes, and positive fold 
change values were shown in blue and directed outward, which represents either male-
biased lincRNAs and/or male-biased RefSeq genes.  
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Figure 3.1. Visualization of Sex-biased LincRNAs and Sex-biased RefSeq Genes by 
Circos Plot 
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